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The following have registered at the Wayside the past week: Mrs. John Storer Cobb
and Miss E. W. Fuller of
Cambridge, Mass.;
Mrs. C. J. Wardley and Ella M, Downer of

PERSONAL.

Paulina, wife of Daniel Duncan, died July
The front of the City Drug Store, Read &
Of the game between Rockland and Belfast.
Mrs. Louise Royal returned last
Friday from
12th in Dr. Woods’ Private Hospital in Rock- Hill
a visit with relatives in
proprietors, has been painted a Flemish
July 12th the Courier-Gazette says: “It was
Ellsworth.
for
health
about
land. She had been in poor
Bangor; Mrs, Celeste Lull of Old Town; Mr.
brown.
in fact the best played game that has been
Miss Lou H. Smalley returned
and Mrs. Franklin H. Reeves of
a year.
Sne was born in North Searsport, the
Monday from
Philadelphia,
Mrs. Warren A. Nichols’ Sunday school class
staged on the Broadway ground this season,
Pa.; Miss Mabelle Wood of Castine; Mrs. B. a few days visit with relatives in Castine.
daughter of the late Phineas G. and Vienna will
Rockland having an errorless record, while
have
an
at
the
toall-day picnic
City park
Pol and Miss Alice Walker of
Mrs. W. Morris Deisher of
(Conant) Warren. When young she married
Bangor; Miss F.
Reading, Pa., ie
Belfast’s one misplay was quite excusable.
day, Thursday.
M. Pol of New York; Miss Alice Bush of New vieiting her cousin, MrB. Walter A. Decrow.
Albert Morse of Searsport, who died in 1878.
The only thing to regret is that Rockland did
The reserved seat sale for Jere McAuliffe’s London, Conn.; Mrs. Fred
She had four children, Annabel!, who died in
G. Carter, Savannah,
Mrs. W. R. Howard was the
guest the past
not win it. It must be that the Belfast players
BELFAST AND KOCKLAND GAMES.
1904, Edward of Galveston, Texas, Idella Rob- show, which plays at the Colonial all next Ga.; C. M. and Katherine H. Kendrick of week of Mrs. Amos Clement at Seal
Harbor.
look at the moon over their right shoulders beLast Friday at Rockland the local team
at
Frank
week,
of
the
box
and
opens
office
at
nine
inson
Mass.,
of Chelmsiord,
Saco,
deSaturday
Litchfield; Gladys Caskery of Bowdoinham;
S. M. Milliken of New York arrived
fore playing our team, because the nearest we feated Belfast
Saturby a score of 4 to 2. The Cour- with whom she spent the last winter, She o’clock*.
C. V. Stnart of Boston; John L. and
Bryant E. day to viait hia mother, Mrs. Elizabeth
have come to beating them this season was the ier-Gazette says of the
A. Milgame; “It was a clean- also leaves two grandsons, five sisters and one
Business at the C. U. Rain coat factory did Moore of Ellsworth; Geo. W. Swift of Eliza- liken.
scoreless tie of last Saturday.
cut victory
with no alibi poasible for
losers. brother, Thresia Damcn of Tacoma, Wash., not start up July 13th, as expected, having beth, N. J.; Mrs. E B. Sawyer of Bangor; Mrs.
Mine Bertha Z Hayes ia
“The Belfast half of the 6th inning was a
The box score shows that the
visiting the family
Colonials out- Leora Brigham of Pasadena, Calif., Francena been delayed by the non-arrival of the dyna- E. T. Savage, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Cram of
of her brother,
thriller. Neptune singled, but was forced at classed Belfast in every
Eugene Hayee in Reedville,
department of the Damon of Inglewood, Calif., Alice Sweet of mo for the cutting machine.
Searaport; Dr. and Mrs. W, L, Soule of New
Maes,
second by Brignolia’s bunt to Brennan.
Ash- game.”
Philadelphia, Pa., Elmer of Chelmsford, Maas.,
Workmen are covering the High street side York; Edna A. Hebb of Brooklyn, N. Y.; M. A.
worth doubled, advancing Brignolia to third.
Miss Nella Guptill,
Monday, again at Rockland, Belfast met and and Mrs. 1). F. Stephenson of this city. In of The
stenographer in the law
Dinsmore store with metal shingles McCarthy, Edwin D. and Susan Wentworth
McDonald hit a grounder to Louraine, who defeated the Rocklands
office of H. C, Buzzeil, ie
Burd of Boston; E. Marie Sinclair,
by a score of 7 to 2. 1897 she married Daniel Duncan of North like those on the
taking a few weeks
Dorothy
front,
the
greatly
improving
threw Brignolia out at the plate. O’CoQnor The summary;
Fitch
vacation.
and Maud E. Tannerhill of New York;
Haven, and went there to live. Ten years ago appearance of the building,
snapped the ball to sepond to head off McDonald, Bel*aBt .1 0 1 0
Dorothy Brewster and V, T. Boyd of New
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Littlefield and
0 2 1 0 2-7 they moved to Thomaston, where they have
little
Miss Christine Sholes was operated on at
and Killalay sped the ball back to O’Connor, Kock.and.0 0 0 0
York city.
0 0 0 0 2—2 since made their home. She was a good, faithdaughter, of LewiBton, are visiting relatives in
the
last
Tapley
All
out
Ashworth.
It
was
hospital
the
cleverest
the
Saturday.
shutting
Base hits, Belfast 13 with a total of
ful
She
united
with
The
this
wife
and
mother.
the
Fair.
The
I^ospital
midsummer
city.
fair
25; Rockrooms at the hospital are now
occupied and and dance;was held in Memorial hall
piece of fielding seen on the Rockland ground land 5, with a total of 6. Two-base
hits, Nep- Methodist church in North Searsport, but since several are on the
July 19th
Daniel Gould of Hathorne, Maes., is visiting
this season, and inspired the visitors with a
waiting list.
as a benefit to the Waldo
tune, Lannon, Albert 2,Williams, Haley. O’Con- living in Thomaston was a constant attendant
County hospital. his aunt, Mrs. Fred Rackliff, and his sister
new respect for the team wl ich has never yet
The polling place in Ward two has been The tables
nor.
Homs runs Cram, Haley. Struck out,
of the Baptist church. The funeral was held
were covered with white and decoby
Miss E. Frances Abbott.
beaten them,
Haley 4, by Brennan 4. Errors, Belfast 2, Friday afternoon at her ’ate home. Rev. W. A. changed from the Opera House to the office on rated with vines and garden flowers—daisies
Richard Foster Crocker of Fort Kent arrived
“Our best chance to score came in the 8th Rockland 0.
Beaver street formerly occupied by E. E. Wy- and
Newcombe, pastor of the Baptist church oflarkspur predominating, and all the ladies
inning after there were two down. Brennan
Friday for a few days’ visit witli his parents,
in attendance were in white. The stage was
Tuesday afternoon, Rockland succeeded in ficiating. Henry Tillson Circle, Ladies of the i man, second door below Central Market.
Mr. and Edwin M, Crocker.
singled, and went econd on a wild pitch. Kill- winning from Belfast on the
Congress street G. A. R., attended in a body. The remains | Mrs. Byron B. Greenlaw entertained the outlined with small evergreen trees and decosmashed out a pretty single, on which
Miss Idella D. Knowlton, clerk in the
grounds after a fast tenTinning session by a were taken to Searsport for interment beside i Helping Hand society of the Baptist church rated with jardineres of flowers. Mrs. E. A.
dry
Brennan attempted to score, but was thrown
her first husband.
score of 2 to 1.
The summary:
Wednesday afternoon at her home on Nurth- and Mrs. F. I. Wilson sold the food; Mrs. Julia goods department of Carle & Jones, went tc
out at the plate in spite of Ashworth turning
W ilton Monday to visit
A
avenue.
G.
McKeen
lunch
was
and
port
Mrs.
picnic
G.
Rockland.000100000 1—2
served at 6
Paul the aprons;
friends.
J.
The funeral services of Lizzie M., wife of
the wrong way to catch him. In the 9th inking Belfast.0 00001000
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher and Mrs. Essie P. Carle the
0-1
o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. William Downes of Chestnut
we had two men on, but Thornton’s grounder
Two base hits Curtin, Gay. Home run, Wil- Charles B. Thompson, were held July 13th at
Albert M. Judd, A. M. and M. D. of New icecream; Mrs. Eugene u Stevens and Mrs. S. Hill. Mass., are spending a vacation in Belfast,
She was the i
to N ptune made the third out.” The score:
liams. Stolen bases, K,illilay. Bases on balls, their home ou Congress-street
brain specialist and a friend of Dr. Eu- A. Parker, dolls; Mrs. Maine Hills, Mrs. Norof the late Robert a-.d Elorah Ring York,a
j occupying one of the Towle cottages.
daughter
Struck
BELFAST
out by Buckland 12, by
by Brignolia.
man A, Read and Mrs. Charles
Brown, cregene D. Tapley of Belfast, is occupying the
George Moore and family, w ao have beet,
Waterman
and
North
was
born
in
Searsmont,
ab. r. bh. po. a. e.
Brignolia 7. Sacrifice hits, Gay, Neptune UmBrooks cottage, so-called, on the North Shore. tonne; Mrs. G. G. Abbott, Mrs. Sarah Knight,
living in Belfast for some time, went to Hart4
1
1
3
0
April ^3, 1868. She had been in poor health
0 pire, Spinney. Time 2 hours.
Curtin, If.
Miss Loula A. Mason and Mrs. Colby A. RackNorthport.
land Saturday and will make the.r home
1
for more than eleven years, but tvas feeling
Neptune,3b. 4 0 2 1 5
there.
liff, fancy work; Mrs. N. H. Small and Mrs.
1
1
0
Brignolia,cf. 4 0 0
The Belfast Water Co. has leased of the BelMr. and Mrs. Zenas D. Hartshorn and
Today, Thursday, Belfast will play the Rum- better the morning of her death than for
0
T. E. Bowker, punch; Mr. R. P. Coombs and
daugho
15
10
Ashworth, c. 4
ford team. Friday Skowhegan will play here, eleven years. She leaves to mourn their loss, fast Amusement Co. the store in the Colonial
ter Martha returned
C. McDonald, 2b. 4
0
0
0
1
0
Saturday from visits with
Mrs. Carl H. Stevens, candy. The
orange
0
1
1
4
0 and again on Monday. Saturday the hohie team beside her husband, her stepmother, Mrs. Liz- Theater building recently occupied by William
Albert, 66. 3
relatives in Millinocket, Kingman and
Lincoln,
tree, each fruit containing a prize, occupied
1
0 will
0
M.
and
Cram, cf. 3 0 0
will
move
their office there
zie M. Waterman; three brothers, Charles H
Thayer,
play a double-header in Skowhegan.
Allen D. French of Waltham,
the center of the hall and was in
0
was in
1 15
0
0
Williams, lb. 3
Mass.,
of
charge
from 62 Main street.
and John R., both of Belfast and James B.
1
4
0
0
Lannon, p. 3 0
Misses Margaret L. Keene, Alice E. Simmons Northport and Belfast the past week, and with
Waterman of Pittsfield,Maine; one sister,Elora 1
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
Frederick W. Brown has a bird house at his and E.
his
trances Abbott.
family will ctme later for an extended
The dance in the
Totals.32
1
7 27
16
1
M. Richards of Camden, Me.; two nephews,
cottage on the Yllyn shore and reported yes- evening was in charge of Mrs.
Eugene L. stay.
The following transfers of real estate were Frank J. and Robert Wallace Waterman; two
ROCKLAND.
terday that there is a fierce and continuous Stevens, with music by McKeen’s orchestra.
Ross H. Pattershall arrived
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
Wednesday
nieces, Mildred C. Bryant of Pittsfield and warfare
ab
r
bh po
a
e
among the bluebirds, martins, whitemorning from Boston and is a guest of hie,
for the week ending July 19, 1916.
JNOKTH
BELFAST.
Marion
and
Roberta
Waterman
of
Frank
Tucker
Ueorge
113
0
Belfast; one breasted and English sparrows, in which the
Killalay, 2b. 3 0
mother, Mrs. Grace E. Pattershall, at Upper
Adelbert D. and Minnie B. Gilley, Bucks- grand
0
with six young men companions of Malden,
0
0
0
0
Lamb, ct. 4
niece, Marguerite Eleanor Bryant of latter are always the aggressors.
B rid ire.
2
0
0 10
1
0 port, to Harriette Coombs, do; land in NorthO’Cunnor, c
Mass., have been camping on the Walton shore
Me.; three cousins, Robert and RenPittsfield,
0
0
Green, lb. 4
0
8
0
The U. S. Civil Service Commission will hold
Mr. and Mrs. Fred S, Jackson and Mr. and
of Holmes’ pond the past two weeks. It was
port.
dell Waterman of Charlottetown, P. E. I., and
H McDonald, lf,ss
4
0
1
0
2
2
an examination in this city August 12th to fill
Mrs. Ross i. Hammons were in Dexter
Emerv W. Cunninirham. Swanvillp tn P.hna
their annual outing and they are always welMrs. Fred Kuight of Newburyport, Maas.; an^
0
Bellows, ss. 2
0
1
2
0
Sunday
the position of rural carrier on route 1, vacated
of Dr. Edith F. Kidder,
1
0
H. Webb, do; land in Swanville.
2
Thornton,If. 2 0 0
comed
one uncle. Charlpn R. Rino- nf Mnnt.ville.
Sho
formerly of
^>y the citizens of the village, as they guests
me aeam oi r. o. staples, ana also tor vaoy
Belfast.
Frank M. Stevens, Swanville, to Lottie A. was of a
add much to the social enjoyment of the compleasant, sunny disposition and was cancies that
Loraine, 3b. 3 0 0 4 2 0
may later occur on rural routes
Maurice E. Davidson of New York arrived
munity while here. They returned home SatBrennan, p. 3 0 2 1 1 0 Smart and Florence M. Nickerson, do; land in loved by all who knew her, was ever ready to from other
in
offices
Waldo
post
county.
Swanville.
uiday. Maurice Roberts accompanied them. Saturday to visit his mother and sister, Mrs,
help those in trouble and do all the good she
Total.30
0
0
5 27
11
Two canoes containing six boys started yes- .A rare musical treat was
Angelia P. Haskell, Windsor, to Alphonso could and will be greatly missed by neighbors
given the people Mary F. and Miss Edith M. Davidson, No. 8,
Belfast.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—1 P. Haskell, do; land in Liberty.
Grove street.
and friends. The funeral services were con- terday morning from Dr. Vickery’s boys camp of this vicinity July 12th, when Mm. F. S.
Rockland .0 00000000-0
Lottie A. Smart, et al., Swanville, to Tyler ducted by Rev. A. A. Blair and the floral offer- at Lake Quantabacook on a trip to the ocean
Persons, violinist, and Miss Clarke, pianist, of
Mrs. Ella Osborne Gilman of West
Medford,
Two-base hits, Ashworth, Lannon.
by way of Georges River, which flows into the Bangor, gave a concert in tne church. Each
Horae E. Page, et al., do; land in Swanville.
ings were many and very beautiful.
Mass., was called to Belfast last week to atrun. Curtin.
Bases on balls, off Lannon 2
sea
at Thomaston. The return is to be by the number was heartily encored and
Israel W. Parker, Belfast, to Ernest P. Heal,
tend
the
funeral
highly
apof
her
Struck out, by Lannon 4; by Brennan 7.
cousin, Mrs. Carrie
Wild
land in Belfast.
of Lake JVlegunticook and they will arrive preciated fcy the
Allen J. Simmons, one of the best known way
large audience. Mrs. Melvin Osborne Kaler.
pitch. Lannon. Passed bail, O’Connor. Stolen do;
back at the camp Friday, making a three days’ O.
Alice L Pendleton, Islesboro, to The Inhabi- and most
in
bases, VVilliams, O’Connor, Lamb. Umpire,
her
usual
Dickey
sang
farmers
of
manner
the
town
of
pleasing
prosperous
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Martin and two chiltants of the Town of Islesboro; land in IslesWeymouth.
and she, as well as the male quartett, consistWaldo, died July 13th, aged 75 years, 1 month trip.
dren arrived Sunday from
Providence, R. I.
boro.
I
of
B.
S.
L
Everett
S. Hatch, How- to visit Mrs.
and 1 day. He was born in Nobleboro, the
Henry
Stephen
Ladd,
Shute, chief of the fire de- ing
Martin's parents, Mr. and Mrs,
Skowhegan, 2; Belfast, O.
Edwin K. Grant, Frankfort, to Sarah Boyd, son of the late
and
W.
Hatch
ard
Victor
Nathaniel and Rosina Moody partment, received a letter from the Insurance !
Merriam, met with a ! George R. Doak.
At Skowhegan, July 13th, the local team de- do; land in Frankfort.
Arey’s ice cream was
Simmons, and came to Waldo when a young Association asking a report of the condition rousing reception.
Mrs. Walter B. Kelley of St. Paul Minn., and
feated Belfast by a score of 2 to 0.
It was a
Carrie A. Osgood, Palermo, to Ralph D.
of the city’s fire engine, and last Tuesday served after the concert.Mr. and Mrs.
man.
He is survived by bis wife, formerly
her son William Swan Kelley arrived
well played game.
A special to the Kennebec Young, do; land and buildings in Palermo.
Tuesday
Miss Adelaide Ray of Knox; their one son* night Hose Co. No. 1 tried her out on the Harold Bailey and her sister, Miss Potter, of
noon, called here by the illness of her father,
Journal says: “The superb pitching by McFrank D. Haynes, Troy, to Charles E. Libby, Lawrence N.
school common with very satisfactory results, ! North Hampton, Mass., are visiting his father,
Simmons, who lives on the ad;
Hon.
William
B.
Swan.
Kenty, ably assisted by Houser and Fishburn, Waterville; land in Troy.
joining farm, and six daughters—Mrs. Fred M. although Chief Shute says the engine is not to | Mr. H, C. Bailey and his brother, F. M. Bailey
is what won the game from the fast aggregaMr. and Mrs. Walter C. Shaw and daughters
Ezra Knowlton, Belfast, to James C. Durat City point.... Mrs. F. C. Gay of Brooklyn,
Bunker of Ashland, Ky., Mrs. C. F. Stocker be depended on.
tion from Penobscot bay.
The battery for ham, do; land in Belfast.
Florence and Majorie left Sunday in their car
and Mrs Bert Shorey of Billings, Mont., Mrs.
The Democratic State committee have ar- ! N. Y., arrived last Saturday to spend a vacaBelfast was the conspicuous feature for the
to visit Mrs. Shaw’s sisters, Misses Jennie and
Jerry A. Small, Belfast, to James C. Dur- Charles Forbes of Brooks. Mrs, Charles
M, ranged for a campaign meeting in Belfast tion in her summer home....Mr. and Mrs.
j
losers." The score:
Nellie Edison, in Elmwood, Mass.
ham, do; land in Belfast.
Wallace of Huntington, W. Va., Mrs. Walter I. with the following speakers:
Gov. Oakley I Wilburt N. Brier of Detroit, Mich, and her
BELFAST
George A. Choate, Montville, to Emery, Neal of Waldo; and one sister, Mrs. Sarah S- C. Curtis, Senator Charle s F. Johnson of mother of Boston, arrived Monday to spend
Mr. and Mrs. W'illiam McDonald of Belgrade
Roes & Curtis, Bethel, Norway and Paris;
ab r bh po
a
e
His daughters visited Waterville, Prof.
Johnson of Belfast.
Kenneth C. M. Sills of their vacation at the Brier homestead.Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ray of New Hamp1
0
110
0 land in Montville.
shire were called to Waldo last Sunday to atCurtin, If. 4
their home the past year for the first time in Brunswick, Democratic candidate for United Sophronia Cool and her son,Gerald Cool,of Ban0
u
3
0
I
Neptune, 3b. 4
Mark L. Howard, Montville, to same; land
tend the funeral of Alien J. Simmons,
about 22 years and held a very pleasant fam- States senator, and Hon. John E. Bunker of gor are guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Hurd..
3
1
0
1
0
Brignolia.cf. 4
in Montville.
large audience was in attendance at the
0
15
10
ily reunion. Mr. and Mrs. Simmons celebrat- Bar Harbor, Democratic candidate for conMrs. Edward Johnson and daughter, GertAshworth; c.. 2
j
Archie H. Curtis, Paris, to Warren A. EmF. McDonald 2b
..2
0
0
0
3
0
ed their goiden wedding in 1914. The fu- gress in the third district. Time and place church service last Sunday evening to lister j rude Louise, of San Diego, Calif., arrived
0
0
2
0
0 ery of Bethel, and Charles P. Roes of NorAlbert, ss. 3
to the interesting talk by Miss Walkley on hei
Wednesday to visit Mrs. William V. Pratt at.
; neral was held at his late home Sunday at 1 30 will be decided at a meeting of the Waldo
3
0
0
0
0
0
Cram, rf
land in Montville.
travels in Rome.
the Johnson Homestead, Primrose Hill.
p. m. Rev. Walter T. Hawthorne of the Bel- county committee, to be held July 22 th.
1
0 way;
0
0 10
Williams, lb. 3
|
5
0
Myra A. Ferguson, Bridgeport, Conn., to fast Congregational church officiated, and a
0
0
0
Haley, p. 3
New Adv£RTI&emENTS, Carle & Jones have
M. A. Stevens, after a short visit with Mr.
|
The feature at the Colonial Theater to-morEugene R. Connor, Belfast; land in Northport. delegation from Marsh River Lodge, F. & A.
a lending library for which all the new books
and Mrs. Bernes O. Norton left Monday for
28
0
3 24
10
2
Fred Coffin, Monroe, to Fannie C. Shibles,
row, Friday, afternoon and evening, will be
of
which
he
was
a
held
their
immember,
are received weekly.... Don’t forget the Dol*
: M.,
his home in Somerville, Mass, He was to
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the greatest western play of the ages,“1 he Ex1
Winterport; land in Winterport.
pressive burial service. Mrs. Nathan Hunt of
lar Sale at The Dinsmore Store. It starts this
ab r bh po
a
e
spend a few days in Rockland en route.
First Romance,”
Islesboro Land and Improvement Co., to In- Morrill
It
position’s
is
a
romance
sang several solos. Members of Marsh
Thursday, morning at 8 o’clock... .The twelve
Twombly, If. 4 0 0 0 0 0
Mrs. Phose C. Eaton and daughter, Mrs. F.
of the plains, a spectacular feature woven
habitants of the Town of Islesboro; land in River
Fishburn, ss. 3
1117
1
Lodge acted as bearers.
room residence and two stables, corner ol
H. Fellows, of Springfield, Mo., arc guests of
around the Panama racific Exposition and a
0
1
Wescott, cf. 3
1
0
0 Islesboro.
Court and Pearl streets, owned and occupiec
0
0
Mrs. W. M. Young died July 15th at her typical cattle ranch, with Miss Clare
Mr. and Mrs. Charles O’Connell, having returnSaunders,2b... 3
5
5
0
Ebenezer Cobb, Seaismont, te R. A. Woods
I
B’reeman
3
by the late Dr. S. W. Johnson, are offered foi ed from a visit with relatives in Castine.
1
1 11
Houser, lb.
l
q
Milan, N. H; land and buildings in Searsmont. home in Winterport. ohe had been in her of the “High Jinks” Co. and Duke R. Lee.
0
a quick sale at a very low figure by theJDickey0
Lee, 3b. 3
0
1
0
usual health until Friday, but after a few
Charles B. Eaton, Belfast, to Alonzo H. ApMiss Mildred Trask returned Monday from a
7
0
1
Murphy, c. 2 0 0
Forty-one members of Thomas H. Marshal] Knowlton Real Estate Co., Belfast_The C
hours’ suffering underwent an operation Sat3
0
1
Cannon,rf
2
0
0
two weeks’ visit ?n South Hope and East
piin, do; land in Belfast.
C. Raincoat Co., Dana building, wants experi
Post and Cir2le enjoyed an excursion to Cas>
0
0
1
1
0
McKenty, p. 2
from
which
she
could
not
The
rally.
Union. She was accompanied home by Misses
Henry H. Webb, Brooks, to Charles F. Fogg, urday
enced stitchers at once and also girls to learr
! entire community was saddened by her death, tine last luesday as guests of Capt. A. Perry
Janet and Eva Taylor, who arc her guests.
26
2
4 27
16
1 do; land in Brooks.
cementing. Pay while learning and gooc
and the sympathy of all is extended to the be- Coombs. A picnic dinner was eaten on the
Sarah P. Twiss, Stockton Springs, to Grace
is a right way ant
Belfast.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—0
Mrs. A. P. Swan and daughter, Mary Allison,
boat
at
noon.
wages
guaranteed_There
Misses
Elsie
and
Maude,
Edna,
reaved family. Her husband is in feeble health
Skowhegan.0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 x—2 I. Trundy, do; land in Stockton Springs.
a wrong way to call a telephone number.
of Sharon Springs, N. Y.t will arrive today to
Tht
Flora McLeod, the little daughters of Mr. and
and to him it was a crushing biow. She is also
Leon
L.
et
ais, Troy, to Merton U.
Bagiey,
Two-base hit, Wescott.
Stolen base, Fishvisit Mrs. Allen McLaue and Misses Elizabeth
Mrs. Daniel A. McLeod, sang several quartet advt. of the N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. tells you thi
survived by two daughters, Mrs. Manley Bartburn. Struck out, McKenty 6, Haley 4. Double Bagley and Merle E. Webb, do: land and buildJewett and Lucy Hiitonof Uyack-on-the Hudright way....See statement of the Searspor
lett of Newburg, and Mrs. Leroy Wadleigh of selections, and Miss Doris and Max Colling
play, Saunders to Houser. Base on balls, Mc- ings in Troy.
National Bark of ^earsport... .Capt. G. T
son will arrive Saturday.
Kenty 2, Haley 1. Sacrifice hits, McDonald,
two sons, Clarence and Calvin sang duets. It was a very enjoyable trip, and
William L, West, Belfast, to Roy E. Webs- Winterport; by
Osborne and Helen M. Osborne publish a cart
all wish to extend thanks to Capt. Coombs for
Murphy, McKenty. Umpire. McCauley. Time,
of Winterport; and by six grandchildren and a
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Townsend returned
!
1.35.
ter, Islesboro.; land and buildings in Islesboro.
of thanks.... Lost, Saturday p. m., from ai 1 last
his courtesies.
Friday from a two weeks' visit in Mt,
Keziah G. Warren, Thorndike, to Bert W. sister. Mrs. Noah Wilson of Winterport.
ladies’
auto,
grip containing toilet articles, etc
BELFAST ANB SKOWHEGAN SPLIT EVEN.
Desert. They were accompanied by Mrs. T
S. L. Shute, the local agent of the
Stephen
land and buildings in ThornClifford,
Unity;
Finder please return to Mrs. Della R. Rowe
The body of Mrs. Ora F. Tilton was found
Belfast and Skowhegan played two fast
A. Mclntire of the Jordan Pond House, Seal
American Express Co., has been notified that
dike.
: 135 Main street.... See official announcemen
Thursday morning. July 13th, in the Kennegames or. the Congress street grounds last SatHarbor, who is their guest.
regular salaried employees who as members of the Maine State B'ederation of Labor...
Algernon S. Bangs, Herndon, Fla., to Sam- bec river, north of the
yard of the Augusta of the National Guard
urday afternoon. In the first, Skowhegan was
to June 17, 1916, 1
Mrs. J. W, Beckwith of Springfield, Mass.,
uel P. Strickland, Bangor and B. M. Bradbury,
prior
Lumber .Co. She had been missing from her
Competent woman wanted for general house
held to two hits by Cram, and Belfast won 4 to
have responded to tne President’s call for I
and her cousin, Leita M. Caseley of Boston,
A ..-.1..
mt_r*
Fairfield; land in Temple Heights, Northport. home at 21 North Belfast avenue since
1. Skowhegan batted Lannon hard in the
early
service will receive sufficient salary
are visitinc Mr. and Mrs 1. O. Lucklin.
Mr.
Church street,.. .Edward L. Savory, Maude E
Monday morning, and searching parties had military
second game, winning 5 to 1. The scores:
to make up any deficiency between the govBeckwith and his brother. Leon Beckwith,
and
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
a
H.
card
o
ouibc.
Savory
biuuieu
Harry
Savory pub.'ish
I
lull)
ernment allowance and the rate of nav thou
will arrive later to spend their vacations, in
and everything about the body indicated that
; thanks.,,.See notice of Edwin Sibley, ta:
bh po a
e
had been drawing; will welcome back into its
Belfast.
Another
dear
oallector
for
the
I^ora
she
had
A.
made deliberate preparations for the
Sister,
city of Belfast. All taxe
Chase, has
Curtin, If. 0
3
0
1
answered our Master’s call and passed on to
service all enlisted employees who make applimust be paid by Nov. 1. 1916.
^en* Jonathan P. Cilley of Rocklafcd. £
Neptune, 3b.
1110
act. The remains were taken to Unity on the
Discount of 2 I
**\the great beyond to reap her
cation to return within 30 days after they are !
richly deserved Friday
0
Lannon,rf. 10 0
eran ot the Civil
percent if paid before Sept. 1st.... Electri
morning train and the funeral service
War, who is past 80, bit siil.
reward;
be
it
therefore,
Ashworth, c... 17
10
mustered out of the Federal service, etc.
fans are better than ice.
Call at the store o f in the active practice of his
That in the passing of our sister was neld there that afternoon. She leaves a
profession, was in
Brignoiia,cf... 12 0 0 theResolved,
Monroe Christian Temperance Union has husband,a
the Penobscot Bay Electric Co. and let ther
Portland last week in attendance on the Law
Errin L Cross, proprietor of the Central
Albert, ss. 0
14
3
aix-years-old son and a twin brother,
lo6t a valued member, one whose
excelmany
McDonald. 2b. 0
111
all of Augusta.
Court, and argued three cases with ail his oldMarket, has sold to J. L. Sanderson of Troy, ri prove it tojyou... .Send to tbe Bliss Busines
lent qualities of heart and life had endeared
Williams, lb. 0 11
0
0
her to a large circle of friends.
College, Lewiston, Me., for their, free, illus time vigor.
who will move his family here. Mr. Cross of
Cram, p.... 0
15
1
Frank
T.
Carter
died
16th
at
hie
July
home
Resolved, That to her children, so sadly betrated'catalog. Fall term begins Sept. 12, 191(
Canton, Mass., bought the market in Jan.
Mr. and Mrs. C. K.
Tilden, Mrs. C. W. Tilden
reaved, we, the members of Monroe Union, in Cambridget, Mass., aged 40 years. He was
....Mrs. Adelaide Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. W
Totals.. 4 27 12
4
1914, of W. A. Winchester, who moved to
extend the moat loving and tender
of Haiiowell and Miss
sympathy; born in Montville, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Amy Tilden of Augusta
L
and
Mrs.
SKOWHEGAN
Mr.
Charles
Neal,
ForbeB and Mi
Machias. Mr. Cross hopes to remain in Beltrusting full well chat in their .grief they will
autoed to Belfast last
Thursday to attend the
be sustained by the same faith that tells us we Rufus Carter, and came to Belfast when a
ab po a
e
fast, but has not decided on any future busi- atd Mrs. Lawrence Simmons publish a card o
funeral
of
Mrs.
Carrie Osborne Kaler They
young man to clerk in the grocery store of A.
Twombly, If. 0
110 shall meet again.
thanks.
Mr. Sanderson formerly conducted a
ness.
were
Fishburn, ss. 0
2
0
1
Resolved, That these resolutions be inscribed A. Howes & Co. He married Evelyn, daughaccompanied by Mrs. Walter S. Arey of
I__
meat market in Pittsfield and now owns a
Wescott, cf.. 0 2 0 0 upon our records; a copy of the same sent to ter of the late
genJoseph Havener of Belfast, arid eral store in
j Haiiowell, who was the guest oi ner sister
Saunders,2b. 0 2 2
0 the children of the deceased, and also to The
E. J. Thompson of MontTroy.
Mrs. -VI. E. Norris.
Houser, lb. 0 10
0
Republican Journal and Bangor Commercial is survived by his wife and their two children, ville, who has been in the market for several
q
Harold and Elisabeth; by his father, and two
Lee, 3b. 10
2
0 for publication.
Mrs. Amos Jefferson King,
will
remain
with
formerly Miss
Mr.
years,
Sanderson.
Miss Ethel Logers returned Tuesday from 1
Murphy, rf. 10
0
Mrs, Mary J. Hajley,
0
Committee
brothers, Charles and Albert A., all of MontCora if. Morison. arrived in New York
L.
Cannon, c. 0
7
July
0
W.
0
on
Woodman,
I visit with relatives in Norwood, Mass.
The Auxiliary of A. E. Clark Camp, S. of
ville. The funeral was held at his late home
IT.,
Annie C. Conant,
James, p... 0
0
7
0
{ Resolutions.
[ 10th from Ban Juan. Porto Rico, her home
Esther
A
held
Miss
reneon
a
of
Lake
special meeting last Monday evening
Forest, 111., ii
Tuesday afternoon and the remains were
since her marriage last September. She
visTotals. 2 24 12 1
THE WAR NEWS.
brought to Belfast for interment in Grove for initiation. Next Monday evening they the guest of her sister, Mrs. Arthur R. Murch
ited some Wellesley college friends and
then
j
Belfast.0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 x—4
will
entertain Anderson Camp and Auxiliary
cemetery.
came 10 Belfast, arriving
Kenney A. Burgess of Boston spent Sunday
Sunday to spend the
Skowhegan.0 C 0 1 0 0 0 0 0—1
The war news continues to be favorable to the
of Rockland and several division officers will with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert C. Bur- summer with her mother, Mrs. E. J. Morison.
Runs made by Neptune, Lannon, Ashworth, Allies. On the
William
who
was
Capt.
Sawtelle,
formerly be present. The reception committee is Mrs. gess.
west, the British continue to
Court street.
Brignolia, Lee. Two-base hit, Lannon. Home
widely known to Maine summer visitors as Eleanor Mossman, Mrs. Nina Cook, Mrs. Ethel
make important gains, with the capture of
run, Brignolia. Stolen bases, Curtin, Neptune,
Mr. and Mrs. W, A. Hall spent Sunday ir
Rev. and Mrs. Horace B. Sellers and
commander
of
the
steamers
Mount
Desert
theit
and Whiting and Mrs. Georgia Juan. Mrs. Goldie 1
Wescott. Base on balls, by Cram 3, by James 2. some prisoners and many guns. On the east,
Camden with their daughter, Mrs. Inez Tit*
little daughter Mildred, who have
Struck out, by Cram 6, by James 7
been in
Sacrifice the Ru ssians continue to push back the Teu- Rockland, died July 14th at his home in Rock- Warren was made chairman of the
supper comb.
Brooklyn, N. Y.. and Lung Branch, N. J., for
hit, Murphy. Hit by pitched ball, Ashworth, tons, with the capture of many
71 years.
committee, to choose her assistants. Chicken,
prisoners and land, aged
Cram. Passed ball, Ashworth. Time, 2.10.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Young returned
past three weeks, are expected home the last
The British success has continued now
hot
guns.
cake
salads,
and
rolls,
eoffee
pie,
will
be
lhe funeral services of the late Mrs. Viola
Umpire, McCauley.
of this week. They will be
for about two weeks, with no serious set-back.
! Monday frem a few days’ visit with friends in
accompanied by
served.
The
will
close
evening
with
a
Second Came:
social
For six weeks, the Russians have won victories Webster were held at the Woodrow chapel on j
Mrs. Sellers' sister. Miss Mabel F.
herris of
j Augusta.
j of
dance.
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and gained ground, capturing more than two Second street yesterday morning,
being con;
New York, who will be their
guest for sev.
I Mr. and Mrs. William H. Quimby left Tueshundred thousand prisoners, many guns and ducted
bh po a
e
Mr, J. O. Hayes. The music was
by
Found
Dead.
eral
weeks.
Mrs. Fannie B. Cobb of Brew- I
day for a few days’ business and pleasure
Twombly, If. 2
10
0 munitions. The Germans have not been able furnished by a trio:
Mr. J. W. Rainey, Miss
Fishburn, ss. 2
14
0 to scop the Russian advance; they have not been
Lulu Pieper and Mr. Mitchell, all personal er was found dead in Union eottage at Bay- trip to Boston.
Mr. and M/s. George A.
Matthews, Ashley
able
to
the
British
stop
have
side
last
advance; they
Wescott, cf. 14
0
friends. The pallbearers were: J. M. Graham,
0
Tuesday evening. Mrs. A. A. Paul
Matthews and Karl Smalley, motored to PortMr. and Mrs. C. A. Esleeck of
4
5
Saunders, 2b. 2
2 made some gains before Verdun, but have been
E. F. Manning, E. K. Johnston, George Douglas, and Clara Ordway of Camden were
Providence,
stopping
forced
to
land
last
fight the same ground over several Charles Boots and Wesley M. Pieper. Mr.
9
R. I., are visiting their daughter, Mrs. Daniel
Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Matthews re0
0
Houser, lb. 2
at the cottage and had left that
morning to A.
10 times. This attempt to capture Verdun has Hayes paid a very tender tribute to the beautiLee, 3b. 2 2
turned Tuesday and the
McLeod, and family.
boys remained for a
Murphy, c.*. 0 6 11 been going on for five months and the capture ful qualities of Mrs. Webster, whose modest spend the day at Pitcher's Pond, leaving Mrs.
Even if Verdun should be manner and
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Haskell of Union and few weeks visit.
Cannon, rf. 0
0
0
0 is not yet in sight.
consideration for others Cobb .in the best of spirits and apparent
thoughtful
Mr. and Mrs.Richard Berry and son Richard of
McKenty, p. 0 0 2 0 taken now, it will have cost the Germans more distinguished her in her social and religious re- health. On their return in the
George F.Gould is having a month's vacation
than it is worth to them. The tide'of war is lations.
evening they
Mr. Hayes also referred to the late found her dead on the
floor of the dining Pittsfield were guests Sunday and Monday of from his duties with the Montana Life Insurthe
flowing
Germans.
fail
against
to
They
Totals..11 27 13
William M. Webster, of whom at the time of room. Undertaker Charles R.
3
ance
Coombs
of Bel- Miss Loula A. Mason.
company, and accompanied by his wife
show ability to turn it.—Lewiston Sun.
his death ne had not had the privilege of saying fast was called and he
BELFAST.
he left yesterday for a visit east.
notified Medical ExamiThey go to
the things that were in his heart. The trust- ner Dr.
S.
O,
Wadena.Minnesota, to visit Mrs.Gould’s brother
bh po
a
Vickery. In the absence of
e
Benner-Mills. Miss Grace Mills of Cam- ful
WORTH ISlESBORO
of the two and the perfect County
and wife, whom they will
W. A. Cowan in Portland,
Attorney
Curtin, If. 110 0 den and Guy Benner of Rockland were quietly lovecompanionship
accompany by autowhich marked their demeanor toward Dr.
mobile to Minneapolis for a brief visit.
Vickery waited for the arrival of her two
Neptune, 3b. 0 6 3 2 married by Rev. L. D. Evans at his home Satur- each other gave him reason to believe that
They
Mrs, Rebecca Coburn of Forest Hills, Mass., will then go to Laxe Minnetonka
the daughters from Brewer before
0
0
0
0 day,July 1st. Miss Mills has been a successful
to spend two
Haley, rf.
reunion in the higher and better life would be an autopsy. Mrs. Cobb was 81 deciding upon visited relatives in town last
weeks
hrurn there they go to
3
week.
0
Ashworth, c. 0
0
and much loved first grade teacher here for a
years of age,
and or
Chicago
in the highest degree spiritually ideal. Interis
to
said
to
have
Boston
been married four times, and is
and New York, then to Maine fora
10
Brignolia, cf. 0
0 number of years. The groom is a Rockland
Bert Thomas and family of Bangor have visit with
boy, ment took place in Oak Hill cemetery. The survived by one son in Massachusetts.
relatives. They
Her
5
Albert, ss.. 13
to return by
0
but has been engaged here as treasurer and
of flowers was profuse and touching,
baen having a two weeks’ visit with relatives way of Washington. D. C expect
two daughters and Undertaker J. E.
Mr. Gould plans to
McDonald, 2b....... 13 0 1 bookkeeper for the Camsen Anchor-Rockland display
Huggard
showing the depth ol sympathy of those friends of Brewer arrived
return in about four
in town.
noon. Dr.Vickery
Wednesday
but Mrs. Gould
Williams, lb. 19 3 2 Machine Co. Their many friends wish them who loved the
weeks,
deceased and her
Miss performed an autopsy yesterday afternoon aswUl be gone about two
Lannon, p... 116 0 all happiness. We are glad to know that Mrs. Mary Webster, “the dearest anddaughter.
months.—Bozeman,
most devoted sisted
Misses Beulah Bates and OliveCoombs were Mont,,
by Dr. Carl Stevens. They found that
Chronicle, July I4th.
Benner will retain her position as teacher for of all
to quote from her mother’s death was caused
daughters,"
in
Castine
last
acute
week
by
5 27 17
comMrs. Gould was born iD
attending the Superinten5 j thejcoming year.—Camden Herald. !**»“■
^Totals
I last‘words.—San Jose, Calif., Mercury,July 7th. plicated with dilatation of theindigestion
Liberty, and no
stomach, iwfai dents convention.
do ubt is on her way visit there.
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CARRANZA'S SOLDIERS TAKE WIVES WITH THEM

I I BETTER TOBACCO
made them

I
Types of Mexican Federate, with their wives. Tho latter form a
both foraging and cooking the food for the soldiers.

piM jo pasBossod wer®
to transmit the current the result would

all individuals

according

one

evil

pat-

While Luther ana

the farmer encourages plant
by providing favorable condi-

visible motive forces

encourage

very unscientific manner, and instead of fostering natural growth they
treat the student as a receptacle to he
Much church effort has been

ex-

we

careiuuy

lenuencies

noie

many
which it can

•asion to

use

Civilization

tions is
have

of carnage to all eternity.
our national policy.

some

cent

per

suggested

see

useful. If people
dueling among na-

same light that they see the
act between individuals, a decided
step forward would be gained.
The war spirit is the greatest peril of
modern civilization.
As the Reforma-

tions in the

of these institu-

annually.

same

Some

that they should be replaces for children to

ficence of war, and if this spirit is not
halted, America will ultimately find her-

expense. The deaf and
the arts of civilization.

self

The sick receive medical attention. But
the laws are not constructed from the

ors?

are

fed at

blind are

public
taught

germs from ocean to ocean. Only a few
people between New York and the
neighboring cities have thought to pass
laws requiring lavatories on trains to be
locked while passing through their terriThe nation as

So much for

such
a

a

law and

substitute.

j

a

or

hon-

One of the big jobs
the church

today

on

nations

should observe the

standard in

require

regard

same

moral

to murder and theft

that is considered binding upon individuals.

for receiving
i known outside

Trenton

(N. J.)

Points.

STATE OF MAINE.

State Gazette—A

man

may be an expert at editing a twelvepage newspaper, and yet not know very
much about running the navy.

McVille (N. D.) Journal—It is the in-

the hands of

is to combine with the

American nation to teach the world that

The use of the septic tank
the lavatory refuse is un-

Political

correct habits of

dead past and the unknown future act
intelligently in the living present.

whole should pass

might suggest

Who

equally important
thought. If the
churches would hold their natural position in society they must guide their
thoughts as fully in harmony with nature as the scientist, and leaving the

ly under control, but railroads are still
allowed to conduct a public nuisance for
scattering typhoid and other disease

tory.

Germany is today.
a price for such

Political freedom is

with

point of the recipient.
Many diseases have been placed large-

scenes

where

wishes to pay such

view

make us

Coming down to the humbler, yet
equally important task of individual
work, we will begin with child culture.

95

something

could be made to

We pride ourselves much upon the
magnanimity of our laws, The hungry

tions to guarantee our safety when we
If they cannot do that
go among them.
let us stay at home.
To go abroad and

afraid, is to continue the present

poor man’s son
for the posi-

we see men sliding ice to be
cooling drinking water on the tion broke the power of the Catholic
sidewalk where everybody spits, we are Pope and distributed his powers among
reminded that an ounce of prevention the people, so in many an American
would be worth a pound of cure in pro- hamlet is today to be found a follower ot
Bernhardi teaching the glory and beneviding tuberculosis sanitariums.

of American genius on this
Leave it for European na-

or

some

big enough

used for

not worth the blood and money it would
cost, There is sufficient space for de-

us

ZIRA!

has grown

them in

When

die.

the size of army
and peace may

dare the world to molest

mately be tilled by

the surest way to keep men or
children out of mischief is to interest

named and called

The commerce of the world is

continent.

5 Cents—

cities,

as

Those who contribute to-

the death rate in

with proper respect when we go among
them, let us confine our efforts to the
American continent and our insular pos-

velopment

employ-

ward the support of children’s homes
surprised to learn that

more

sessions.

by competition. It is useless for
the rich man’s son to try to hold a
position too big for him. But his place,
even in his father’s business, will ulti-

single sound of human the war spirit of Europe, they will ulticompared to lace and mately have to fight to blow oil their
a lady’s dress,
but not every pent-up energy.
While a few movable,
afford these frills of dress or long range guns might be a suitable accompaniment to the police force of our

time.

as

evitable—you
can

be

or

a

a

will have to be

million more

a

Republi-

There will

Democrat in 1916.

Republicans than

Dem-

ocrats!
Omaha Bee—The rush to the
can

big

tent foreshadows

a

Republi-

vote for the

Some may doubt the propriety of peace ticket so
a few small towns.
As
large that Democrats might as
flowing from such a tank con- talk at a time of so much military activ- well prepare the motion to make it unWhen the child is to be taught the es- taining antiseptics is said to be compara- ity. There is no doubt that capital inanimous.
sential? of an apple or a pea or a bean, tively pure, such a tank would dcubtleSB vested in industrial development should
“What has become of the old-time
he i3 encouraged to see how its material be adapted to the needs of railroad be protected, but its profits Bhould also
is drawn from mother earth through the j trains.
Health and,nourishment go hand be limited as much as exorbitant rates Ohio Republican who used to show up
mediums of the sprouting seed and grow
There is a every four years as a nominee for the
in hand, in contributing to the well be- of interest are prohibited.
of the
divide
to
ing plant till the apple, pea or bean is ing of humanity.
tendency
profits among the Presidency?” asks George Bailey
Houston Post. He is out on the stump
produced. The analogy is carried to the
When a man has paid the government workmen engaged, instead of limiting
reproduction of animal life. But in the hundreds or thousands of dollars as taxes, prices charged, thus making every busi- working for Charles Evans Hughes,
study of mind and such forces as electri- j and later through some natural catas- ness a parasite subsisting upon society. Gawge!
city this method is usually dropped and j trophe, the trickery of his fellowman or War among intelligent people is a doubtIn his West Point address President
it is thought sufficient to observe the !
ill
he must seek aid as a common ful means of securing results. Could not
health,

the money spent on the Civil War have
been expended in a way to secure the

j

results without the

|

There are as truly hidden rocks and
reefs in social and intellectual life as
there are these dangerous points in our
rivers and harbors. All realize the importance of the chart to the pilot, but
who realizes that every citizen is sailing
sea of life amid just as great dangers

the

and without
■

a

chart.

philanthropist recentprison to advise a fallen

A well meaning

ly visited

a

friend

lead

leased.

to

a

better life when

What was his

surprise

to be

reac-

being the cause of his friend’s
They had spent many a pleasant hour together at the card tables
One had been led into gambling which
ded to his ruin; the other had called a
One could
halt at the danger point.
•walk close to the brink of the precipice
without slipping; the other could not.
Who has not heard even those professing
to be working in the interests of children, whispering in their ears, “You did
cused of

downfall.

not order your existence in this world
and you are under no obligation to repay

»tbe•cost of your

rearing.”

Many

a

per-

reared under such influences feels
that tbe world owes him a living, whether
We should steer clear
a e works or not.
of such dangerous reefs,or remove them,
if possible. Our moral and intellectual
life are so intimately connected that it is
necessary to build them along together
The electric current sends
■e ontinually.
a thought around the earth almost instantaneously and yet if any molecule
:

son
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FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR

VOTE I OR OM

(Short Term)

the water

conduct of these forces as we find them, j
man who has at some
1 vagrant, while the
As suggested at the beginning of this
time in his life been drafted into the
article there are two classes of schools;
army comes as an honored veteran. Is
there are also two classes of students. I
not our army of workers as honorable
a
like
class
whatOne
bottle,
accepts,
and essential to national welfare as our
ever is poured in; the other class quesj army of fighters; Why this distinction;
The first class of !
tions everything.
Every able-bodied man from twenty to
schools prefer the corresponding class
fifty
years of age is capable of contri■of students.
buting financial aid to the government.
Once it was considered to be folly to
Let him do so in proportion to his abilattempt to recognize the elements of
and then in his time of need, whethity,
•earth from which vegetable and animal
er sickness or old age, he can draw his
is formed and trace it through the varineeded rations, not as a common vagrous stages of transformation.
Today it rant but as an industrial veteran as honis thought by some to be folly to attempt
orable as any army or navy veteran.
to recognize such forces as electricity
Men could not make themselves useand mind in their original native haunts
ful to the nation in the army or navy
and trace the successive steps of their
unless laws were passed providing for

development.

for

a

would often be

powerfully taught to the world
by example than by precept.
If Europeans do not Bee fit to treat us
be

on
can

well

such horrible instruments

by reducing

frills
child

means

rette

Men and nations reap the reward of the
educational influences they allow themselves to imbibe. If Americans take up

burden

speech.
Social custom often sacrifices health

we

becoming the practice in America to
place on exhibition the most perfect
samples of movable guns and submarines possible, just as they exhibit the
highest possible perfection in agriand
cultural products
manufactured
goods. Yet they should show to the
world that they never expect to have ocof torture,
and navy.

re-

upon childhood
ill afford to bear.
Silent

a

ed to represent
speech may be

tone

a

securing great

high-grade ciga-

even

is true of Ceasar and

letters and the numerous

of influence among us
which may lead to as serious results as
Bernhardi’s teachings in Germany. It is
shall find

same

fasten

by the direct intervention of creative
power rather than by natural growth.
The present Eropean war is an attempt
to fcrce ideals upon the world in true
Mohammedan fashion.
II

You CAN buy a1

world

the

Napoleon, though their motives were who
less noble. Conventionality and custom tion.

is to be attained

perfection

The

sults.

pended in trying to convince the world
that human

were

in

among men, a
cooperated to aid in

a

filled.

Wesley

great movements
multitude of individuals

as

Schools sometimes teach science

tions.
in

cooperate.

used to illustrate the method by which
people find their proper places in the

not be obtained.

native

tern, and the other to
growth,

to

work

early in life and scalded himself seriously. The fact that when a load of loose
apples is hauled over a rough road, the
big apples all come to the top, has been

Just so any good or
may sometimes be thwarted
by the failure of a single individual to

To the Editor of The Journal: In
educational and social systems there are
.wo prominent tendencies—one to fash-

faculties

CIGARETTE

particularly excellent commissary department,

pesnjaj puB

Needed Reforms.

ion

famous.'

by American Press Association.

Photo

E
MILDEST

Husum. Wash.,

expenditure

of blood?

Geo. M. Cole,
June 30, 1916.

Wilson said: “Never since 1 was a
youngster have 1 been afraid of a noisy
man. I have always feared a quiet one.”
This may explain why he cautioned the
Democratic party not to deal in personalities in the coming campaign. Hughes
is

WINTERPORT.

a

silent man with

an

awful

BERT M. FERNALD. Poland
--

FRANK E. GUERNSEY, Dover

STATE OF MAINE.
SPECIAL PRIMARY.
The following is a list of DEMOCRATIC candidates to be voted for in the State at large at the Spe.
Primary Election to be held July 24, 1916.
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down, or destroying a Specimen Ballot, FIVE TO ONE H!

DOLLARS FINE.

JOHN E. BUNKER, Secretary of St

punch.

“I recently returned from Illinois,”
said Representative Thomas S. Williams,
a Republican Member from that State.
“I stayed over about a week or ten days
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MAKE
WISH

Several were at Riverside last week to after the
Chicago convention and came
VOTE FOR OM
the Kincaid Kiddies.
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR (Short Term)
in contact with a large number of people
Mrs. Addie Smith of Cole’s Corner is
in my district and throughout our State.
housekeeping for Walter Haley.
more pleased
KENNETH C. M SILLS, Brunswick
Miss Helen Downs has gone to Houlton I never saw the Republicans
to spend part of her vacation with her or more enthusiastic. Everybody is deuncle.
lighted with the ticket. The ProgresA large number from here went to sives in Illinois have come back and they
the direction of their effort. Neither Bangor to attend the Barnum & Bailey are
just as enthusiastic as we are. This
circus.
can the industrial army make itself usemeans that we shall win at the polls in
Children’s day was observed in the M.
ful to the nation unless the law-making
will go overwhelJ. G. BENNETT SELLS YACHT.
E. church Sunday, July 9th, in a very November. Illinois
this
link.
This
connecting
power provides
mingly for the Republican ticket. Hughes
pleasing manner.
James Gordon Bennett has sold the
system of drawing rations from a comThe patriotic observance Sunday even- and Fairbanks are winners throughout
Lysistrata to the Russian Red
yacht
mon storehouse would enable all school
ing, July 9th, at the M. E. church was a the country.”
Cross for a higher price than he had paid
for it 16 years ago, which is illustrative
childre.i to sit at the common table. A pleasant occasion.
“If the Republicans put some vigorous of the high price of all ships.
Misses Catherine and Cora Blaisdell
few schools have already provided such a
are attending the summer school at the
work into North Carolina, we can carry
ONE HUNDRED GIRLS to enroll for
system; others provide a noon lunch at i University of Maine.
the State in November and make a gain
Lysistrata was the largest American
are
unable to j
cost. But poor children
and
Miss
Allen
E.
vesD.
the
and
Evelyn
Mrs:
largest
1
C. & C. Raincoat Co. which is expec
in the Congressional districts of at least owned steam yacht
procure money to pay the cost of even a Hutchins of Bluehill were recent guests
sel used for pleasure with the exception
said a resident of that State to a
two”,
from
Clements.
Annie
whb
built
MrB.
She
of
lunch.
of the royal yachts.
simple, nourishing
will start manufacturing about the firs
at the Capitol.
Mrs. Clara Merrill and Mrs. Emily group of Congressmen
designs by the late George L. W atson by
When we remember such men as Lin- |
Rowe visited at the home of J. Frank “I feel quite confident that Claude Denny & Bros, at Dumbarton, Scotland,
July in the Roller Bushing building. G
coin, the railsplitter, and franklin, the Davis in Newburg July 9th.
Her general dimensions are 301
Kitchen can be beaten and that we can in 1900.
feet over all, length, 285 feet water line,
philosopher and statesman, walking the j Mr. and Mrs. Winnie Colcord, who
i
wages can be earned immediately by
carry the district in which Representa- 39 feet 11 inches beam, 13 feet depth and
streets of Philadelphia eating his cold j have been visiting relatives in town, have
She had twin screws
tive Page (Democrat) liveB. He has de- 18 feet draft.
in
home
Boston,
their
to
returned
sewing machine operators—ar
penny roll, who can keep silent when
North Carolina which were driven by two sets of triple
McCormick and daugh- clined to be a candidate.
looking upon their successors sitting | Mrs. Williamand
Miss Winnie Merrill has become a great manufacturing State, expansion engines.
Catherine
beginners will be paid living wages while
The Russian Red Cross have for some
around the halls of learning, eating a ter
j left by boat July 8th for Boston.
The State haB been carried by the Dem- time been purchasing large yachts. It
cold lunch like ;beasts upon the range,
learning.
Apply to Mr. Orrin J. Dickey
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Ritchie, MiBS ocrats on the race issue, but the people recently secured the Josephine owned by
while those born in more favorable cir- Estelle Ritchie and Herbert Ritchie visthe Widener estate and tried io buy
are not going to be moved by sectionalism
Pythian Block, Belfast, Maine.
cumstanceB are sitting at the common ited Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clements July
Howard Gould’s Niagara and A. C. Burmuch longer. They are waking up to the
these
of
Both
yachts
6th.
table. True, we have made progress in
rage’s Aztec.
fact that the Republican party is the were
reported sold, but the deal fell
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clements and
providing free instruction for all classes,
the principles
for
stands
that
MiBS
one
Hutchins,
and
Allen
only
Mrs.
through.
guestB,
and
another
to
but we need
step
go
pro- attended the North Waldo Pomona that
HEADLIGHT DIMMERS FOR AUTOS. no specific law demanding tin
keep the industries of North Caro
courts have held that if an acc
vide for the physical needs and comforts Grange at White’s Corner July 5th.
•
lina running and its labor employed”.
HIS BACKACHE GONE
A requeBtfor all members of the Maine curs and anyone is injured 01
of all classes.
ca'
Automobile Association to put on head- the glare, the party injured
how dangerous a backache, sore muscles,
BABY REST
Just
THE
GIVE
of
Under a healthy system
training,
be is
light dimmers has been sent out by John damages. Maine motorists
Children just(cannot keep covered at night
aching joints or rheumatic pains may
New
;
every mature person would be amply able
life insurance Clark Scates, the secretary of the asso- dimmers if they go into
and that is one way they take cold. Foley’s sometimes realized only when
Maine automo- and Massachusetts, as the lawand willing to repay the government the
trouble, Jos- ciation, as follows: “The
This
Honey and Tar ia a reliable family cough is refused on account of kidney
motoriBt States require them.
writes bile Association requests every
cost of all the necessities of life. Every
For Infants and Children
tests witeph G. Wolf of Green Bay, WiB.,
! to use some kind of a dimmer and thus has been making
medicine that contains no opiates or harmful
me of a severe
t
relieved
Pills
person should tackle the biggest task of
Kidney
; eliminate the dangerous glare of the kinds of dimmers and will he
30 Years ingredients. Mrs. Wm. Leonard, Pottaville “Foley
Over
For
Use
In
which he is capable, but he should be
backache that had bpthered me for several j headlights. The courtesy of the road give anyone the result of sui'
bad
a
had
cough.
for
weak
very
Pills
Pa., writes: “It y baby
months.” Take Foley Kidney
Moreover, while we have
careful not to make the mistake of the
Sold i requires it.
lame back and weary sleepless nights.
The first dose gave her relief." Sold everyyoungster who disobeyed his mother by
everywhere.
| where.
attempting to handle the coffee pot too
see

I

WANTED

|

perienced

j

CASTOR IA

;E7c2***85E

a

|

i Which

is To Come.

is to come is a life which
fe which
,,i the experiences and sphere
It is a life which
-t life.

[irt

end, and if
life beyond the pres

must
r.;re

soon

above the

pre-eminence

vidences of the fact of a
varied and manifold. Man’s
his

aspirations;

hopes

and

fact

that he thinks,
p thinking about the fug argument in its favor,as
erv

at God has apparently made
r.igher purpose and a more
iestiny than can be comnow is.
The
,, ;:,e life which
which we are confronted war-

...

llusion that in the present
being borne onward toward a
existence which stretches
by American Press Association.
^4
°f
lay,US "ater mai,‘ a,ia Company
guard, building a railroad spur at ('amp Whitman. Beekman. N. Y.
Photos

great illimitable future,
rich, is to come will also be
istinet from the life which
is

one

i

time,

life in

a

y:

a

life

the other

life

a life in
be realized in
the present has

by

be

the darkness of

an

ot meant

eternal life, but
merely an end-

rnul life is

condition of

a

through the knowledge

I

llis

;

the

on

can

ly when
>

life

a

Jesus Christ.

son

is to come

1

is

which

one

volution in human cliaracihe future world will differ

earth, very greatly differ;
little in the changes inci-

j

|

riod of transition to indi-

i

ical change in the ruling
:ie soul except as it affects
material interests.

to

The

Atlantic in either direc

e

make the thief honest

:

r

■

come

...

or

pure; the inconsiderate
the drunkard sober. These

is

the result of the

as

conditions of life, but

they

cessary outgrowth of such
n
itself and ol itself the

■

the seas has

r

changes

h

haracter.
shall

te

power to
human life,

no

in

Is it not

equally

pass into the life

practically unchanged
period

come

-riences incident to the

object

one

thought

years ago, yet despite the
are the subjects of great

ns we were

in the years gone

herish

same

the

tastes;

recall scenes

we

we

inter-

same

and events

long since passed away. We
through another change; a
than

iitpr

anu

ullnf

nr

tl-ia

rough wh ch

we have thus far
in the most essential re-

11

-;,all be the same persons then
today. We shall recall, it is

experiences through

re

log

today with greater clear-

now

;

which

recall the

experiences

The life which is to come,
ul greatly transcend the presmity and in vastness, will not

personality

as to rob us of
Our memories and all that
ary to constitute selfhood will
■ver and for ever.
Our bodies
ur

:y.

the dust,

to

but

shall

we

another

to

fly

can

or as

tric fluid flows

rapidly

annihilate space.
It will also be life in
of existence.

quickly

as

as

as

the elec-

along the wire, we may
rapidity as practically to

with such

move

It

higher sphere

a

little to me

matters

whether the present earth is or is not to
be the future home of the saints. The
one fact which stands out prominently in
the teachings of Scripture is that the
heavenly world will be a world of transcendent beauty. The city which John
saw was a city of pure gold, like unto
The foundations of the
pure glass.
walls were adorned with all manner of
precious stones. And the twelve gates

pearls;

twelve

were

each

of the

one

sev-

eral gates was of one pearl; and the
street of the city was pure gold as it
were transparent glass.
And the city
had

need of the sun, neither of the
to shine upon it; for the glory of

no

moon

God did

and the

lighten it,

lamp

thereof

asonable to presume that the
:s to come will be of a higher
life which

The
is earthly. It is compassed
imfirmities and limitations,

■

now

is.

mgs are impossible here which
ssible there. The power of
nt will be greater. The heaven-

:

■

?

to the

superior
earthly, for
'.ible will have put on the ini'- and the mortal will
have put
I

;

tie

:

t'iaiity.

That there will be lo-

future life and that

ne

we

shall

upon with bodies seems to be
iiV to human thought; but the
under which
will

we

shall exist in

probably

be essentially

the conditions under which
in the life which now is.
rum

I he

precise

of the

body
specific attributes,we
conjecture. The. few details
nature

what its
V

furnished us of the life of
his resBUrrection are suggesig certain lines, as are also the

are

’esu' u?er

angels, and the appearance of

Elijah.

I

It is

be

probable
facility

far greater
movement.
Here
aiir.ut

with

"'iinotion

hour,

j

we

infirmities;
are

and this

are

that
and
com-

a

powfew

accompanied

with

our

limited to

LUMBERMEN
big, brawny

i

expressions

Whether these

to

literal

a

They

sense or as
are

at

least

be

un-

home of

lustre than

resplendent

more

eyes nave ever looneu
upon. I oftentimes look upon the beauty
of the heavens at the time ot the rising
any

wmcn

our

ami the setting of the

I look back
which I

sun.

with deepest delight to
witnessed in my boyhood

scenes

upon the
hills covered with verdure and the fields

days;

with waving grain; upon the landscape
with its varied hedgerows; upon ancient

palaces

as

well as modern. I have

seen

Crystal palace with its roof of glass
and its magnificent treasures of ancient

the

and modern
Museum

1 have

art.

seen

the British

wonderful treasures,
galleries of London, so

with its

picture
resplendent with grandeur. I have listened to the song of the skylark rising

and the

heavenward, till it seemed
could be
unto it.

men

of

the

tile worth of a strong
teady hand and a true eye.
c
keen appetites, and so
thoy can cat well and sleep
y can do a man’s work.
1 lumbermen know that a bad
nr a sick headache can put
'ingest of them out of business.
in the woods cannot be fussy
’heir food, and too much of the
kind, day after day, is apt to

}

1

'ti a

stomach attack,

cause

bil-

."'5 or
a
splitting headache.
1
Atwood’s Medicine is worth
lit in gold to men in the lumumps. An old-fashioned, simple
'ly for the stomach, liver and
'hat quickly puts these organs
1 order and keeps them so.
i by use, for over sixty years.
Buy a 35c bottle at roar nearest store,
or write to-day lor free sample.
1 ’'r

Medicine Co.,

Portland, Me.

Washington, July 17,1916. The Euroto the Unit
pean war’s greatest service
ed States, even surpassing in importance
the stimulation to our foreign trade, has

been

to

me

there

compared
melody of

song or. earth to be
I have listened to the

no

in

the

of the fertilizer famine

hen fruit laid

at

time

was

"A somewhat pottle bodied
Who knuckled at the taw.”

So

a

boy

profoundly

ed in the lands ol the Orient in Palestine
Jesus lived and taught; Egypt
where the Pharaoh’s built the pyramids,

carved the mighty sphinx and constructed

magnificent temples,
sacrifice almost anything
the

hut

we

shall

see

that i

would

go there;
in the future life things
to

beautiful than anything
infinitely
which this earth has to offer.
The present life is a life of sense; a

upon the deposits
Florida and other
For two years she has
Southern States.
been shut off from this supply, and reher

of

phosphate supply
phosphate rock in

cently

legal action,

under this law, against one J. C. Jacobson, who was convicted in the circuit
court

violating

of

the law by offering
ingredients of which
partly composed of eggs imported
China, without displaying a sign ir.

for sale cake, the
from

the State
was

Supreme Court

reversed

on

this decision

the ground that the law

invaded the domain of legislation given
to Congress, and violated Section 8, Article 1, of the United States Constitution.
Jacobson may continue to use
Chinese

post-pliocene

eggs in his cakes.

get phosphates.

in Germany’s predicament. But, with
scientific resourcefulness, we have now
abundant horns supplies of both elements,
in mines and other natural

deposits,

chemical processes perfected
by our own American scientists.
The government has taken the lead in
new

What

has been

propriated
plant, and

iiicic

win

uc

uu

luum

ust1

iui

mtdiii,

but all that is of permanent worth will

remain, personality, intellect, emotion,
will,the real manhood with all endeavor,

and fellowship which pertain
to such a life in its unembarrassed and
enaleBS development. What disappears
is the tear, friction, alloy, rust; what
remains is the gold, the pure, the permanent.
W. H. W.

enjoyment

BORN

AT

SEA.

Bath, Me., July 12. A baby Doy was
born at sea on the six-masted schooner
Ruth E. Merrill of Portland, Me., commanded by Capt. J. H. Porter, which
reached Baltim re Friday laden with a
cargo of manganese ore from Rio Janeiro,
Brazil.
A simple entry on the vessel’s
logg reads as follows:
"June 14, at 1 p. m., in latitude 28.55
north, longitude 69.47 west, a 12 pound
baby boy was born to Mrs. Mary Severina
Barnes, wife of Sylvester W. Barnes of
Bath, Me.”

Mr. Barnes is second mate on the vessel. Mr. Barnes and his wife were on
the schooner Lucinda Sutton, which put
into Rio de Janeiro in distress while
bound from Buenos Ayres, South America, laden with logwood for New York,
and which is reported having been abandoned, Barnes secured the position as
mate on the Ruth E. Merrill for the passage home. Both mother and child are
on the schooner and are
getting along
nicely. The Merrill sailed from Rio April
14. The vessel brought 4000 tons of ore.

tive

to

air is inexhaustable; it will last forever.
The greater miracle is the story of !
how we have found potash, and found it
in abundance. The Geological Survey
has been boring and prospecting for potash for more than ten years, but never

visited

is

eight-seven

ieths of

that the salts exist in our country.
But now, since the war started, we
have found our potash supply, and it is
not in a mine or in the brine wells of the

posed

salt works.
arts

more

Our scientists have discovpotash than we can use in the

and on

the

soil, exhausting

SOLD

and

a

from all the limestone Durned forcemenl
will supply 40 per cent of all the potash

needed in this country.

last year reported consignments of eggs
from China to the Pacific Coast at four

minerals in the gas which comes from
the iron smelter. Some striking facte

a

dozen, and frozen

eggs at three cents a dozen.
In addition to these remarkably low
prices for Chinese eggs, the fact remains
that- the price of eggs in the United

The same process can be used to recover
the potash and other valuable

in the iron industry have been discovered
in the past few months.
With potash at
present prices, it is now known that fot
every $17 worth of fluid iron smelted
from the ore, potash worth $100 passes

States is constantly fluctuating.
There away in gas and is wasted. Since the
recovery process is operated cheaply, it
not an actuary or a politician, or a
tariff expert in the United States who is expected that the coming few months
could prescribe a dumping duty applicable will see scores of iron furnaces adopting it. The furnaces can easily supply
to eggs imported from China,
This is
but one more example of the fact that a 60 percent of our potash needs.
Many of our native rocks contain potdumping duty is of absolutely no value
ash in a form that can be recovered by
unless it works in
with a
is

conjunction
protariff. The Republican party
stands for a protective tariff, and once it
is in power the legislature of the State of
tective

Oregon

!

a

One egg at home is worth
cent per egg.
26 1-2 eggs in this province.”
Vice-Consul Gilbert,of Nanking,China,

and six-tenths cents

will not have to

puzzle

itself in

attempts to enact laws to counteract an
evil forced on them by the Democratic
policy of free trade.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

OASTORI A

Searsport,

the State of Maine, at the close of
business on June 30, 1916.
in

RESOURCES.

...

Loans and

Total

discounts.

^137

loans.
Overdrafts secured, none; unsecured, $ 83 14_
..*
’*

Dollars. Cts
215 28
$137 ^15 28

’“gjj

U. S. bonds deposited to secure circulation (par value). $ 50 000 00
Total U, S. bonds.’
Bonds other than U. S. bonds pledged to .secure
postal savings deposits
3,000 00
Securities, other than U. S. bonds, (not including stocks) owned un. 121,694 97
Total bonds, securities, etc.
Stocks, other than Federal Reserve Bank stock
’..
*[
Subscription to stock of Federal Reserve bank..$4,500 00

50 000 00

124 694 97
gg

g’ogg

2,250 00
3 Q00 00

the new process. It was because of our
development of nitrogen and potash supplies that Secretary of the Interior Lane

recently said: “You
around

build a wall
the United States and we car
can now

live behind it for a thousand years with
no serious disturbance to our industries
and without the sacrifice of any of our
comfort and happiness.’’

KIDNEY PIUS
FOLEY
FOR BACKACHE MONEYS AND BLADDER

Real estate owned other than banking house..
Net amount due from Federal Reserve
Net amount due from approved reserve agents in other reserve cities.
Net amount due from banks and bankers.
Outside checks and other cash
Fractional currency, nickels and
Notes of other national banks..
Coin and certificates.

3 000
1 400
2 250
7 005
9 912
13 * 359

Bank.!!.*.'!!!!!!!!

items.'.!!!!!!!!!!!
cents..W

Legal-tender

9 912 50

00
00
IX)
21
50
16

382 70
195 06

577 76
1 635 00
9 054 50
3.000 00
2,500 00

notes...!.'!..'.'!!.7.'.'!.'.7

Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treasurer..

Total.:....„..

$372,937 62

salmon,

river

'

on Washington street just oft Plain street.
I have single and
double hitches, buchboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronage issolicited. T elephones-stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Iy28

Is situated

W. G. PRESTON,

i

“---

J>
f

———

j

LET YOUR CROPS

1S57

They

EVERYWHERE

—————————

PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

taining:
(1) Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound. the standard family remedy
for coughs, colds, croup, whooping
and
soreness
in
cough,
tightness
Chest, grippe and bronchial coughs.
(2) Foley Kidney Pills, for overworked and disordered kidneys and
bladder ailments, pain in sides and
Stack due to Kidney Trouble, sore
muscles, stiff joints,
backache and
rheumatism.
<3) Foley
Cathartic
a
Tablets,
wholesome and thoroughly cleansing
cathartic.
Especially comforting to
stout persons, and a purgative needed
by everybody with sluggish bowels
and torpid liver.
You can try these
three family remedies for only 5c.

commercially workable potash supply been discovered, although it is suphas

being Penobscot

Cut out this advertisement, enclose
5 cents to Foley & Co., 2S35 Sheffield
Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your name
and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial package con-

$15,000,000 for a nitrate
supply of nitrogen in the

the

price in the part of China which I have

just

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

..

the

wasting as gas from the chimneys ard
anti-dumping clause which Btacks of our iron furnaces and lime
the Democrats are holding forth as vote- kilns.
life in which the material forces of life catching ,bait. This clause proposes to
The process by which this potash may
Even our friends
are in the ascendant.
lay a duty, generally placed at !5 per be economically recovered was discover
are dearer to us because of the fact that
cent, against any products dumped in ed by Prof. Cottrell, a scientist of the
like us they live on the lower plane of the United States at
prices lower than government Bureau of mines. The Cotlife. In the life to come the spiritual the fair market price in the countrj of
trell process was originally intended anc
forces will be in the ascendant. Tempta- origin. Of course any
price at which used not to recover by-products but tc
moral struggle, doubt, pain, sick- products
I tion,
may be readily disposed of in a prevent gases destructive to vegetatioi
ness, death and all the tendencies and
foreign country is a fair market price, from issuing from factory stacks. Af
results which spring from them will dis- so far as that
I
country is concerned. ter the war broke out and the price ol
appear. Those things which pertain to Oscar King Davis, correspondent of the
family, church and civil governments; Chicago Tribune, while traveling in pany in California, which had employed
methods and machinery of education; in- China for his
paper a short time ago, the process to prevent the destruction of
dustries, commerce, and all such activi- wrote: "The retail price in the Eastern vegetation by fumes from its stacks,
ties as grow out of this earthly state, part of the United States, with which I found this flue dust rich in potash. Since
will pass away. They were of the waste happen tf> be familiar last
year, was ap- then, scientists have made the startling
work, scaffolding in the building and proximately 3 cents per egg. The retail estimate that the recovery of the potash
more

SALE AT YOUR GROCERS

Cut This Out—
It Is Worth Money

done

toward giving us a nitrate supply by
“fixing” the nitrogen of the air in such
form that plants can feed upon it, is
well known. The government has ap-

ered

Chinese selling price of eggs
brings up an interesting question relaThe

to

Without scientific resourcefulness, the
United States might have found herself

this movement.

such eggs to be imported.
Recently, the State took

FOR

liabilities!
mashed potatoes, peas, cold boiled ham,
C apital stock
paid in.
50 000 00
salads, ice cream, cake, fancy cookies,
Surpius
fund.
25,000 00
coffee, fruits, fruit punch.
Undivided
749
48
profits.$10
There were 30 present.
Mr, and Mrs.
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid..
*..
10,749 48
Ralph Webster, Richard Webster, Mrs. Circulating notes outstanding.
49 997 gg
Nettie Harding, Miss Carrie Harding and Net amount due to banks anu bankers.
3 042 38
Fred Knowles of Bangor; Mr. and Mrs. Dividends unpaid..
2108 00
Clifford Webster and Edmond Webster of Demand deposits:
Individual deposits subject to check.
94,691 48
Billerica, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Certificates of deposits due in less than 30 days.
1 270 31
Collier of Wollaston, Mass.; Scott WhitCashier's checks outstanding.
*270 04
ney of Somerville, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
Postal savings deposits.337 77
Total demand deposits. 95 5(19 go
Augustus Whitcomb of Newburgh, Me.;
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Harding of Etna,
Certificates of deposit.
15 393 jy
Other time deposits.
Me.: Mr. and Mrs. George Knowles, Mr.
120,077 37
Total of time
and Mrs. Frank Carleton, Mr. and Mrs.
deposits.$135,470 56
Morton Carleton, Russ Carleton, Mr. and
Total.
$372,937 52
Mrs.
Frank
Miss
Carrie
Knowles,
State of Maine, County of Waldo, ss:
Knowles, Carl Knowles, and Clara
A.
H. Nichols, C ashier of the above-named bank, do
1,
solemnly swear that the above state
Knowles of Winterport.
ment is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
A. II. NICHOLS. Cashier
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of July, 1916.
HARRY E. BANtiS, Notary Public.
Correct. Attest: R. F. COLCORD,
)
WM. C. PENDLETON,
Directors.
D. C. NICHOLS,
)

the German food dictator announcyear’s German farm crop

of the situation and passed a law
know as the “Chinese egg law”, providing that vendors and users of Oriental
eggs should display a sign declaring
ance

menu

ed that last

but in

his salesroom bearing the words, “Imported eggs used here.” On appeal to

I

stable refuse, nor have her scientists
been able to produce phosphate artificially. She has teen largely dependent for

not

the

and all tnat you have ever seen or heard,
bear no comparison to the beauty and
melody which will characterise our home
in heaven.

the European war. Germany has all
the potash and nitrates she needs, but
she has no native supply of phosphate,
except the casual supply that comes from

competition to which
Oregon egg producers were subjected
that the State legislature took cognizsevere wa3

Caroline Webster were Mrs. George
Knowles of Winterport,
Mrs. Nettie
Harding and Ralph Webster of Bangor,
Me., Clifford WeDster of Billerica,Mass,,
and Mrs. Bertha Collier of Wollaston,
Mass.
Four generations were represented—Mrs. Geo. KnowleB with her daughter, Mrs. Frank Carleton, Morton Carleton, son of Mrs. Frank Carleton, with
his daughter, Virginia May Carleton. At
noon a bountiful dinner wa3 served, the

be observed

in

were

interest-

can

inability of German

with

goes farther.

..

generally,
dumping place for Chinese
Oregon markets have been

when Confucius

to blue ribbon bread, cake
and pastry that keep the
family
looking forward to your next treat,
tell the grocer that
nothing will
do but William Tell—the flour that

’*

and the Pacific coast
The

aspire

..

Oregon,
eggs.

equally well, but
William Tell does it, because it is
milled by a special process from
Ohio Red Winter Wheat. If
you

Stassfurt, possesses
Germany,
THE WEBSTER
FAMILY REUNION.
only potash mines on earth. Nitrates
and potash are two of the three indisThe home of Mr. and Mrs. George
pensable elements of plant food, the Knowles of Winterport was recently the
scene of a happy gathering, the occasion
other being phosphate.
Less amount
being the reunion of the Webster family,
unpaid.2,250 00
Value of banking house (if unincumbered)
To keep fertilizer away from a country the first for
many years. Those present
in banking house..
Equity
means starvation.
Already the effects who were direct descendants of Asa and Furniture and fixtures.
Chile.

at

Scientists in Washington are
was short.
inclined to connect this shortage with the

glutted

to make

all three

war

Ever since the passage of the
Underwood tariff abomination, which
placed eggs on the free list, the State of
a

At

fertility.

Hay fever afflicts thousands and asthma
sufferers endure torture. Foley’s Honey and
Tar gives relief. It allays it tlammation, clears
i air passages, eases rasping cough, soothes and
heals. This wholesome family remedy contains no opiates—a bottle lasts a
long time
nitrates and potash. The only natural
Sold everywhere.
on earth is
in
salts
of
nitrate
supply

State.

has been

TT takes extra fine flour

THE SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK,

FOR SUMMER TROUBLES.

broke out, the United
States supposed itself to be at the mercy
of two great foreign monopolies in two
of the essential elements of fertilizer-

several different bands claying in unison;
but all that I have ever seen or heard,

am so

force our scientists to develop
for the renewal of Ameri-

the

Until

Web-foot

the

soil

ctn

For the

lamentation

to

home resources

Against Chinese
Eggs.

is

of the World

In Fertilizers.

No Protection

there

a

Independent

America Now

Washington, D. C., July 17. lyie.
protection of American industry
figures is there is
nothing that will take the place
designed of a
protective tariff. Consequently,
home

to

are

convey the idea of the heavenly
a
home of transcendent beauty;

BABY

I'uv

I

Xork national

the Sixty-ninth, New

Washington Gossip.

does not return as it should.
An attack oi the grip often results in debility
that persists for months. Everybody
recognizes that the remedy for debility
is to build up the blood because the
blood goes to every part of the body and
an
improvement in its condition is
rjuickly felt throughout the system.
The problem in every ease is to find
something that wiil enrich the blood.
Dr. Williams’ I’ink Pills suit most
people's need because they are non-alcoholic and they really build up the
blood and strengthen the nerves.
Dr.
Williams’ Pink Pills are useful forgrowing children and for men and women
whose nervous energy has been overdrawn. Try them whenever your blood
.s thin.
Your druggist sells Dr. Williams’
Tink Pills or they will be sent by mail,
postpaid, on receipt of price, 50 cents
per box, six boxes ft’.50 by the Dr.
Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady,
N. Y. AY rite today for free booklets on
the blood and nerves.

midst the light thereof; and the kings of
the earth do bring their glory into it.”

where

the

of

Debility is a loss of vitality, not
affecting any one part of the body particularly but. the system generally. It
is dangerous because it reduces the
body’s resistance to disease.
When debility follows acute diseases,
convalescence is slow and the strength

And the nations sh 11 walk

is the Lamb.

as

ourselves w:itb the

i

we shall not only move without
weariness but with such rapidity of movement as shall greatly transcend even the
eagles flight. If we may not pass from

shall lie.”

al changes we are sensible of
r
fact that we are the very

i

able that

immaterial.

i'ty

1

RESISTANCE TO DISEASE

derstood in

we

j

weariness, but in the life which lies tn
the other side of the dark vei it is prob

cher-

we

die present is vastly different
-n it was experienced thirty,

1

thf, T";el‘ty'se''0n<1

shall carry with us into the
is to come.
“As the tree

The characters

>

B

a

this side

earth and

on

which
over

another

on

which is a big crop,and farmers throughthe States are now in the midst of
harvesting. The rainy weather of May
and early June and the warmer weather
that has followed, much of it very warm
and surny.have combined to help produce
one of the heaviest
crops that has been
gathered in recent years. Particularly
heavy is the crop on the low lands, but
the problem of cutting and making and
getting it into the barn is acute in many
instances. The heavy rains have raised
the lakes, ponds and streams, and have
submerged many of the meadows that
have been a big source of supply for the
hay used on farms. With these under
water, or partially so, it can be seen that
the farmer faces no easy task in getting
his crop from these fields.
But on the higher points the hay crop
is also heavy, and there is prospect of records being reached if not surpassed.
Maine’s average yield of hay per acre is
about one and a quarter tons, and the appearance of hay already down and ready
to take in will average much above this.
On some farms that have made their first
cutting of grass the fields would appear
to average three tons to the acre and
there are some instances where this will
be exceeded.
With pleasant weather this week, big
progress will be made in the harvesting
of the hay crop. Farm help is Bcarce
and many farmers are handicapped in
getting in their hay. The pleasant
weather is forcing the gardens, and these
are also demanding the attention of the
farmer and his men. But the business of
haying is given first attention, and the
next two weeks will find this branch of
the farm work first in importance. On
many farms even with a short crew, big
*U'M41
| advances are being made in the work of
[ cutting and making the hay crop.
out

At best

life to eoitie.

a

:

CROP.

Will be a Kecord-Breaker—If?
[Bangor Commercial.]
It is estimated that Maine’s 1916 hay
crop will be upwards of 2,000,000 tons,

emphasized in
subject is The

i.ght to be
-if this

HAY

It

other side of the transitil death; a life which
nity rather than to time.

•!
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THE MAINE

SOME DUTIES OF THE
ENGINEERS IN CAMP

will

tell you to
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E. FRANK COE

Equipped Factory

JACKSON

&

HALL

|

DECpDE

FERTILIZERS.

$

Manufactured
Country at Belfast, Maine.
BELFAST AGENTS.

in the
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THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK
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ESTABLISHED

The

Republican
--

___

g

1829.

Journal |

The Journal for 1916 will continue the

is

policy

it

followed in the past. It has been and will be
home paper in the fullest acceptance of the

Bhas
a

|

3

It is the work of home people and devoted
to home interests.

\

OUR CLUBBING OFFERS

|

I
■

term.

The Journal and Farm and Home,

q

The Journal and McCall’s

|

The Journal and Woman’s
THt
MAY

(SUBSCRIPTION

BE SENT

TERMS:

$2.00

Magazine,
Magazine,

PUBLICATIONS

n
2.10

2.25

INCLUDED IN OUR CLUBBING OFFER
ADDRESSES.

10 DIFFERENT

Z,

One year, $2.C0, Six months, $1.00; three months, 50 cents.

SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW.
5

Republican

Journal Publishing

Company, Belfast, Maine.

NORTHPORT

Republican Journal

The

BELFAST, THURSDAY. JULY 2’’, 1916
Pi BUSHED EVERY

THURSDAY

HY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

CHARLES A. HLSBURY.

[ BuSS Manager I

Advertising Terms. Eor one square, one
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms, in advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.

primary

Senatorial

Monday.

next

campaign,

their Maine

port.

Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Hall of Fairfield
N
guests of relatives in town,

E.

Col.

linger

Why
Jersey

thunder shower last Sunday night was
unusually heavy in this section, and put the
electric lights out of commission for a time.
C. Pattee and guests
Savage and guests of Searsport
motored to the Country club Sunday for the
musicaie.
E. T.

Dr.

here

been

night

in the

steamer

for Boston

on

on

Steward of

the

shark-infested

Come to

Maine,

where

Waquoit
recently

man-eaters.

no

their way

at their

reported

this season.

Does the girl who wears red, white
and blue stockings do it to show her
patriotism?” —Boston Globe.

Never heard them called

Don’t know.
-jy that

name

before.

Wild strawberries were never

bundart, larger,
this season,

more

delicious than

or more

izaak Walton said in his

Complete Angler; ‘‘We may say of
angling a? Dr. Boteler said of strawberries.
made

‘Doubtless

God

could

have

better berry, but doubtless Gad

a

did.”

never

We wondered at first

reading

if Ihe

Warm Hill, aged 94, who was at a Rein Madras July 13th could

publican rally

be the Deacon Hill of

our

boyhood days.

We recall the big fireplace in his kitchen,
where a the cocking was done; the little
og caoin in the garden, a relic of the Harrison campaign of IMP; and the fact that
Deaeo:

Hill had the first

mowing

ma-

i the first horserake in that
part of the State. But this veteran Republican must be the oldest son of the
chine

a;

Deacon

remember.

we

The attempt of a portion of the Democratic press to make it aopear that Mr.

Hughes is the pro German candidate has
a dismal failure.
The New York
World, which is supporting the President,

beer,

the grace to admit that “Mr. Hughes
done his part to take the hyphen out

of politics” and

as

long

ago

said with characteristic

pretended

for the

as

June 8th

emphasis: “As
Hughes’

distrust of

Americanism, we doubt if there is a single human being outside the walls of an
idiot asylum who seriously questions it.”
Some of

readers will be interestto know that the American House,
our

Boston, has closed its doors and that a
business tuildir.g is to take its place.
!
Years ago it was headquarters for New

England people, and the only time the
[
writer registered there was after a long
absence from this part of the country,
to meet some one he had known.
With its unattractive location in Hano-

hoping

street it is

a

ierg.
United States,

wor.der'that it has held

old hotel, the
in the heart of the wholesale district, has attracted a large lunch
and dirti er patronage by its excellent
so

cusine.ar.d

Another

that is also true of the

House, which many
have been classed

as a

Another old-time hotel that has

telry.

maintained its

prestige

is

the

Adams

House, am! Parker’s and Young’s continue to appeal to loveis of good things to
tat.

The

newer

hotels

are

legion.

A

Bleeping

W, E. Barker.

Mrs. Kate Lane and daughter Gertrude are
visiting Miss Blanche Butterfield at her home

Springfield, Me.
Quite a delegation of Mason from
River Liodge attended the funeral of

in

Simmons in

tent has

F. S. Walls of Vinalhaven are
Bayside cottage for the summer. They
came last week and were accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. E. H. fcmith and Mrs. Anna Donohue
Hon. and Mrs.

Mrs.

maid,

who have been

cottage, motored
Spring for the week end.
A
the

friends,

Marie Goodwin arrived home last Sat-

Thompson

run on

some

splendid

and

guests
to Poland

Isaac

starting a fox farm, having
pair*if foxes in a specially built
lot of land he recently bought,

a

S. Staples

was

in

a

the

photographed

entire

com-

as a Bouvenir to taae with her to her dishome in the Bermudas. Four tables of
whist were arranged for me ladies and after a

merry two hours prizes were awarded to Mrs.
Josie Le San, Mrs. Annie Littlefield, Miss Ada

Portland last week

Drake and Mrs.

Nuts and punch

also

tne

at

the

Loyd.
disposal of

guests

weie

nuring

l;.t*

afternoon. Among those present* were Mi.-s
Winnie Moran of Haverhill, Mass., Mrs. Weils
of Lynn, Mass., Mrs. C. F. Drake, Miss Ada
Drake, Mrs. Josie Le San, Mrs. John Boyd of
Frankfort, Mrs. C, C. Clements, Mrs. E. Clements, Mrs. S, E. Littlefield, Mrs. Fred Lowe,
Mrs. L, E. White, Mrs. Leonard Clark, Mrs.
Mary, Miss Daisy Young, as well as the hostess, Mrs. Bussey, who proved herself an id^ai

Rev. W. E. Streeter spoke at Union church
Mr.
afternoon arid evening.
last Sunday
Streeter is a candidate for the pastorate here
and
a parish meeting will be held Saturday
will
artists
noted
other
14th
week of August
evening to discuss the matter of extending a
be heard. The concert will be held in the au- call. Prof. Martin of
Bangor Seminary will be
ditorium, but it is hoped that Leginska may ! the speaker next Sunday.
also be heard at the club house.
A valuable colt belonging to George Ryder
1
one of
The second game in the Bridge Tournament received a shock from the lightning in
the showers of last week and was for a time
at the Northport Country Club was played
now
but
is
recovering
completely paralyzed,
last Thursday afternoon on the veranda and Lightning struck in several places near the
ice cream, cake, tea, etc..were served after the
village during the week. Mrs. Robena Young
was ill for several days from the effects of a
game. The following entered the tournament
bolt which stiuck a tree not far away.
for the remaining games: Mrs. W. J. Lyons;

j

hostess

j

as

well

the

as

daintily

tilled

centerpiece
with

black

clover blossoms

the
for

ferns, and the favors were miniatures
of the centerpiece contain! ng single clover
blossoms. The place cards were also original
design and bore photographs taken on the
Mr. Bradbury entertained the
husbands of the ladies and L>r. W. C. Libby.
Their table had for a centerpiece a bouquet of
The hand-painted
red gt raniums and green.
in

gain prestige thereby.
J

Guernsey.

Stockton

and

club veranda.

nation will

The

I

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Bangor will entertain the Maine State grange
for its annual meeting, to be held December
19th, 20th, and 21st. An invitation was extended to tbe Patrons of Husbandry by the Bangor

Vote for Frault E. Goorisos
tor Senator July 241

|

1

and

Mrs, Lyons of Augusta.

CENTER MONTVILLE.

Mrs. Charles Cowan of Augusta
who had passed a week in town, guests of Mr.
3nd Mrs. Robert Peck ard Mr. and Mtb. C. M.
Hurd, returned home July 12th.

Chester H. Thompson went back
Boston City Hospital Wednesday.

Hurd and Wallace Percival of Pitt_arrived Sunday for a few weeks’ stay at
t he W hite cottage on the Island, making the
journey from Pittsfield on their wheels.

E. B. Bean and family, and Miss Una Bean
were in Northport and Searsport last Sunday.

Mark

'neld

and Mrs, Robert Ensign ot Winsted,
Ct., and Mrs. Peck are guests at the Peck.cottage on the Island. Mr. Weeks, a master in
St. Paul’s Bchool, Concord, N. H.. is also a
guest at the Peck cottage.
Mr,

Mr. and Mrs. B. K. Meservey of Waterville
in town one d»y last veek, and were accompanied on their return by Mr, Meservey’s
father, Sewell Meservey, who is 84 years old.
After a visit in Waterville he will go to Pittsfield for a visit with another bop.
ware

SAYS THEY ARE

WONDERFUL

Hot weather is doubly dangerous when digestion is bad. Constipation, sick headache,
biliousness, or other conditions caused by clogged bowels yield quickly to Foley Cathartic
Tablets. Mrs. Elizabeth Slauson, So. Norwalk,
Conn., writes: “1 can honestly say they a e

•wonderful.”

Sold everywhere.

to

the

Margaret Bruce, who had been at D. C.
Cain’s, returned to Newport last week.

Mark L. Howard, )
J. W. Tibbetts,
Annie L. Clement )

Miss

E. McAllister and family of Skowhegan
moved to the Nathan Sawyer farm last Saturday.
Mrs. Olive Stewart and Miss Marian Atkinson
went to Castine last Saturday to attend
the summer school.
Mrs. E. A. Herriman and Mrs. Mary Edmunds, with G. L. Edmunds and family, were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Justin V.
Jackson.
E. C. Harriman’s sisters, Mrs. Ida Adams of
Dorchester, and Miss Dora Harriman of Boston, have come to make a permanent residence
with him.

Early Sunday morning lightning struck at C.
B. Cushman’s, coming in through the roof
tearing off laths and plaster in an unoccupied
chamber, going down through the floor to the
hall-way, and out through the front and screen
doors. No one was injured, and no fire resulted.

Aroostook

Committee
on

Potatoes

were never doing, looking or promany better than now. There seem to be
no misses at all worth mentioning, and the
growth seems to be rapid, sound and vigorous,
all the potatoes we have seen appearing of a
very dark green, which is always a good indication. Is it possible that the absence of
potash makes no difference with them? Or is
it simply that the conditions thiB year are so
favorable that the potatoes do W3ll in spite of
the lack of potash?—Fort Fairfield Review,

July 12th.

IT 15 THI BllY of every Republican to attend the polls July 24th at
Bert M. Fernald

Adv.

experience.

Let every Republican voter go to the polls
the 24th and vote for the man of demonstrated

legislative ability

who is prepared for the job.
Vote for Frank E. Guernsey July 24th.
Guernsey Senatorial Committee.
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$

million dollar wage increase
freight and yard service (less t
one-fifth of all employes) is equal to a 5
cent advance in all freight rates.
The managers of the railroads, as trusn
for the public, have no right to place
burden on the cost of transportation to \
without a clear mandate from a public
bunal speaking for you.
The railroads have proposed the set?
ment of this controversy either under
existing national arbitration law, or by a
ence to the Interstate Commerce Comn
This offer has been refused by
sion.
A 100

in

nation-wide strike or an
investigation under the Government determine this issue
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Remedy,

Everything

Te the Emerson Co,
This is to certify that I have been troubled
with rheumatism and neuritis for a long time,
which left a lameness in my shoulders and
knees. I was unable to kneel down or go up
stairs without pain
After taking your remedy I am free from all
lameness and pain and feel perfectly well.
Mrs. J. M. Harris,
319 Water St Gardiner, Maine.

in

Supplies

Staple and Fancy Groce'

Fruits and
IN

THEIR

Vegetables
SEASON.

Ward’s Bread and Cat

To the Emerson Co.
Mr. Frank Kelley, Gardiner, Maine, testifies
as follows:
This is to certify that I have taken one botI tie of the Emerson Kidney, Indigestion and
Rheumatic Remedy, which helped me, and I
hope others will take this remedy and find my
Frank Kelley.
statement is true.
2

Vote for

Reward,

Received

Poland

daily, fresh from the bakery.

Spring and Mineral

WaU

CLIQUOT GINGER ALE,
TOILET ARTICLES, ETC.

Price $1 a bottle.
For scle by J. A C^iANE,
D. E. SMITH, Mgr.
Park street, Belfast

2w20p

$100.

A. A. HOWES & CO.,
Groceries,Drugs,_Medicine

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all its
stages, and that is catarrh. Catarrh being

greatly influenced by constitutional conditions
requires constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Care is taken internally and acts thru
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the System thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, giving the patient strength by building
up the constitution and assisting nature in doing it work. The proprietors have so much

faith in the curative powers of Hall’s Catarrh
Cure that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
any case that it fails to cure. Send for list of
testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO„ Toledo,
Ohio. Sold by all Druggists, 75c.

FOR SALE.
The Russell house on Congress street
For particulars Inquire at 23 Congress
street.

MAUD RUSSELL.

[courses that wf

L05T
HEAVY LEATHER HORSE HALTER,
The finder will be suitably rewarded by returning the tame to
CHARLES R. COOMES.
Belfast. July 12, 1916-28
A

Fernald for U. S. Senator. PRIMARIES MONDAY, July 24th.—Adv.
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Resolutions

Potatoes.

the Senatorial Primaries.

of service and

as

Passenger

Do prevent
side slipping

we

per cent of

-AND-

vviikvi

d

all)

Passenger

JO)

are

1915, seventy-hve

|

The average yearly wage payments to all Eastern tra
ployes (including tho^e who worked only part ot the ■,?2r
shown by the 1915 payrolls were—

I

While others

in

earned these wages (lowest, highest, and
shown by the payrolls—

r ircuieu

TIRES

A liberal
and

e»

ar

of

EARD AND ONLY

NON-SKID

indus*

employes

train

10c. per doz.

H. W.

received from J. H. Wardthe Stockton Springs newsdealer,

Mr.

On all the Eastern Railroads

DOUGHNUTS

r ave

day guests Mr.

j

i Whole Wheat Broad

Springs, Me., July 17, 1916.

things well.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning and we wear the badge of mourning
for 30 days; that a copy of these resolutions be
spread on our grange records and also sent to
the papers for publication.

j

TRY THEIR

fUSMX

ti

or

trial warfare?
The train employes on all the railroads
are voting whether they will give their leaders
authority to tie up the commerce of the
country to enforce their demands for a 100
million dollar wage increase.
The railroads are in the public service—
your service. This army of employes is in
the public service—your service.
You pay for rail transportation 3 billion
dollars a year, and 44 cents out of every
dollar from you goes to the employes.

Hogan
Bakery

FRIED IN

»

Do you believe in arbitration

n

ji

*

\

Brakemen.

;

*

To the American Public:

worthy president of the

Shoe .Situation.

by

Industrial Warfare or
Federal Inquiry?

EVERY DAY AT THE

Vote

all

Shall they be determined

F resh Food

Mrs. Robert Steward, Mrs. R. E. Stevens, Mrs
Unfilled contracts in footwear are sufficient
THE LOCALITY ARGUMENT?
to insure active operations at some plants foi
I. T. Dinsmore, Mrs. Wm. H. Hall. Mrs. J. A.
and at others for a number ol
To the Editor of The Journal: One of several months,
Fogg, Mrs. Lynwood B. Thompson, Miss Louise j
But factories are hampered
weeks to come.
Rogers. Miss Page substituted for Mrs. Eu- j the arguments used by the opponents of Mr. by labor scarcity and outputs somewhat curMrs.
the
nominaHerrick
for
his
Miss
Homan, ; Guernsey against
receiving
tailed.
Higher temperatures have stimulatec
gene R. Conner,
distribution
considerably, while tal
Mrs. Ira M. Cobe for Miss Anne M. Kittridge, tion for U. 8. Senator by Maine Republicans retail
orders
are being booked in substantial amounts
Mrs. Robert P. Chase for Miss Graee H. Lord, ; at the special primary election July 24th is It is not
surprising that leather is less active
Miss Carrie E. Gilmore for Mrs. S. U. Lord, that Mr. Milliken, the Republican candidate than recently, as many shoe shops have closec
Miss Hazel Doak for Mrs. Hugh D. McLellan, ! for Governor, is from the sam° congressional j temporarily. Yet the abatement of demand it
I not general and the strength in prices is sus
Miss Marjorie Shaw for Mrs. Willard Roberts* district as Mr. Guernsey, and that this fact
tained, with higher figures asked in some in
alone would work unfairly co other sections stances.—Dun’s Review,
July 15th.
The musieale at the Northport Country club
record
in
the
of the State. Let us look at
last Sunday afiernoon was largely attended
and see how the candidates
and most enjoyable. Miss Louise Bunker of former elections
[POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT]
have been selected. We find Kennebec county
the New England Conservatory played a violin
alone gave us Governor Cony in 1864; Gov
N.
and
Arthur
Wescott
Clement
W.
solo; Mrs,
Connor in 1876; Gov. Bodwell in 1887; Gov.
Johnson sang a duet, and Profs. Edwin Klahre
Hill in 1901; Gov. Plaisted (Dem) in 1911; and
and R. E. Stevens, with Mrs. Ralph L. Flanthat curing that time Mr. Blaine, a resident of
ders, all of the New England Conservatory,
as a member of the
played a six-handed piano selection. There Kennebec county, served
House of Representatives from 1863 to 1876,
were several parties from Bangor for the day.
as U.
S. Senator from 1876 to 1881, and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe entertained Mrs.
of the House of
Wescott, Mr. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burleigh served as a member
from 1897 to 1910, and as U.
Rogers and their own house guests. Mr. and Representatives
S. Senator from March 4, 1913, uutil his death.
Mrs. Thomas E. Shea entertained Mr. and Mrs.
the location of a candidate
J. W. Blaisdell, Mrs. Edward A. and Miss The question of
Charlotte Wadsworth. Mr, and Mrs. Joseph for the U. S. Senate was never raised when
Maine was represented by a Hamlin, a MorTyler entertained Mr. and Mrs. Albert C. Burrill, a Blaine, a Frye or a Hale.
gess at dinner at 6 p. m.
Mr. Guernsey is the logical candidate. His
Miss Anne M. Kittridge and Mr. Charles
8 years congressional experience places him
Bradbury entertained at a 6 o’clock dinner
far in the lead of any other candidate. He
last Thursday evening at the Northport Counhas never betrayed a trust, but has been loyal
were Mrs.
Miss
Club.
guests
Kittridge’s
try
to his constituency, and in honoring him with
BlaisMrs.
W.
M.
J.
Ira
Mrs.
Cobe,
Bradbury,
tbo nomination and election to the upper
H
and
Mrs.
E.
Shea,
Ralph
dell, Mrs..Thomas
branch of Congress, the State of Maine and
Covers for six were laid on a
was a

WAGES

Jolliest Twelve in the State.

| Chamber of Commerce at the last annual meetplace cards were bathing girls and the favors j ing held in Portland. On June 29th the execuWHY?
were apt hits which caused much merriment.
well,
! tive committee held a meeting in Bangor for the
After dinner the party adjourned to the veranwith
a
Chamber
of
Coma recent issue of che New York Sun and
Because
he
I
has had eight years experience a
purpose of conferring
and later Mrs.
merce committee and because of the aatisNew York Press, and find that while the da to enjoy the beautiful sunset
Washington and has proved himself worthy,
R E. Stevens sang very delightfully several
offered by the local comeditorial page has been relegated to the
j factory proposition
j Because his record of service warrants th<
selections in the living room.
promotion he seeks.
mittee the invitation was accepted.
rear the typography
and general arBecause he is from the East and the Republi
Morning Light Grange. Monroe, held a very
rangement of the Sun have been retain- RECRUITS FOR NATIONAL GUARD.
cans have already nominated one senator fron
interesting meeting Saturday evening, July
ed, and that it continues to give credit
the West. The nomination fairly and
justn
Instructions have just been received by the 15th, at which it was decided to continue the
for all items taken from other publicabelongs to the eastern part of the State. Tw<
The
summer.
the
usual
as
through
to
Officer,
meetings
Portland,
Army Recruiting
accept
mauuc
Itiaujiuittieu rtliu SLTUpUrepublican nominees from the extreme westerr
man
present- program was as follows: “The prettiest sight
lously followed in the days of Dana. This and enlist any qualified
part of the State within thirty-five miles o:
for enlistment in the National i 1 have seen since the last meeting”. Mrs
is a practice that at the present time is ing himself
each other will not appeal to the sense of fair
Guaid. This is the first time in the history of I Kimball, Mrs. Larby, and Worthy Master Kim‘more honour’d in the breach, than in
ness of the Republican Voters.
the country that anything of this nature has ball; reading, Effie Cronxbite; “My favorite
Because the pluralities he has received in th<
the observance,” and in some cases the
Heretofore enlistments for dessert for hot weather”, all members present;
ever been done.
appropriation of others ideas or enter- the National Guard were.entirely under the and the Question Box, which brought forth past justify the claim that he i6 a big “vot<
prise may be properly characterized as control of the State authorities. The above animated discussion of many interesting sub- getter".
Because it is well understood that the Demo
theft.
When an article that has taken order temporarily takes this out of the hands jects, from methods of haying and canning to
further notice cratic organization will make terrific drive t<
weeks, perhaps months, to prepare, the of the State and places it under direct control various Ford problems. Until
the hour of meeting will be half-past eight elect two United States Senators in Maine
fruit of painstaking research, or drawn of General Wood, the Commanding Officer
We need the strength Mr. Guernsey’s nam<
from the storehouse of memory, is ap- Department of the East. Men desiring to join instead of eight o’clock.
will give the Republican ticket.
the
National
Guard
of
naiVCBl
Maine
or New HampUII lull
UlQUftC,
muumiir,
propriated by an exchange, to go the
Because the Republican Party believes ir
has adopted the following resolutions of rerounds credited to the offender, one is shire should present themselves at any of the
preparedness not only for defense hut for al
Offices
in
this
district. The spect:
ed to wish for a better observance in Army Recruiting
Mr. Guernsey is prepared for the offict
Whereas by the death of Llewellyn Arey, duty.
medical examination will be made by local
ournalism of the Commandment, “Thou
has lost one of senator by experience and knowledge gainei
Union
No.
Harvest
97,
Grange,
physicians, and the men sworn in at once. They who has been a member for several
years, and
through service.
•shalt rot steal.”
will not be sent to Fort Slocum, N. Y.t as in the as an
organization of brothers and sisters we
Because the election of Mr. Guernsey for U
case with accepted applicants for the regular
wish to express our sympathy to the afflicted
LIBERTY.
S. Senator will be a big step toward a Nationa
family; therefore, be it
army. While no definite infor ation has been
Resolved, That by the death of Bro. Arey Park in Maine. His bill in Congress to pro
received concerning the disposition of the men
I. P. Griffies of Freedom was a business calenlisted for the National Guards.tbe probabil- this Grange has lost a worthy member and the vide for a National Park at Katahdin has aler in town for a few hourr, Saturday.
ities are that men from the State of Maine community a respected citizen whom we shall
ready gained reccgnition in Congress. Thit
will be concentrated at Fort Williams, Portland miss in the home, the neighborhood and in the
T. P. Mathews, who had been at Week’s
work should be continued.
Harbor; men from New Hampshire will be con- grange, and we will always kindly cherish the good
Milis, China, for a few weeks, has returned centrated at Concord. This regulation in no memory of one who was ever pleasant, courBecause Maine has been strong at Washingteous, genial and honest;
home.
way effects the status of the men enlisting in
ton in years past through maintaining and proResolved, That we, as an order, tender our
the Guard, nor changes the period or conditions
Mr. and Mrs. Alton White of Augusta are of
sincere
sympathy to the bereaved widow and moting at Washington Republican representathe enlistment contract.
at their cottage on the Island and had as Sunfamily and commend them to Him who doeth tives who have become valuable through length
We

'Rheumatism depends on nn arid
in the blood, which affects the
mnscles and joints, producing inflammatiotl, stiffness and pain. This
acid gets into tlie blood through
some defect in the digestive process.
lloodV Sarsaparilla, ttie old-time
blood tonic, is very successful in the
Tt acts
treatment of rheumatism.
directly, with purifying effect, on
the blood, and improves the digestion. T>. in’t suffer. Get Hood’s tod.".'.

tant

being planned.
the English pianist, who is to be the star ot
the week at the annual festival to be held the

The

RAILROAD

friends

SEVERE RHEUMATIC
PAINS DISAPPEAR

pany

Besides the great Leginska,

Howes.

on

Friday.

Southampton,

delicious dinner of cold

Mrs. Monroe

hoping to have an operation for cataracts on
his eyes.
Although he must, wait several
months for the operation specialists assured
him of its ultimate success.

are

Monroe of

meats, salads,
hot rollB, olives, assorted cake, ices and c> ffee
was served to nearly
thirty. After dinner
music and dancing were enjoyed, after which

Hogan of Boston and his aunt, Mrs.
Dora Sanborn of Thorndike were week-end
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Barker. Mr.
llogan gave a beautiful solo at Union church
last Sunday afternoon.

at

concerts

the

Mrs. R. B.

West Bermuda, and Mrs. Sadie Wells of Lynn,
Mass. The forenoon was passed with sewing,

Carl

Steinway Grand piano is to be installed at
Northport Country club for the remainder

of the season, and

present

in town last

There will be a Sunday school concert at the
ast week.
church next Sunday evening.
Rev. Fred H. Morgan motored to Eddington
Mrs. William t arter, Mrs. Clement Cates,
and held services there last
Sunday.
children and nurse, visited friends from FlorMrs. Hilda Hunt Dean of Portland is visiting
ida at Shore Acres, Northport, last Friday.
her parents, Rev. and Mrs. Nathan Hunt.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clements and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. T. H Mansfield and theirchaufBarbara have gone to the home of their son, feur are boarders at Riley Jackson’s. They
F. P. Clements, at White's Corner,Tor a few motored here from New Jersey.
Rev. Nathan Hunt preached here last Sunday
weeks.
morning and at Center Montville at 2 p. m„
The lawn party given by the ladies of the Mrs. Hunt preached at Poors Mills at 2 p. m.,
M. E. church on the grounds of Mr. and Mrs, and at lower Belmont at 4 p. m.
Haying h s begun, and with several good
Walter A. Cowan last Friday evening was a
days last week quite a large quantity has been
housed The crop about here is at least double
success, socially and financially.
last years crop
Berries are abundant. In the
Mr. and Mrs. C. C Clements, Doris, Norris
fields and by the roadside are
large, ripe,
and Helen, motored to Waterville Tuesday. luscious
strawberries.
Mr. Clements is secretary of the Farmers'
Union of Maine and went to attend a meeting
Destructive Moods in the South.
of that body.
Raleigh, N. C, July 17. Fifteen persons
Leon S. Merrill, Dean of the University of dead, at least 10
missing and property damage
Maine, addressed a large and enthusiastic estimated at around $15,000,000 is the known
toll of floods in five southern states in the past
of
Trade
Board
gathering of the
Tuesday 48 hours
Although the waters are receding in
evening. Joshua Treat, Jr., president, pre- nearly all districts railroad and telegraph comsided, and the speaker was introduced by El- munication still are demoralized and reports
lery Bowden, Esq., in his usual happy and from towns and villages now isolated may increase both the number of deaths and the proready manner. Dean Merrill spoke along the perty Iobs. North Carolina, South Carolina,
lines of agricultural extension work.
I Virginia, Tennessee and West Virginia all sufOne of the very enjoyable social events of fered heavy damage from the overflowing
streams, swollen by torrential rains, which folsummer occurred at the spacious home of Mr
lowed last week’s hurricane as it swept inland
!
and Mrs. F. T. Bussey July 13th, when Mrs. from the coast, but the heaviest loss was in
deaths are
Bussey entertained the Jolly Twelve whist j North Carolina where 11 of theof12the material
and where two thirds
club and several other guests in honor of her reported
damage was done.

Earl Roberts is
at

C. Thompson of New York has joined
Mrs. Thompson at the1'r summer home at Kelly’s
He was accompanied by Gillet and
Cove.
Dorothy Powell of New York. Mrs. Breed,
W.

the

Allen

Waldo last Sunday.

Walter Haley, Mrs. Smith and Miss Ford
a few days at Northport and Belfast j

James S. Crockett of Brooks called

3assed

urday night after spending several months in
a sanatorium at Limerick, Me.

of Vinalhaven.

children and

Marsh

George Roberts and family of Melrose,
Mass., arrived last week and will spend the
summer at their residence here,

the accommodations of

hotel.

appointed table.
Quincy and
white vase

ago might
second rate hos-

years

Mrs.

Rutherford

for two weeks.

Hattie

started Sunday for an auto trip through
county.
Frank Hogan with his wife and daughter
Marie spent Sunday with Mrs. Hogan’s sister,

Lansing, Mich., will occupy it.

been added to

father,

Aroostook

of Somerville and James
B. Dolan of Jamaica Plains, Mass., are at The

Harry

summer with his

ents,

Silas E. Blaisdell, who have
their honeymoon, left last Sunday

their home in Brooklyn.
Mrs. Flora Carleton of Old Town has bought
of Eugene R. Conner the “Louise" cottage at
Bayside, and with her daughter, Mrs. Robert

been

ver

on

spend the

to

Merrithew, who has for some
time been stopping in Saco, Maine, is visiting
old friends here.
Pearl Crockett, with his daughter and parMrs.

her

at

are

H. J. Hamlin.

and Mrs.

the

out

luncheon

Saturday

cottage, Ferndale, Monday, and Mrs. Ira M.
Cobe a luncheon, followed by bridge, at the
club Tuesday,

Never before so many drowning accidents and automobile accidents as has

ed

a

days of

Mrs. Goodwin of Massachusetts has been
the guest for several weeks of her sister, Mrs.
Edith Murch,
Glendon Hamlin of Lowell, Mass., arrived

Dr. and Mrs. Summer

and

few

Miss Grace Bachelder is at the Dow farm in
West Brooks, for the haying season.

The

deputy sheriff there

on

coast?

there are

.t

Hatch, U, S. A., and family, of
are at Saturday Cove for the

Y.,

to

in Madison. The
has got busy.

:ias

N.

summer.

dency.

•ias

E.

Brooklyn,

a

MORRILL.

!

WINTERPORT.

j

Dr. Kilgore and family spent
last week in Portland.

Hughes and Wilson have not yet been
viotified of their nomination for the presiThe Bulletin reports that the lid is

Brooks.

Mrs. Fred Smith and daughter Dorothyliave
returned to Somerville after a visit in North-

Mrs. Thomas E. fehea gave

the Democrats have laid the Sills for

The News of

NEWS.

11

PORTLAND

BANGOR

Shorthand

Send

j

and two children

arrived Wednesday
cottage

nibetter

of

All members of A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of
Veterans, are requested to be present at the
meeting next Monday evening, when Rockland
Camp will be their guests. There will be a

and have

Cottage

on

Small has greatly improved
residence, originally the Colby
iliKh street, and is having the
white.

chicken supper, followed

....

j

play, featuring

:

at the

gold

rooster

,.

I^flie

Colonial today,
and night, will be Comrade

picture

postponed

c

from

Thursday

on

:»ret

tendance from out of town and

audience.

;ve

Krowlton Real

an apron table, a bag table, Japbaskets, and many novelties of interest.
Ice cream and cake on sale. If stormy, the
next fair day.

There will be

Estate Co. have

anese

H. Wood of this

city his resiDaniel Dickey of Mor-

Mills to

s

oving there for some months,
the Hanson House in East
.s
F. Bailey of East Lynn,
Mrs. H. A. Cerald of Demove there this week.
of

son

Mr.

bathing

i.i

and

sent

In

j
j

J
J
i

Mrs. Johnson

husband and went to Bangor
.ing him Friday on the return to

and

granddaughter of Mr. and j
Belfast, graduated j
nuts June 8th from the Vocational
of her home town. She had an I
J. Frisbee of

90

ver

per cent fora four years
a class of 54;

valedictorian of

an,

a

member

live dollar

>

and

t

promise of

nning of

a

Eng-

j
good position J

the fall term.

hite Barker Tent, D. of V., at their
eeting July 12th entertained Miss
rs. Cuddy, Mrs. Baker and Mrs. j
Mary Todd Lincoln Tent of Bangor, j
irtment officers w7ere present: Mrs. ;
ery, president, with Miss Alice E. I
f;uide; Mrs.Dora J.Bridges and Mrs,
r bearers; Mrs. Baker, counselor;
ts, musician. It was regretted
nie M. Frost, secretary, was un-

v

J;

>

j

?

f

[

7

;

j resent.

[

Cake and lemon ide

were

voted to accept an invitation
•\. Ferry Coombs to make an

as

The

meeting

next

of

the Tent

gust 27th.
House.
Tonight, at two
and 8.45, Fannie Ward, the inter>pera

medienne,

f

}

is offered in

a

Paramount

uccess, “The

Marriage of Kitty.”
•here is offered the first chapter of
mance.” the great new motion
ei from the pen of Mr. and Mrs.
ughes. Miss Billie Burke, famous

j

■

peaking stage, has been engaged
ading role at a salary of $4,000 a
riday also “The Scarlet Road,” a
live part feature will be shown.
riangle five part play and “Fatty
a three-reel Keystone
laugh feast*
u

1

bury Pickford in “Mistress Nell,”
irguerite Clark in “Helena of the
ednesday, “The Coward” a six-reel

|

iid

by many critics to be Triangle’s

work.

Swan fell

on

the

3 o’clock Hon.
bathroom floor at

High street, breaking his
receiving a severe cut on the
head. Mrs. Swan heard the noise
and hastened to his assistance and
on

b and

d

a

was

promptly summoned.

was

Mr.

inconscious

from the effects of the

head and

continued until

so

readily recognized those
•ice gained.steadily, with
The

er.

Monday,

about

him.

his mind

as

report that he had suff er-

wholly unfounded. Dr. Albert
f New York city, brain
specialist,
Monday and confirmed the statement
■ending physician, Dr. E. D. Tapley,
wan had sustained no serious
injury,
f-

■

was

ot

Swan has been
health,attending daily to his busihad

a

shock.

Mr.

did

we

■

temporary dizziness, and an early
ete recovery is
confidently looked
uiwhile he has the sympathy and

*‘3

It

but

the whole

on

were

Starts this

•

S

of the

community.

Morning;

a

Band Concert

least

35

shower in the

S|

at 8 o’clock.

Congressmen John A. Peters and Frank E.
Guernsey were in Belfast Tuesday calling on

paid

while

learning,

depend largely

on

The

will

given

De

school

“THE

“Helene of the North”

COWARG”

Triangle’s Greatest Play

MAINE.

Bookkeeping’

and the wages

Auditing,
Corporation Accountings’
Penmanship, Spe ling. Commercial Law, Commercial Arithmetic, Business’
English, Shorthand, Stenotypy, Typewriting, and other Commercial SubJect.®- Special attention is given those taking our Private Secretarial and
erviCe ^•0Urses*
We have a Normal Training
Department for those
to
as
•u*

I

Commercial and Shorthand Teachers. Our graduates
are
receiving from $600 to $10,000 per year and the demand made on us for
young men and women eligible to lucrative business positions is far
greater
B
than our abi.ity to supply.
wishing

have rented for

qualify

Mail

Misses

J

Colonial

us

this coupon and

we

will forward

free

our

illustrated catalog.

Name.....City.
Street.State.
bliss business

college, lewiston. Maine.

»p2o

CAMDEN-BELFAST
AUTO SERVICE.

Theatre,

Beginning May 29, 1916.

BELFAST,

Leave Belfast, Windsor Hotel.
8.00 a. m.; 12.00 p. m.; 3.00 p. m.
Leave Camden, Ray View Rouse,
9.30 a- .n.; 1.30 p. m., 4.30 p. nr.

lWeekC°Monday. Jbly24

Fare, $1.00.

The North Church Fair. The mid sumsale and children’s entertainment held in
the North church vestry July 12th was very
mer

steamship Corporation’s boats, and on the
wharves at Belfast.Rockland and Camden.were

successful in every particular, netting about
£50. The ice cream table was under the di-

Charles A. Pilsbury, assisted
t>y Mrs. E. S. Bowker and Mrs. B. L, Davis,
with the members of the Minnetoska club serving. It was a hot day and the ice cream went
rection of Mrs.

like hot cakes and

Perry

was

was

assisted

at

all sold.

Miss Juiia M.

the food table

large and a small table. The color scheme
was yellow and white.
In the center ol the
large table was a yellow crepe paper box with
yellow ribbons running to each cover. As the
guests drew the ribbons they received dainty
tavors, while the bride-to-be received the con-

0RRIM

by Mr?,

tents of the box —many and

dainty gifts for
home. Misses Katherine Brown
and Elizabeth Doak assisted in serving tomato
bisque, lobster cardinal, hot rolls, olives, ices, !

half-mast last Saturday in honor of two
veteran steamboat captains who were being
laid at rest. In Rockland the funeral of Capt,
the
William Sawtelle, long commander of
it

her

3teamship Mi. Desert, took place
of his daughter. Mrs. A. Walker Brewster.Rev.

The bearers were Capt.
Poor, in the aUSence of Mrs. William E. S. Ufford officiating.
Jonn M. noimes, iviyrica xi.
K. Keene, and made large sales.
Miss MarNorman Marsh. Burial was in
garet A. Dunton and Mrs. M. C. Hill had ! ton and R.
At Camden the funeral of
charge of the fancy work table, where many j Seaview cemetery.
ex commander of the
W.
Ezra
Curtis,
novelties
were
Mrs.
Capt.
|
ready-selling
displayed.
took place.
R. F. Dunton and Mrs. Fred W. Brown sold a Bteamship Camden and other craft,
officiated.
large number of aprons. Mrs. C. O. Poor and Rev. S. E. Frohock
Mrs. E. J. Morison had charge of the children’s
The
Lightning Strikes. The thunder
table, which contained dolls and their wearing shower early Monday morning did considerapparel. A unique entertainment was given able damage in the vicinity of Poor’s Mills.
by the children under the direction of Miss Lightning struck the Manley O. Wilson resiThe program was as dence, tearing the picture molding from the
Helen H. Kittredge.
follows: Piano solo. The Waltz by Charles
dining room, splitting the window and door
Denne, Katherine Brown; vocal duet. How sills next the chimney in the kitchen, started
Fred R.

Town, Janet McLellan
and Edward Poor; violin solo, Star of the Sea,
Ethel Dexter, accompanied by Viotet Dexter;
Kindergarten song, Hickery, dickery dock,
Polly Getchell, Alice Brown, Janet McLellan,
Violet and Thelma Dexter, Edward Poor; vocal
duet, Violet Dexter and Polly Getchell. Miss
Irene Getchell of Augusta was the piano ac-

Many

Miles to Boston

Howes

& Co.

are

always

near

by when I

in-

Payson

wai

t

my cigar and it is second nature to think of
Cedulas when I think of cigars—because I
know they are Havana cigars.

were

were

sleeping.

struck and

Several

split

and the

nately
were

The

Woman’s Club

changeable

with

The

Colonial

were

powdered

Mother

hair.

■

“Jere”
■' ..

as

Helen

old

on

the

stage, which

was

fashioned

sang the parts each represented. The quartet music by the regular Unitarian choir—

simple

so

that

most

to

Rata dtatroy nearly
billion dollara
worth of food and pcopeity every yell*
Bta and mice and atop jmr lew with
a

Weekly.

CARLE & JONES.

bsinja.

"■

"■■■■■"■

Chas^& Doak,

whatever. Valuable booklet
ha each can, How to Demk>» R**." 25c.. 50c. ud
$1.00. 6-lb. pj. $5.00.
k Scad, Hudwan, Dn«
MdCkaaniSkra.
*
fc.
FOR

^Optometri sts. *€►
25 Main Street,

PATTERSON’S

SWAN-WHII ItN-BILKfOKD COMPANY
!

O. O. F. Block.

Taxes for 1916.
The taxes for 1916 have been commitme for collection and I
am now

a

Sand and gravel delivered at
reasonable price.

MUSIC

Searsport Ave.

ted to

ACADEMY,

|

TEACHING

RENTING

REPAIRING

LEE

J.

■

OASTO R I A

M

_._

PATTERSON. Proprietor.

|I

For Sale.
A piano and household goods, including
; stoves, sideboard, writing desk. etc. Apply at
rso 37 cedar street.

WANTED
A capable girl to do general housework:
*1
steady employment to the right party,

Inquire

at

SWAN-WHITTEN-BICKFORD CO’S.
2w28

LOST
Saturday afternoon, July 15, about 4 o'clock,
an auto, a lady’s grip, containing toilet

from

articles, etc.

Finder please return

to

MRS. DELLA R. ROWE,
135 Main Street, Belfast.

lw29p

Republican

Children J-

Belfast. Maine.

MUSIC MDSE.

(HAS. M. H ILL,
lei 306

SHOP,

47 Main Street,

For Sale

City of Belfast

Belfast, Maine.

SALF liY

BELFAST, MAINE,

fernald.-Adv.

Up-toDate

Broken Lenses Replaced

h la safe to oae. Deadly to
bat harmless to human
R**» »mpjy dry no. No odoi

GRAVES,

GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST,

July 24th.

Most

fUB ]

HEBRON
ready to receive the money for the same.
Mrs. Clement W. Wescott, Mrs. Melvin O.
At the July meeting of the City GovHebron, Maine.
Dickey, Arthur N. Johnson and A. P. GoodNiue Buildings.
Forty Acres.
ernment the following order was passed:
and
the
solos
hue—was heartily encored,
by
STUKTEVANT HOME-One of the most
Ordered: That a discount of 2 1-2
Covers will be laidjfor 125, and seats may be Mrs. Wescott and Mr. Johnson were
residences
beautiful
for
girls in New hnggreatly
I
land.
reserved on application to Miss Isabel Ginn, enjoyed. At the two intermissions sand- percent be allowed on all personal and |
HALL—A modern home for boys.
ATWOOD
real estate taxes paid before September
the club’s treasurer. The menu will consist of 1
Exhilarating air. Wholesome food. Pure
wiches, coffee, cake and ice cream were served 1, 1916, and that all taxes be
paid by
spring water. College preparatory. Heneral
melons, chicken salad, hot rolls, olives, straw- by Misses Marian Hazeltine, Marian Heal,
Courses. Domestic chemistry, Address
November 1, 1916.
berry short cake and coffee. Mrs. William C. Clara and Belle Keating, Hazel Doak, MarWM, E. SARGENT, I itt. D., Crim inal.
For the accommodation of all who wish
6w28
Crawford of Allston, Mass., a prominent club garet White, Miss Greinhart,
Dorothy Franck, to do business with me as
Treasurer
City
woman, will be the guest of honor and will Julia Littlefield and Alice
at
small
Spear,
o/ Tax Collector I shall be in my office in
give an address on Women’s club work in tables decorated with bud vases and single
general. An informal reception will be given poppies. There was a very large attendance, the Memorial Building every week day
from 7 a. m. till 8.30 p. m. until October l
Mrs. Crawford at the close of the address.
including several parties from Northport, one
Twelve-room residence and two stables,
Music will be furnished by the Edison phono- of whom reserved four tables. The
1916.
younger 1,
owned and occupied by the late Dr. Samuel VV.
graph from Carle & Jones. The luncheon set remained for the dance that followed, with
I appreciate very much the assistance Johnson, on Court and Pearl streets. Modern
committtee is Mrs. Essie P. Carle, Mrs. Ben.
I : eceived from the taxpayers of Belfast house in every respect and offered at a quick
music by a Victrola from J. L. Sleeper & Co.
sale at a very low figure. Apply to DICKEY
Hazeltine, Mrs. J. C. Durham, Mrs. Robert P.
in 1915 by the. prompt payment of their KNOWLTON
Real Estate Co., Belfast, Maine.
Coombs, Misses Isabel and Emeroy Ginn,
2w29
the
ttxes, and with your co-operation I hope
Mrs. F. G. Spinney, Mrs. Charles Bradbury,
for as favorable results in the collection
Mrs. I. T. Dinsmore, Mrs. C. W. Wescott, Mrs.
Vote of the 1916 taxes.
y
Senatorial Primaries
James S. Harriman, Mrs. Charles EJ. Rhoades,
FOR FLETCHER’S
and Miss Helen Kittredge will have charge of
EDWARD
SIBLEY,
for Bert M.
j
the young ladies who will serve.
7w29
Tax Collector.
I

FORGET

the

At Reasonable Prices.

Eficr CORN
rats

people

and I have this stock.

I.

bit

Glasses

which shall be suitable to the wearer;

I

~DON’T

——

(without the aid of drugs)

■

stock is necessary in order
make one good pair of glasses

FRANK F.

Eyes

By Modern Scientific Methods

Residence lor Sale

All the New Books.
Received

The
And

|

Lending Library

We Examine

Let us quote you prices for your party. We
handle parties from one to one hundred at
cheap rates, day or night. Two twelve passenger ears and smaller ones if desired. Sight
Get our
seeing tours arranged if d* sired.
prices first. Always on the job
M a IN E TR A N 5PO R F ATIO N CO.
ORRIN ,J. L)I< KEY, Manager.
24tf
Phone 316-3, or 109 4

enormous

girls of the
also in antiquarian cos-

room, while
Wescott and Grace Hazeltine

an

■■

Phone 316-3. Belfast. Maine.

Ifanager,

can

Glasses

The

Goose; Hope Dorman,Queen

posed separately

arranged

public

■

OICKtY

A PAIR OF

silk gown, with her hair

Hearts; Barbara McKenney, Little Miss
Muffet; Elizabeth Doak, Old Mother Hubbard,
and Tolford Durham, Old King Cole.
They

Misses

Woman's Club, to be
given in Memorial Hall at 1 p. m., July 2£th,
promises to be a pleasant midsummer even!*
luncheon of the Belfast

CARLE & JONES’

Cabaret.

of

burned.
The

unable to attend.

Colonial

personated

places, but fortuinjured and no building8
Lunch.

were

Junior Alliance were
tumes, which were very becoming. In the
"Mother Goose" pictures Kuth Dinsmore im-

in various

was

see

would be astonished to know what an

both

Wilson, Payson, Henry ii. Wentworth and
F, Sheldon residences put out of commission. Our county correspondents report the

■■■■up

...

Colonial style; Mrs. Melvin O.
Dickey was gowned in white with pink trimmings, and Mrs. Louise D. Beckwith in green,

the

no one

a

dressed in

J.

lightning striking

Don’t fail to

Office.

Marian Heal

beautiful

telephone
phones in

sale at Box

looks

Cabaret given in Memorial hall last Friday
evening by the Women's Alliance ©f the First
Parish, Unitarian, church was a very pleasing social function. All who took part
in the musical program were in Colonial
costumes. Mrs. Clement W. Wescott wore a

casing, damaged the frame of the
kitchen window, blackened the wall paper and
tore a piece out of a beam in the cellar. Mr,
Wilson had just closed the kitchen window
when the crash came. The lightning also
broke glass in the residence of Leslie A. Payson, tore a hole in the roof and split window
and door sills in the room where Mr. and Mrs.

on

30c.

ley of Lynn, Mass., Janetta Rogers of Northj
port, Hazel Doak, Florence and Marjorie j
onaw, Kdna Lrawrord, Martha Knowlton, |
Grace Merriott, Clara Keating, Mrs. Charles
Brown of Belmont, Mrs. Carleton Doak of
North Belfast? Misses Dorothy Baker and
The

j

the door

poles
A.

—.

Reserved Seats

future

cake and nuts. The afternoon was spent with
cards and dancing. The guests were Misses ;
Dorothy Gateley of New York, Dorothy Blake- i

at the home

20c.

1

Automobile Parties,

ELECTRICAL EFFECTS
SPECIAL SCENERY

10c.,

SPECIAL TRIPS ON APPLICATION

MA /\ E TRANSPORT ATION COMPANY.

FUNNY COMEDIANS

Prices

m.;

a.

Round Trip, $2.00.

EXTRA CARS FOR CHARIER.

|

last Sunday.
incle, Allen Simmons of Waldo,
_Albert Wentworth of Clinton is helping his
irother, Henry Wentworth in haying.
Notes. Flags on the Eastern
Steamer

i

!

Arrive in Camden,
1.30 p. no; 4 30 p.m.
Arrive in Felfas*,
11.00a. m: 3 OOp. m.: 6.00 p.m,
9-30

SUNDAY SERVICE

BIG MUSICAL REVUE

Pottle.

|
|

Leave Belfast at b.bu a m, arrivirg in Camden about 10 00 a m
Leave Belfast at 2.00 p m, arriving in Camden about 3.30 p m
Leave Camden at 10 00 a m, arriving in Belfast about 11 00 a m
Leave Camden at 4.30 p m, arriving in Belfast about 6 00 p m

Jere
McAuliffe

•——___

Latest Books

Wednesday ODly
in

band i friends.

5th

on

mand in Three Ree!

LEWiSTON,

the

Belmont Avenue to Earl H. Robbins of Lynn,
who is soon^to remove his family to this
Florence Kimball and Ethel Savery Mass.,
common this, Thursday, evening at 8 o’clock.
city.
of Belfast, Mrs. Olive Stewart of Montville,
Director Patterson has secured the services of
The Internat ional Bible students will have a
and Miss Marian Atkinson of Searsmont are
a clarinet player, Mr. W. A. Fortin,
recently in attending the summer school in Castine. Miss Ri de lecture entitled “Present World Crisis
**&Many people at seventy
the Fort Williams Band of Portland. The fol; Atkinson visited her aunt, Miss Inez L. Bar- Foretold in Divine Prophecy.” by R. M. Robie
'attribute their good
lowing program will meet with popular favor i ker, district nurse in Islesboro, en route to of Brooklyn, N. Y., at 7 30 p. m., July 26th, in
7health
to SCOTT'S
as it contains three vocal numbers:
Castine, and they were guests over Sunday of Memorial hall. The public are invited to atEMULSION because Its
von Blon
tend.
March, Old Berlin,
Seats
free
and
no
collection.
The
Mrs. A. P. Gil key.
concentrated nourishOverture, Tancredi,
Rossini
speaker is said to be both able and interesting
ment creates permanent
Vocal solo, Selected.
In a personal letter
Helping the Band.
and
the
topic is a timely one.
Mr. Charles Hammons.
body-power, and because
"I
the writer says:
from
Montana,
Bozeman,
Serenade, Love in Idleness,
Macbeth
Mauritz M. Nelson, the adopted son of the
it is devoid of drugs or stimulants.
have wondered if a plan recently carried out
Waltz. The Silver Rhine,
Meiasler
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
late Mrs. Marianna T. Farrow of
13-22
Belmoitf,
Dy request.
here would not ‘work’ in Belfast. The band
who is on the U. S. ship Nebraska,
Popular, Sweet Cidar Time,
Wennch here is
out-of-door
concerts,
recently
weekly
giving
Vocal solo.
but hesitated sent Mr. Farrow $106 in Mexican money, in
March, Pasadena Day,
Vessella and was in need of new music,
bills from $1 to $10, amounting to less than $1
Final, Star Spangled Banner.
to appeal to the public for subscriptions on
of our money. Mr. Farrow has framed the
account of numerous other calls, and their reThe following corporations have been rebills and they are on exhibition in Frank G,
cent appeal for funds for new uniforms. They
corded in the Waldo County Registry of
Mixer's store.
Deeds:
Freedom Lodge, No. 24, Knights put up a ‘contribution box’ on a prominent
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin M. Crocker went to
corner the night of the last concert, advertisof Pythias:
its purposes are to acquire,
ed its purpose in the paper beforehand, and Veazie Wednesday to attend the marriage of I
own, rent, lease, etc., all property for the
realized enough from its contents to get a their only son, Richard Foster Crocker, to
use and benefit of said Lodge and to do all
things necessary to carry cut the principles ?ood supply of new music. People gave—or Miss Matilda Weed Molholland, at 8 p. m. WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY MATINEE
as they chose, but the results
July 19th. Henry Milton Mudgett of this city
and purposes of the Order. Said
corporation didn’t give—
was Mr. Crocker’s best man.
The bride’s sisaeemed very satisfactory.”
is located in Freedom. The officers are as folwill be bride’smaid. The groom is
lows: President, E. J. Vose; vice
Poor’s Mills. During the shower Monday ter, Vivian,
president, j
Leslie Pay- in charge of the agricultural department of
Wm. A. Thompson; clerk, Ralph E. Reynolds:
morning July 17th the buildings of
the Madawaska Training School and after a
treasurer, Fred E. Nye; trustees, E. J. Vose, son were struck by lightning, damaging three
C. T. Bryant and Phillips Williams_The rooms, going out on the telephone wire and short trip will go to Fort Kent for the summer
Tranquility Grange Agricultural Society lo- running on the wires to the Manley O. Wilson session.
WITH HIS
A Luncheon and Shower. Miss Gertrude
cated at Lincolnviile. Its purposes are to hold louse, entering, crossing the dinner room and
agricultural fairs and encourage agricultural ?oing out by the window m the kitchen, doing E. Coombs, whose engagement to Henry G.
and horticultural interests, etc
in Lincolndamage... .The farmers have 1 Ingersoll of Portland was announced July 6th,
more or less
of them will was given a luncheon and shower last Friday
viile and vicinity. The officers are: Presilearly all begun haying and most
17 PEOPLE
17
dent, Joseph S. Mullin; clerk, Laurence C. lave a much larger crop than last year-Mr. / afternoon by Misses Belle Keating and Dorowith
Sunday
A Guaranteed Attraction
thy Franck of Brookline, Mass., at the home
Rankin; treasurer, James H Peavey; trustees
\llen Daggett and family Bpent
and Mrs.
of Miss Keating.
Luncheon was served at 1
J. S. Mullin, L. S. Ross, J. H. Peavey, Effie
Mr. and Mrs. George Daggett... Mr.
PRETTY GIRLS
Goodwin, Hazel Pottle, Addie Lasseil and J. l. [rvin Jackson attended the funeral of their p. m„ when covers were laid lor 16 on one
Tonight.

season

Mabel NorKeystone Comedy

and

bail Term opens Tuesday,
September 12, 1916. Largest and most successful Business College in Maine. Annual enrollment
over Five Hundred
Comp ete courses and thorough instruction by specialists in
Bdi Clerking, Banking,
Wholesale and

Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Company
Ephraim O. Shaw hia farm on

The

ALTAR”

Arbuckle

Bliss Oolleqe

later
individual’s ability
and willingness to work. Mrs. Isaac Cohen is
here for a visit and Mr. Cohen will arrive tomorrow.
Their son Julius is here for the
summer and has rooms at the Windsor.
will

Fatty

Tuesday Only
Marguerite Clark

Nell”

EVENING

Bessie Barriscale in
“HONORS

in

~

cugM,„

L

machine

nd 100 garments are cut at one time.
The
company is expecting and hoping for a local
1
force that will turn out 2,000 coats a
month,

be

evidence

much in

quite citified. Sunday
afternoon, j
comfortable day.

a

want at

_“Mistress

~~

3,000 to 4,000 aftor a little more experience.
Mrs. Roy H. Southard has charge of
the books in a convenient office, and two small
rooms opposite the office will later be used
as
rest rooms, etc., for the
help. The help will

not

July 12th.

s and is
remarkably active for one
The program was repeated at
May observed his 91st birthday. He companist.
tervals three times during the afternoon.
ards at his home the night before
ock or after. His fall was due no
I know what you are going to say. A.
a

■

seemed

with

Monday Only
Mary Pick'oru

operators, and two cementers are wanted for
each three machines. The work room is
large i
and well lighted, the air good and is
kept cool
with electric fans. The cutting is with
power,

\Sfie3)in6mom

*»•

arday morning about
.-.nee

streets

started business last Monlocal girls and ten of their
in charge of the various de-

1-

for

one

and the

was overcast

C.

Company

They

f~~Tlt,cbATURDAY MA™EE and

Kleine-Edison live Part Play
“TKE SCARLET ROAD”

seventeen

manager.

THE WELL KNOWN STAGE SUCCESS

Motion Picture Novel,

A

experienced men
partments, r nd who are to teach the local
help. Louis Rifkin of Boston is their local

AT THE

FROM

_

Glee club,

the

for excellence in

one

the

.as

of

gold prizes;

on

considerably over 90—in one place 93, and
95 in the same place the following day, though
Thursday did not seem as hot as Wednesday as
the sky was overcast at times.
Friday and
Saturday were more comfortable days and it
was quite cool at night.
Saturday was particularly pleasant and everybody was out, and at
night the automobiles

The C.

‘THE MARRIAGE OF KITTY**

FRIDAY EVENING ONLY
BUI. Burke, The Star Supreme in 1st
Chapter “Glorias Romance”

place
reported, but

Belfast.

|

INTERNATIONAL COMEDIENE, FANNY WARD.

PARAMOUNT FEATURE

A

\ctive at Seventy

E.

.vas

day with

for

‘

in

injured.

New Industry

A

Rain Coat

are

PI t»y

<

Wade, the 18-years-old
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Wade of New7

1

weather item last week

concert of the

her

red

no one was

W3S

direction of Mrs. L.

bookkeeper.

our

like accidents

and several

Triangle

THURSDAY (TONIGHT ONLY)

THE

and

get the mercury high enough

factory rooms in the C,
building opposite the railway
recently been thoroughly cleaned
iheir

the battlefields

on

and in the

Their

!

pillows are needed
hospitals,

these

upper

,1 jhnson of B oston, a member j
Billings Company, was in Bel- I
•-■lay and Friday on business for J

under the

Letters

cases.

Belfast Opera House

—______Klein©. Edison Feat urea

garage. A big advertising truck went into
the ditch just this side of the Sheldon

French Relief Station in Boston.

received from Boston state that thousands of

I

I

Universalist society are
limbs to be

for fractured

making rag clippings to till the

drowning
the

near

the

to

the

cases

Blue

going down for the third
ter happened along and sue-

■vas

ladies of

girls of the society have formed a True j
Girls'club and spend iheir spare time in !

The

Mrs. John

escape from

arrow

The

making pillow

Auto Accidents. The heavy rain of July
13th left the roads in bad condition in some
places and several auto accidents resulted.
A big Packard touring chr with seven
passengers on leaving the State road at Brown’s
corner at a pretty good
skidded
on
strikpace
ing the clay road and ran into the bank, crushing the right forward wheel. It was a Bangor
car, and to get it to Belfast for repairs a wheel
was
borrowed from summer residents at
Nortbport and the car brought to the Read

*

SHOE
SALE

‘T had such distress after eating that I I ceived
great benefit through taking Tanlac
would even get short of breath.”
and now is numbered
amung an army of over
The above remark was made by Katherine 250,0(0
people, who have volunteered written
McLean, Old Town, Maine, recently, as she endorsements that Tanlac has bettered their
told how Tanlac had given her relief.
condition.
‘'Since taking Tanlac my stomach does not
Tanlac is especially designed to overcome
hurt me at all,” she continued. “I want to
that great cause of
say
disease, weakness, and to
that Tanlac is wonderful for
indigestion. I can render the body vigorous and elastic.
walk a greater distance and better than I
If your constitution needs
have
building up, if
for years, as I am no
longer troubled with your digestion is poor and you are nervous—
shortness of breath.”
remember that Tanlac has relieved
thousands.
The readers of this
Those who wish to learn more of Tanlac
paper will no doubt be
may
impressed with the simplicity and genuine sin- do so at Caldwell Sweet Drug Store,
Bangor.
cerity of Mrs. McLean’a statement. It is given Maine, where the Tanlac man has placed a
specially trained nurse to explain Tanlac.—
with an
earneBt.desire to help others. She re- Advt.

Alonzo H. Appnn, carrier on R. F. D, No. 4,
who lives
^t the Board Landing, near the upper bridge, has bought the Robert Patterson
farm, so-called, in East Belfast, of Charles B.
Eaton. The buildings on the place were
burned March 15, 1915, while occupied by
George E. Benson, and were at that time 121.
The land had been in the possesyears old.
sion of the Patterson family for 142 years.
Mrs. Harriet P. Adams of Cambridge, Mass.,
a direct descendant of the original owner,
William Patterson, deeded the property toMr.
Eaton,the son of Mrs Sarah Patterson Spencer.

the

I
|S

WALKS BETTER THAN SHE HAS
FOR YEARS; TEvLS OF TANLAt?.

MiaB Frances A. Sargent, teacher in Grade
II of the McLellan school, has accepted a position in the grade schools of North Conway, N.
H. Alonzo J, Knowlton, a former superintendent of the Belfast schools, is superintendent of the North Conway schools.

iDOLLARl

St. Margaret’s Episcopal chapel
party at the home
of Miss Maude E. Gammans, 6 Church street,
Wednesday, July 26th,from 3 to 5 o’clock p. m.
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The ladies of
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his real estate for

on

47 years.

will hold their annual lawn

;

|

ma-

rence.

The program began
early on account of the
in Memorial hall.
There

-hower.
hour

-.eeial list of customers, who j
liar call last week because of;
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attaining his

on
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tax payer
he has paid taxes
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ONT !
! FORGET I|

The ladies of the Universalist society will
black horse of the i hold their
14. 637,
midsummer fair ih the church vesarrived
from
Boston
xl.r«*88 Co.,
try August 3d, afternoon and evening. Fancy
lake the place of Dexter, the
work, food, aprons, home-made candy, etc.,
pipped to Boston last Friday,
will be on sale, and ice cream served afternoon
Cand Tel. & Tel. Co. has adopt- and evening.
at Central of handling calls on
Col. C. H. French of California will give
t-rty line. They are now placed four beautifully illustrated lectures at the
perator, and not with the toll Methodist church August 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th,
formerly. The charge—ten cents for the benefit pf the church work. The subjects are The Grand Canyon, The Yellowstone
Registration will be in session National Park, India and Janan.
•rk'3 office today, Thursday,
Advertised Letters. The following letters
9 p. in., and tomorrow, Friday,
remained uncalled for in the Belfast postoffice
o
p. m., to revise the voting
for the week ending July 18th: Ladies—Miss
rimarv election for the nominaJennie Curtis. Miss Mary L. Daggett, Mrs.
-fates senator.
Mertie Lanfest, Mrs. Elizabeth Shaw. Genpublic concert by the Belfast tlemen—Alton G. Michaels, Peter Murray,
on the school common last
r:
Mgr., The Murray Stock Co., Arno E. Law-

Leo is an energetic
tig him.
.i and sells the Saturday Even-

!

poll

as a

OLD TOWN WOMAN NOW

Thursday, afternoon at 2,30 with
Peavey, 184 High street.

|

dance.

a

a

I

I

ning

j jority

and Ruth Holland.

;t

by

When Peter F. Welch paid his 1915 tax to collector Edward Sibley it was the 69th year he
had met this obligation of citizenship. Begin-

panted

The Universalist Social Aid will meet this
Mrs. Guy L.

store,*

manager of the
corner

Bat cock

is assisting Leslie A. Payson
Belfast Farmers’ Union
of Cross and Federal streets,

James Sanker

Belfast.

of

News

WAN TED
A

competent
to

Apply

lw20

woman

for

general housework.

MRS JAMES C. DURHAM,
12 Church Street, Belfast.

Probate Court.
Following

is

a

Waldo

of the

report of the July term
County Probate Court

James Libby of Unity presiding:
Accounts were allowed in estates of
David W.Patterson, late of Belfast, first
and final; Everett S. Knight of Unity, j
guardian’s second; Jessie L. Nickers tn,
late of Swanville, first; Charles Baker,
late of Belfast, first and final; Chester i
E. Whitten, lateot Knox, first and final; I
Alice E. Whitten, late of Knox, first and !
final; Clifford B. Abbott, late of Belfast, j
first; Sarah A. Knight, late of Belfast,
first and final; Phoebe A Staples, late of
Belfast, first; Charles E, Brown, late of
Morrill, first and final; Nathaniel C,
Knight, late of Unity, second and final;
William G. Foster, late of Burnham, first
and final; Andrew H. Loi rimer, late of
Searsport, first and final Charles A.
Woods, late of Searsport, first; Nelson
Curtis, late of Monroe, first and final;
Olive J. Conforth, late of Unity, first
and final; Charles A. Hanscome, late of
Monroe, first and final.
Warrants and inventories were returned in estates or Wayland Knowlton, late
of Belfast; Mary E. Wood, late of Belfast; Jackson Mathews, late of Lincolnville; Horace W. Murphy, late of Monroe; Reuel W. Crawford, late of Troy;
Henry A. Carter, late of Belfast; Lucy
A. Decrow, late of Belfast; George A.
Sargent, late of Monroe; John F. Smalley, late of Belfast; George S. Ames,
late of Northport; Philena F. Bagiev,
late of Waldo; Ella M. Ware, late of
Thorndike; Lora A. Chase, late of Monroe; Julia P. Young, late of Searsmont;
May Bickmore, late of Troy.
Petitions for administration were allowed in estates of Mary W. White, late
of Montville; Pembroke S. Staples, late
of Belfast; Silas M. Pendleton, late of
Unity; Wayland Knowlton, iate of Belfast; Janies A. Watts, late of Freedom.
Petitions for probate of wills were allowed in estates of John P. Bragg, late
of Llesboro; Joshua J. Littlefield, late
of Waldo; Lewis M. Partridge, late of
Stockton Springs.
Petitions for guardian were allowed in
case of Lemuel F. Woodbury of Morrill;
Winfield W. Lainli of Belfast.
Petitions for license to sell personal estate were allowed in estates of Philena ]
F. Bagley, late of Waldo; Mary E.
Wood, late of Belfast.
Petition for allowance was allowed in
estate of Rodney E. Nelson, late of Palermo.
Petition for resignation of pxecutrix
was allowed in estate of John W. Davis,
late of Northport.
Petition for perpetual care for cemetery lot was allowed in estate of Mail- I
land B. Smith, late of Hartford, Conn.
Petitions for probate of will were pre- I
sented in estates ot Etta F. Flanders,
late of Belfast; John E. Hart, late of
Burnham; Horace G. Peaslee, late of
Searsport; Emma P. Van Sickle, late of

Judge

j

and Will Conner of Maesacnuaefia, who
have the sincereat sympathy of their
many friends.

few PERFECTION

[Brooklyn, N. Y., Dai

KITCHEN PRIMER
PAGE

LESSON

were

presented

in

W •-=

7

hoped,

however, t ot to be compelled to abandon
Ins policy u. watchful
waiting.
Soon disappointment came.
It is for
present ; ur} os
iffi it nt to mention
three names, to wit: Vera
Columbus and Carrizal.
There was action in-

Cruz,

stead of watchful wailing at ail three of
these places.
A' all three also American lives were lost.
This is but part of
ill-' record.
Thousands of Americans
who had lived long in Mexico have found
it expedient to
leave; also to leave virtually a!l of their possessions behind
them. The eVnriiic! hu-j U.,o»,
sale.
Not a few who remained
paid for
their temerity with their lives. Others
judiciously sought the protection of for-lgn 11 gs.
1 he record is
interesting hut. not gratifying. It is not one to which the constituents oi th
President are likely to
"point with pride." Anything but that.
It is improved not in the least
by some
;>f the conditions now
prevailing, to one
L>f which Pershing alluded when he resentfully declared that he would take
orders only from his own Government.
From whom he is taking orders now is
subject to some doubt. He exploded
mice, but just what h.s thoughts are now
is left to the
imagination. Incidentally,
it has been estimated that the bill to be
will
fall not far short of $125,000,000,
[laid
which is not a small price to
pay.
So much lor service to
Mexico, socalled. There should bn less rather than
more
talk about it. There is hut one
phase ot the whole unsavory or unpalatable case to which allusion can be made
without some degree of nausea.
It can
be claimed tnat wre are at
peace. There
has been no declaration of war and there
may —and should —be none.
We- have
been handsomely assessed for
avoiding
it, part of the price being not a little of
>ur
dignity, also so-called. The service
Lin. country expects Irom the President
is to this country.
He holds no credentials from other nations. When he serves
it well he fulfi Is
every clause of his
present contract. And that should suf-

estates ot

Troy.
Petitions for license to sell real estate
presented in estates of Nathaniel

were

late of

Unity;

Velzora H.

Fernald of Belfast; Philena F. Bagley,
late of Waldo.
Petitions for administration were presented in estates of Aaron Leroy Fickett, late of Thorndike; John W. Davis,
late of

Brooks.
his

Mrs. Helen Wells of Boston is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Merton Fogg.
Everett Ciliey and J. B. Boody are in
the employ of the Brooks Farmers
Union.
The 4ln pa?sed very quietly here.
Crockett’s picture house was crowded in
the ev nir.g.

The family of Dr. N. R.
spending the hot days at their

Randall Pond.

Cook are
cottage at

W. E. Plummer and family have

re-

from a vacation of several weeks
spent in Rhode Island.
turned

David A. Boody of New York

l'ogg,

was

a

guest of his sister, Mrs. Josie
and other relatives in this vicinity.

Rev. W.

E. Streeter of Princeton,
who is a candidate of the pastorate here, has
preached at Union church
the last two Sundays.

Maine,

■
1

To

thoroughly

cine you

must

know the virtues of

investigate

its

work.

a

medi-

Doan's

Kidney

Pills stand this test, and plenty of
pruofs exist right here in this locality. People
who

ache,

testified years ago to relief from backkidney arid urinary disorders, now give

confirmed

testimony—declare the results have
lasted. Can any Belfast sufferer longer doubt
the evidence?
\\

C.

Sheldon, Brooks, Maine, says: “I suffered from pains in my back, some of which

quite severe. It hurt me to stoop over
straighten and any sudden move or turn I
made, caused sharp twinges across my back. I
were

or

also had trouble from the

kidney

used for my

ever

YEARS

said: ‘‘I have had

Kidney
a

Pills

or

no

LATER, Mr. Sheldon
occasion to use Doan’s

any other

kidney medicine for

for

a

—the

recommended.

all

dealers.

Don’t

Foster-Milburn

Co.,

Props.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
When

to

Cut Hay.

rules tor cutting hay
are given in Farm and Fireside.
“Grain crops, such as wheat, oats and
rye, when used 'lor hay, should be cut
while the grain is soft and doughy. At
this stage the nutrients are about evenly
distributed.in stalk, foliage and grain.
“Timothy should be cut when about
three-fourths of the flowers have fallen;
oat grass, meadow fescue and orchard
grass as soon as the bloom appears;
redtop and brome grass when in fu 1
bloom; vetch when in bloom and before
the seeds have made much development;
red clover and alsike clover before many
heads have begun to turn brown.
“Alfalfa should be cut when the bloom
has appeared to the extent of one fifth
or one sixth of the blooming area, or
when new shoots at the base of the
plants are starting. From these shoots
If cut too
come the succeeding crop.
early or too late the next crop is less vigorous and the quality is injured."
Some

lias

ut't’ll

SJJtHlUlIlg

travelling company Tuesdayevening, July 1st, but received a scant
patronage as all save their pennies for

the movies.
True Gilley, one of the few remaining
Civil War veterans, died in Jackson July
7th, aged 77 years. He had been gradually failing in health for months. The
funeral services were held Friday at his
late home.
DO

YOU

Intelligent

KNOW

THAT

motherhood conserves the

crop?

Heavy eating

like

shortens life?

heavy drinking

The registrati. n of sickness is even
important than the registration of
deaths?
more

simply ask
kidney renedy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills
same that Mr. Sheldon has twice publicly
at

au:,wnu

a

nation’s best

long time.”
Price 50e

given by

for Good.

Cone
OVER SIX

kidneys.”

»*

several weeks with her parents here, has
returned to her home in Unity, leaving
her little daughter here with grandma
tor a visit.
The play “Dad’s Girl” was very well

secretions.

Doan’s Kidney Pills proved to be a grand
medicine and did me more good than anything
else 1 had

'iio.u.n.

interesting

FOLEY CAIHARIIC TABLETS

Ken Stomach Sweet Liver Active -Bowels Regular

The U. S. Public Health Service cooperates with State and local authorities to improve rural sanitation?

Many

a severe

cold ends in tuberculo-

sis?

Sedentary
Neglected
in childhood

habits shorten life?
adenoids and defective teeth
adult health?

menace

mortality rate indicates
high community intelligence?
A low infant

MANY IN BELFAST
TRY SIMPLE MIXTURE

| which Mr. Jones had been rector f( r
I thirty two vears. Bishop Brewster offiMiss Alice L. Lowell. Only daughter of : ciate i, assisted by Revs. Moody, Mooney
George and Carrie (Mitchell) Lowell, and Hunt. The active pallbearers were
died at her home in Montville July oth Neely Jones, son of the deceased, Dr. B.
of diabetes, aged 24 years, 9 months and ! D. E. Huse, Arthur H. Huse and Senior
24 days.
Miss Lowell had come from ; Warden F. G. Currier. The honorary
the Augusta hospital to take a two pall bearers were Revs. L. D. Evans, S.
j
weeks’ rest and had been at home only | E. Frohock, C. F. Smith and C. L Steveight days when the disease from which | en.s. There was a profusion of flowers

are surprised at
QUICK action of simple buckthorn
bark, glycerine, etc., as mixed in Adleri-ka. This simple remedy acts on BOTH Edward Bridges.
upper and lower bowel, removing such

Many Belfast people

the

that
ONE
surprising foul matter
SPOONFUL relieves almost ANY CASE

constipation, sour stomach or gas. A
few doses often relieve or prevent apA short treatment helps
pendicitis.
chronic stomach trouble. The INSTANT,
easy action of Adler-i-ka is astonishing.
The Old Corner Drug Store Co.

19:h Maine

RECENT DEATHS.

she had suffered for the past few years
developed very rapidiy, hui she was confined to her bed only from Monday until
Wednesday morning, when she passed
away. Miss Lowell was a graduate
nurse from the Butler
hospital in Rhode
Island, and had been at the Augusta Insane hospital since last
September as assistant supervisor of the female pavilion.
She possessed one of those sweet
dispositions that endeared her to those
with whom she met, and she is sadly
mourned by a host ot friends. The funeral service was held at her late home
Saturday, and the house was filled with
relatives and friends. Rev. T. R. Pencost spoke feelingly of her beautiful life,
as he had known her from
infancy. The
white cakket rested seemingly in a bed
of beautitul flowers.
Mrs. Hurd, Mrs.
Cram, Miss Copp and J. P. Sanford sang
three selections, accompanied by Miss
Katherine Sanford. She is survived by
her father and mother and by a young
brother, Fred, who have the sympathy
of many friends. The interment was in
the family lot at Mount Repose, Montville.
Following is a list of the flowers
from friends: Large spray of pinks and
fine flowers from the father, mother and
brother; pillow of roses from inmates of
the hospital, with Alice through the center; large spray of flowers, Mrs. Berry
and son Ross of Providence, R. I.; Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Berry of Pittsfield,
spray; Mr. and Mrs. Bert Berry, spray;
spray from Mr. and Mrs. aaron McFarland; Mrs. Marion Berry, spray; bunch
of roses from Dr. Vasberg, Augusta;
large bunch of roses from alumni of Butler hospital; same from Augusta hospital; roses from the Fuller family; spray
from Charles Atkinson and family; pinks
from Mr. and Mrs. Will Haskell; spray,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ayer; spray, Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Ayer; spray, Mr. and
Mrs. George B. Dyer; spray, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Toothaker and family; roses
from Simon Bradstreet; large bunch of
sweet peas, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Gray
and Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Skidmore; Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel McFarland, bunch of
peonies; wreath of white lilies, Fred
White and family; large bunch of mixed
flowers, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Leentan
and Earl Reynolds; spray, Mr. and Mrs.
Hardin Erskins; spray. Dr. and Mrs. C.
B. Hoit; spray, Miss Elizabeth Johnson,
Andover, Mass.; bouquets of flowers,
Mrs. Leslie Hurd, Mrs. Ellen Harriman,
Mrs. Burkhill, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Hewes, L. C. Morse and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Fuller, Miss Florence Rodick, Miss Lytle Morrill, Rilla Luce, Mrs.
George Cram, John and Waldo Hoit;
spray from Mrs. Cort Jones; spray from
Chester Thompson; basket of flowers,

The funeral service of Rev. Henry
Jones, pastor of the St. Thomas Episcopal church, Camden, was conducted
Wednesday afternoon, July 12 th. He died
A prayer at the
at his home in Camden.
house for the immediate family was conducted by Rev. Mr. Moody, formerly of
Rockland. At 2 p. m. services were held
at the St. Thomas Episcopal church, of

!

cemetery.
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_

Ar

A 11)0 SS— In Court of ITm
\IT
»*
fast, on the I 11i dav <>•
eretia W Kipley, adiniiiistVatMx
Mil'
B. Iliplejr, late <d
S,
County. dee, aseo, having' pi,
aceounr
of uiniinistiation
allowance.

It estate ot Jessie I, Nlekei -on. tie of Swan
vihc, in said < .Minty of Wahl*), deceased, havn g
presented a petition praying that the' a.-t i.-H
market value <> said deceased’s estate, the p.
sons interested in the succession thereto non t!.■
amount of the tax the eon may he determined
by the Judge of Piobate.

‘Ideled, that notice there..f
weeks sucee-sivciy, in Tin*
a new .-pap.
pulm-led .r, is,.;that all p. i-on- iiitere-it d n ■y
Date * 'outto he held :if |
*.'!
August next, and stmw m
fnive, why the -aid neeo mi j,
.) \ M [- >
A true copy. Attest:
a i:
in u \\
i.i

a I
bate Comt n.*m at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the Mil, .lay <>i
July. A. I). line,.
TJOBEKT K. DU N TON administrator ot the

>■

...

Untried. 'l hat the said petitioner give n*dice t.,
persons interested by causing a ron\ ot this
older to be published three weeks
successively
In I he Republican Journal, a
newspapei publish
e.l at Belfast, fhar they appear a: a probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, v•thin and tor said
8’h day ot August. ,\ |>
county, on tl
at ten of ila- eloek hep-re nooi.. and s|,o\\ rails.
if any they have, why the prayer o. said
petitioner should not be granted
JA.ME.S J.I i. 1'.Y. Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Aimu it W
Em»nahi>, Register.
al.

!

Always Bough:
of

Signature

In Use For Over 30 Years.

1>: Cenii i.f |
fa-1, oi: la* II I n day ,d .1
etta A
'•;li 'I exeeuti I* vi
K. Marsh.
le .U Indian. H,
« e.i-. d, ha\ m.
| ■•-eii*."1. het
I
cunt ot adiniiii-i rni ion
nine.

WAhhOSs.

!

Ordered, That indict? tin ie.»f
weeks uieeessively in l la K.
j•
new spa |
published in Beila-t,
that an * -mis inter* -l« d may

hare Court, to t»e Latin at Lein.-t
xugu-t next, and -Dow
account shorn
d \ Mh .s
A tine copy
At test:
A ItTH fit \N
P.
l.Ke.N

oi

Pi< bate Conn lit Id at B< hast, within am
for the < minty of Waldo, on tin- 1 ith day o:
July, A. D. ]»i«.
1 F DENTON of Belfast, executor of
the will of Phebe A
Staples, late of Bel
fast, in said Com ty of Waldo, deceased, having
presented a petition praying that the actual
ilia ket value «d said deceased's estate, the
perso-s Interested m the succession thereto and
the amount of llie tax thereon may tie detei
mined by the Judge or Probate
Oidered, 1 hat the said petitioner give notice tx
all persons interested by causing a copy ,.f the
order to tie published three weeks suevessjy>lv
in The Republican Join nal, a newspaper
pun’
lished at Belfast, thai they may appear at a Pro
b;"e Com t, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 5th day of August. A. I>.
I'JDl, at ten of the clock i-etore noon, and shov
cause, if any they iiave. why the prayer of sail
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES EIBBY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest :
A in III K W
El.oNAHI). Register.
At

;t

! have,why the -aid
:

RDP.ER

II' A l.oo sr
m Court "i jno?
>V fa-!, on ih- 1 I th day ot duly
S. sa gem aim Mae K. i'eu*eh>
on the estate of George \
>ai_.
roe. in said County, deceased, h,.
their first and final account ot n..n
said estate for allowance.
C'rdeied, That indict* thereof
weeks successively, in f lu. Uepi.i
a new -paper published mi Uelfa-l.
that all pel sons itiit ested n ay
bate Court, to he he'd at Belfast,
of
August next, and show can
have, why the said account -lion .!
.JAMES l.i
A n ut- copy
A He-.
Alt II! K \V I.Fn.N
P.
—

!

J

••

in

SS

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within
for file < ounty of Waldo, on the second 1
9 MS.
dav of .July, a I>

j

|

and

Belfast,
i U'AIjOO
I’,

< ourt

of

Pi

on the lltti day
Mitchell. t'urths u. mm,
Vein Sawyer. Ou-t'-e- under
Curtis E Mitchell, late ..f Cu.ty
deceased, having pre-enl. ,! :!iei.

I.ucy

certain instrument purporting to b.- the last
will and testament <»f Etta E. Elambu*
late of Belfast, m *a.d County of Waldo, <(.• *eas
I ed. Having been presented tor piobate SylvanI us (J. Cottrell of Belfast, Me named t- execiiI tor to serve w ithout bond.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
I inteiesred by causing a copy of this order r(, t,t.
published three Weeks sueeessiveiv lit Pile Republican .lournai, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be h- id at
Belfast, within and for said Cotnpy. on the
mid
Tuesday of August: u< xt. at ten of tinclock betoie noon, and show cause, it any they
j h;ivc, why the >anie should not be proved, ,<p
proved ai d allowed.
•JAMES MI,BY, Judge.
| Atruecopy. Attest:
Akthi i; w. Lko.nahk, Register.

V

j

a Probate Court, held at Belfast, wit! 111 and
tor the County of VYaIdo, oi; tile second i i.e*day of July, a. 1) U‘M5.

At

certain instrument, purporting to be tin*
ias: will and testament ot H.-r’ace (i. Pea*lee. late of Scsrsport, in -.aid < .••:td ol Warn-' j
deceased, having been presented tor piobate.
Mary c. Peasiee named e\e< uii i\ in said w
to
The people of East Yassalboro extend j serve without bond.
to the 19th Me. Regiment a cordial in- ] Ordered, that notice be given to ali pt-r-i ,i... be
vitation and will give them a royal re- terested l*y causing a copy of this cd.
pnblisheii three weeks siieeessivmy in l1
Re
Application has been made to publican Journal, published
at Belfast, Mint they
the M. G. R. R. for the usual reduction j n ay appear at a Piobate Court,to be 11*■ !*s
|
in rates. Arrangements have been made fa*t, within and for said « ounty. on tin*
,nd
Tin -lay ot
next, at
ten ol t
to furnish meals.
Dinner, 35cents; sup- before m mi. August
and show «»:u:s*-, it any they have,
per 25 cents.
why tin- same should not be |, >ve\l, appr .,d
In order to reach East Vassalboro, and allowed.
.JAMES UR BY, Judge,
comrades can take the electric cars at
Atruecopy. Attest:
Augusta on the even hour, and from
AlH III li \V. 1. l-'i *> a l;l». RegiNte.-.
Waterville twenty minutes before the
hour.
Fare from Waterville to East At a Probate < mirt lieiu at Relf:i*t
Hi. i- an
for tlie County of Waldo, on the llili day of j
Vassalboro, 15 cents; from Augusta to
July. A. 1). 19115
East Vassalboro, 25 cents. Gan leave
for return every hour. Can reach Au- r CCRETIA W. RIPLI Y, widow of x a roll B.
Jj Ripley, late of Searsmont, in *aid <
f
gusta to connect with train at 6.19 p. m., j W aldo. rleeea *ed. Having pre-enfed a ■•imt.y
peiun-n1
<omg west.
Going east can connect prayingof for an allowance out of the pm-onal
estate
said deceased.
with trains at Waterville, 7.44 p. m.
Ordered. That the said petitioner gives notice ti
Please send to me the names of the
all persons interested by cau*uig a copy of this
members who have died during the past aider
to be published three w« k* suece*M\ely in
Per order Executive Committee, The Republieaii Journal, a newspapei pubii-heo
year.
at Belfast, that they may uppe.ii
it Probate
Silas Adams, Sec’y.
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said !
i> 19l<>. ;
County, on the 8th day oi August, v
ten of tlu clock In tore noon, oul -i. ov cause,
ioy's Investment Fays ten Thousand Fer at
If any they have, why the prayer ot -aid pell
Cent.
tioner should not he grantetl.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
j
“Last spring a year ago,” says Farm
Atruecopy. Attest:
I
Akthi k W. Lies \iti», Register.
md Fireside, “a ten-year-old neighbor
joy was given 10 cents by his grandI
At
a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within am!
He purchased a packet of good
nother.
i tor the County of Waido. <-n tb 11th day of
lucumber seed with his money and grew
j July, A. I» J 918.
of
cucumbers
for
nice patch
the local
N. K.nowi.Tun, widow Of Wayland
His
of
Knowltoii. late of Belfast, in said County of
market.
cucumbers
crop
ullage
| irought him a little over $0 in money,all 1 Waldo, deceased,'having presented a petition
praying lor an allowance out ot the personal
< if which his mother allowed him to keep : estate of said deceased.
md spend as he pleased.
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice to
“With $1 of his money this boy pur- all persons interested by causing a copy of this
to be published three weeks successively in
order
< :hased a few little things for himself,and
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
<
vith the other $5 he purchased a ewe at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
| amb.
By this spring his ewe lamb had Court, to he held atBeltast, within and foi said.
on the 8th day of August, A. D. 1918,
j frown into a mature mother sheep, and County,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause
ihe gave birth to twin Iambs.
So now if any they have, why the prayer of said peti:he boy lias three sheep from his invest- j tioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
] nent.
The mother sheep is now worth
A true copy.
Attest
<
TO, and the lambs are worth $5 each,
Arthur W. Leon vici), Register.
naking a total valuf of $20 he has earned
vith his 10 cents in a year and a half, At a Probate < ourt held at
Beim>i, wit'uu and
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
besides, he sold the wool this spring from
July, a. D. 1918.
lie mother sheep for $2.45. which he has
iltTHUU V. W KBh of Stonlngtnt:. In the I
| ilaced in the savings bank as the begin.A County of Hancock, guardian of Yd/.oia i
ling of a bank account of his own.”
Li. Kernald of Relfast. in said County of v\'a!d<>.
having presented a petition prayiiu that li may
he granted a license to sell and convey certain j
real es ate described in said prihton, bring the
HUMPHREYS’
property of said ward, and for the purposes ;
therein expressed.
Ordered,That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing « copy of this
order to he published thiee weeks successively
(COMPOUND)
in I lie Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may' appear at a Pro
For- Piles of Hemorrhoids,
bate Court, tube held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 8tii day ot August. A. D.
External or Internal, Blind or
1918, at ten of the clock before noon, ami show
Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not begrunb d.
One application brings relief.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge
Two sizes, 23c. and $1.00, at
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
or mailed.
all

A

1
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<

t: ustees .<t

as

*•

said

estate for allow
Ordere.i, that not ice tnereof I
Week- successively, in Pile
hep
a newspaper published m Belta-t.
that all person.- interested may
bare Conn, to be inmi at In ifi**'
‘d August m-xi, and kliow
«;•
have, why the said account sl.o
lowed.
.JAMES I I
A true copy,
Attest:
A in ti p h W. l.i.i .\
1>

«

It' A Ll)() ss. -In Court »f Plot
M
h*st. on tin* ) Itii .lav of .1
K. St ml ley, guardian
•!
And:
Soar-port, i!i .-aid a cunt.. ha
tiiM and final account ot gum
w ard for allowance.
<>r*h red. tliat nofi* e theio..r
WM-k.s successively If. The Kepilb
ndv.spaper published in P.-ltast,
that ail persons interested max m
Pate Court, to he tieUl at Bell m
day of Augimt next, and »i>ov. ca
have, why the said aceount -ho
lowed.
,J A M KS I I
A true copy. Attest:
Atn HI K \\. Eko.n

i
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Al.lM) SS- In

( ourt or

Pi

on

last, on he 1 1 th day of .1 u
Dunum, adinini-trat'.r on the

li

XVOl til H DellSio w
said County, deeea

of

>

ckt
-ed, having pn
and final account oj adnuni-ti
tate for allowance.
in l<*

M(

Ordered, II.at notic- riu reoi
weeks successively. Ill The hop::
now-| aper puhli-hed u Belfast,
that all persons inti vested max ar
hate Court.> to p,- ludd
?
p,
day of August next, ami -h<
they have, why the -aid am ..1
allowed.
.JAMES I I
A true copy.
Attest
Ain m k \\ hi 11n
a
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cemetery.
Mrs. Melinda Decker, widow of Isaac
Decker, died July 9th at her home at
Morrison’s Corner, Clinton, where she
had lived since she was married over fi5
years ago. Her age was 81 years. She
mother of four children, of j
was the
whom only one, Henry Ellsworth Decker j
of Morrison’s Corner, is living. She also
leaves a number of grandchildren of
whom one, Cassie Whitten, she had tenderly cared for from infancy. Mrs.
Decker was a faithful and devoted wife
and mother, had been a church member
for many years and was held in the
highest esteem by all who knew her.

j

The community of West Troy was
grieved to hear of the death of Fred Connor, which occurred at his home Saturday morning, July 8th. Funeral services
were held at his late home Monday at 2
p. m., Rev. William Snow officiating.
Vocal selections were rendered by a male
quartet. Mr. Conner leaves to mourn
their loss his wife, Mrs. Georgia Conner,
and two brothers, Frank Conner of Troy

;

Bears the

.•

John E. Hart, an old and highly respected citizen of Burnham, died at his
home in that town July 1st.
He had
been in ill health since last January but
was confined to his bed only two weeks.
Mr. Hart was born in Union March 19,
1844.
He married Mary E. Gilmore,
daughter of Rufus and the late Rachael
Gilmore, abou! 47 years ago and they
came to this town to reside a few
years
later and were among the town’s most
inliuer tial citizens.
They owned and
conducted the Burnham House for about
25 years and were well known to the
traveling public. About five years ago
they retired to private life and built a
fine residence which Mr. Hart has since
occupied, and where Mrs. Hart’s death
occurred July 13, 1912.
Two daughters
were born
to this union, one of whom
survives, Mrs. Maggie Reynolds, and
two grandsons,
Bernard and Maurice
Reynolds. Since the death c> his wife,
Mrs. Hester Morse of Starsmont has
faithfully served Mr. Hart as housekeeper. Mr, Hart was a veteran of the
Civil War, a member of the first Maine
Cavalry, a charter member of Waldo
Lodge, No. 82, K. of P., and of Victory
Temple, Pythian Sisters, and of Burnham Grange. The services were held at
the late home July 5th, Rev. H. H.
Hathaway, pastor of the Baptist church,
officiating. Vocal selections were sung
by Mrs. Vesta McAllister, Miss Ethel
Allen and E. W. Crawford.
The bearers were Oscar
Farrington, J. A. Call,
F. A. Bachelder and J. B. Jacobs. There
were
many beautiful flowers, among
them set pieces from the daughter, the
Knights of P.thias, and the Pythian Sisters.
Members of the two orders attended the services in a body.
Interment wa9 in the family lot in the village

j

The Kind You Have

ception.^

and the church was tilled with Camden
people and many summer guests who attend the St. Thomas Episcopal church.
The interment was in the Mountain

street

|

Headquarters
Regimental Association,
Waterville. Me., July 8, 1916.
The Forty-fourth Annual Reunion of
the 19th Me. Regiment will be held at
East Vassalboro, Me., Tuesday, August |
I
22, 1916.

IflOKfORTKE 19K6 BLSE CHIMNEY

Children,

substitute for Castor Oil. |
gorie, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
It is plea*
It contains neither Opium, Mor]>liinc nor other \
eotic substance.
It destroys Worms anil allavs I
It
isbness.
relieves Constipation, Wind Colic
Teething Troubles and Diarrluea.
It regulates
Stomach and Iiowels, giving liealtliv and natural s|,
The ( bildrcu’s Panacea —The Mother’s Friend.

|

THE 19th MAINE REUNION.

Pearl Crockett is entertaining
mother and father from Florida.

recent

fice.

North-port.

The News of

for Infants and
Castoria is a harmless

In the foregoing,
nothing could be
clearer than what the President
says lie
will not do.
He will not serve those ot
his countrymen wno have
sought to exploit Mexico s privileges and possessions.
It is a fair warning
In all such jases,
however, it is no easy matter to separate
the sheep from the
In effect,
goats.
the President says he not
only proposes
to discountenance hut to
desert those
who have been and are
guilty of exploitation. In fact, he cannot desert
them without abandoning those who are
not guilty of
anything of the kind. In
piactice, those who are innocent and
those who are not must share the same
fate,
lhe hide, so to 9peak, must go
with the hair.
We have had talk of service to Mexico
since the beginning of the
present Administration. At that time, the President was convinced that the
only way to
better conditions in that
country was to
get rid of Huerta, whom he characterized as an usurper.
He would have no
dealings with him. He declared that
government at Mexico City had broken
down, that a mere millt <ry depotism had
been set up, and that it was doubtful
*
whether even the most
elementary rights
huid be sa.'eguarded there.
!
He

Marsh, late of Belfast, first and final;
Frank H. Crosby, late of Unity, first
and final; Curtis E. Mitchell, late of
Unity, trustee's second; Alonzo E. Davis, late of JackBon, first; Adelaide Studley, late of Searsport, guardian’s first i
and final; Rodney E. Nelson, late of Palermo, first and final; Lucy A. Decrow,
late of Belfast, first and final.
Petitions for allowance were presented
in t states of Aaron B. Ripley, late of
Searsmont; Wayland Knowlton, late ot
Belfast; Reuei W. Crawford, late of

Knight,

Eagle, Dem J

us is that
she does not believe as yet that we want
to
serve her.
She believes we want to
possess
her. And she has justification for the belief
in the way in whieu some of our fellow
citizens
nave trieu to exploit her
privileges -.mi possessions.
For my part, 1 will not serve the ambi
lions of those gentlemen, but I will
try to
serve all America, so far as
intercourse with
Mexico is concerned, by
trying to serve Mexico
herself.

Agnes A. Porter, minor, of Montville,
guardian's final account; Warren E.

C.

y

What makes Mexico suspicious of

Belmont.

Accounts

1

r

“Service To Mexico.”

Witch

Hazel

FOR PERSONAL HY
Dissolved in water for dou
pelvic catarrh, ulceration <•:
mat ion. Recommended By
Pinkham Med. Co, for 1
A healing wonder for nat*.
sore throat and sore eyes, f
Has extraordinary cleansing a d v

NOTICE
Guaranteed
Hi

and

work

In Chirop

Shampooing.

-uli line of all

Also

I

kinds of Hair

v

jarlors over Shiro's Store. Ph
32tt

EV:E

E. it. BOYIN;

Oil

1

j
\

Sample Fieo. 50c. ai!
gi«t
.nail. 1 lit- Paxton t nil.-t C.\. a*.

I

Eye-Sight Spec
OF TUP

B0\ LNUTOIN
14

OPTRA!

South Wain Street, winte
OFFICE

DAYS,

MONDAYS

j

AND

druggists

Send Free Sample uf Oil to

Humphreys' Hnmro. Medicine Company,
L5l> William Street. New York.

SICK ANIMALS
A BIG BOOK on diseases of Horses,
Cattle, Sheep, Dogs and Poultry, mailed
free. Humphreys* Veterinary Medicines,
156 William Street, New York.

WALDO SS.—In Court of ITobate, held at Bel
Vt fast,on tlie llth day of July, 1918. Sarah
A. Davis, administratrix ot. tlie estate of Alonzo
K. Davis, late of Jackson, in said County, deceased. having ipresented her first account of
administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County. that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Beltast, on the. 8th
day of August next, and show cause, it any
they have, why the said account should not
be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

KIDNEY PHIS
FOLEY
FOR BACKACHE KIDNEYS AND BLADDER

GEO. t. JOHNS

Attorney

at La*

BELFAST, MAINE
| ’ractice in all

^Courts.

Probe

specially.
MEN
their

j
\

\

WANTED—TO'.BRIM- (T

Safety

.tK* I

Razor Blades to

me ;

■ned better than new. ‘Single <
Gillettes, 35c; L>urti
jents, 25c.J

iOc. per dozen. C. E. Sherman. 7:
Jelfast, Me,

PRESIDENT

GENERALS, WHO DIRECT CARRANZAS FIGHTERS

r!t.c l:\ans Hughes

*
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ELLSWORTH

SENTATIVES
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tro,
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Senate

V\interport

Belfast
BUZZELL,
Montville
MENT,
Stockton Springs
MES,
Palermo
iBOTT,

„r

Democrat—Eben F. Littlefield, Belfast.
list— H. G. Thurlow, Lincolnville.
Judge of Probate.

COUNTY OFFICERS

U interport
Sheriff

Montville

man,

!ge of Probate,

j

Democrat—James
James Libby, Troy,

Register

Sheriff.

Freeilom

flinty Treasurer
Belfast
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I
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for

Eve-land, Duncan Mills*
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.-Zidney Pills tone up weak,
sluggish kidneys, rid the
Isons, give appetite, energy
ing sleep after pain. Don’t
alney trouble. Remove the
a Foley Kidney Pills,

i

i

ocrat—Samuel H. Lord, Belfast. Socialist—
Rufus C. Barton, Belfast.
Representatives to the Legislative.

Roberts, Brooks.
ocrat-George
Lincolnville—Palermo— Liberty Class District—Republican—Henry W. Abbott, Palermo.
Democrat—Preston E, Boynton, Liberty. Socialist— Donald R. Hall, Lincolnville.
lslesboro
Stockton Springs
Winterport
Class District—Republican—Albert M Arnes,
Stockton Springs. Democrat—Ernest L. SpraB.

—

gue, lslesboro

APPLETON.
Hon. Carl

Emeline

her

summer

Young

and aunt of Holden

and Mrs. Fred

■;

is the

Dockham,

E. Haley of Winterport is the
Benson left Saturday for AuMr, B., who has employment

g

|
teju...

C. Ward and Miss Erma of
Mr. and Mrs. Ira

G.

-s.

guests of

were

4th.
Mrs.

F.

were

Friday,

business

and also called

Bindley Dickey returned
Saturday, having been guests

-Ms.

1

j

B

Searsport Sunday

killman

July

few

a

and visited

passenger on the
route for Gardiner,

was a

5th

en

days with her husband’s
S. Killman.

and Mrs. W.
Mrs.

A. M.

Ames

and Dr. G.

A.

■'Hockton Springs, accompanied by
rant, motored to Bangor July 6th,
1
Grant at the E. M. G. hospital for
HlEiei.t.
school, taught by Mrs. Flora H,
; June 28th with a
picnic. Those
the eleven weeks were Herbert
es Cummings, Raymond Cummings,
unan, Fred Haley, Henry Haley,
Margaret Haley and Frank Haley,
“as absent one day
only, because of
e record of Frank
Haley is worthy
ention, he having been at school
n

s

Walter Gushee, her son Rogdaughter Vera.of Ludlow, Mass., have
arrived at their summer home. Walter is now
er

and

in

Boston, where he will be during the month
Miss Vera is

July.

a

recent

graduate

of

College.

Wentworth, who recently arHoulton, where she is a
teacher in one of the schools,left Saturday for
Yarmouth to take charge of tea rooms. She
was accompanied by her mother, Mrs, Minnie
rived

home

from

Wentworth, who will board in Yarmouth during July and August.
Mrs, Minnie Dyer has bought ot Albert
Newbert of Rockland the property known as
the "Valley House," formerly managed by
Ambrose Fish. The house is now undergoing

repairs

and will

under the
Miss

name

soon

be

G

the year of 32 weeks,

i

re

Mr.

several
and

family parties in town
Sumner Nickerson

Mrs.

opened

to

the

a
large company, including Mr.
enior, Eugene Nickerson, Mr. and
Black and children and Mrs. A.

|
|

f

Searsport. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
d daughter of Sandypoint, Messrs.
s-,.1 Lane of Prospect.
A bountiful

\

|

-almon, ice cream and cake, with
Hher eatables, was served
All dehomes wishing their host and
<iood things for the future.

|
;

,'i

\KY
^r

EXPENSE

ACCOUNTS.

of expense accounts of candidates
the June primaries were received
of the

Secretary of State the past
ward S. Palmer of Machiasport, Rear.didate for the House, spent four
pencils to be used at the polling
vValdo county candidates report as
e

4

^ M.
Conant of Winterport, Republi*Mi<iate for State senator from Waldo
‘•
expended $12.03 for miscellaneous ex-

Is

\

E. Jenkins of Brooks, Democratic
sheriff of Waldo county, expended
-4 for newspaper advertising and
newspaper cuts.
M. Ames of Stockton Springs, Re(‘un^*date f°r the House, expended

f
1

'r

V

Homobile hire.
M. Small of Freedom, Republican cani *or county commissioner of Waldo
expended 96 cents for postage.
W. Abbott of Palermo, Republican
jt'e for the House spent one dollar for
p ng of a horse a,nd six cents for post-

theseeond time within the past
NO LOSS WITHOUT SOME GAIN.
few weeks visited Searsport, Sunday,
! July Oth, in his official capacity as Grand
The cold, wet season has brought
i Master of the Odd Fellows of Maine,
! and delivered the memorial address to many disadvantages but at least thre e
the members of the Searsport lodges. advantages—a big hay crop, a big yield
• Mr.
Bunker attended the district meet of angleworms and a scarcity of housei ing at Searsport in June and received a flies.
The first and last advantages are
j very urgent request from the Searsport
lodge to deliver their memorial address, shared by many people, but the second
and arrangements were made to hold the has come largely to the robins. It has
services on Sunday, July Oth. All of be- n
very interesting to watch these
the Odd Fellows and Rebekahs gathered
f at the hall at 2 30 p. m., and wearing the birds hop over a lawn searching for
worms.
Their search for them reminds
the orders marched to the
|I regalia of
one of children
and rushing
church, which they entered, following from one bush raspberrying
to another, not stopping
Grand Master Bunker and Rev. James
to pick the berries clean, for like the
Ainslee, pastor of the Methodist church. |
All were seated in the seats reserved in children, the bird3 will go some distance
before picking a worm and in the meanj the center of the church, while the side
must have passed plenty of them.
I pews of the church were well filled with time
And when a worm is located the bird
\ those not members of the order who
reminds one of a dog at a root except
| gathered to hear the distinguished speak- that the dog has no
wings to flap. The
I er of the afternoon.
At the opening of
bird
yanks Jand polls at the worm,
I the service ihe cnoir rendered an approits wings lending power to the effort,and
; priate selection, which was followed by
when the worm is landed on the grass it
prayer by Mr. Ainslee. A solo was then
worries it awhile, just as a dog worries
very delightfully sung by Mrs. P rry.
Mr. Ainslee read the scriptures and in a its captive, arid then ea?s it.
The capacity of a robin is marvelous,
few well chosen word introduced Grand
and if angleworms cast as rnucti as meat
Master Bunker, but said he believed
the
keeper of a robin boarding house
that he needed no introduction to any
would have to charge high for board.—
Odd Fellow in Maine.
Observer.
Mr. Bunker began by drawing a com- Piscataquis
parison between memorial services of the
order and the national memorial day so
recently passed. He mentioned the fact
that in the national memorial day exercises the storehouse of rhetoric has been
robbed of its choicest treasures to tell
of the glorious deeds, and awful sufferings of valiant heroes of the Civil war,
while the members of the order were
now
bringing back to memory those To
E. Pinkham’s
whose chivalry in peace, whose devotion
to the tenets of the order and whose unetable
timely death entities them to have their
names
on the
tablets of the deepest
Washington Park, 111.— “I am the
memories of their brothers and sisters.
mother of four children and have sufHe dwelt at length on the characterfered with female
building, which should be uppermost in
the minds of all the members of the order;
trouble, backache,
spoke feelingly of those who hadpass
nervous spells and
ed to the great beyond, and said that
the blues. My chiltheir faults should be forgotten, while
dren’s loud talking
their many kina deeds and manly acts
and romping would
should be an inspiration for those who
make me so nervous
live after. The speaker then torched
I could just tear
briefly upon the history of the order and
at the close of his remarks dwelt upon
everything to pieces
the fact that the order wa9 of human
and I would ache all
origin while the church is of the divine.
over and feel so sick
He drew a vivid comparison between the
that I would not
two, saying that the lodge was neither
want anyone to talk
a substitute nor a
equivalent for religion. to me at times.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
It only deals with man’stemporal welfare,
Vegetable Compound and Liver Pills reseeking to improve and elevate his charstored me to health and I want to thank
acter while he is on earth, quitting him
at the threshold of the grave.
He stated
you for the good they have done me. I
that the order was in no wise antagonishave had quite a bit of trouble and
tic to the church, but on the other hand
worry but it does not affect my youthtaught those principles which underlie ful looks. My friends say Why do you
the whole structure of Christianity. It
look so young and well ?
I owe it all
was indeed an able and
masterly com- to the
E. Pinkham remedies.”
parison which the Grand Master gave in —Mrs. Lydia
Robt. Stopiel, Moore Avenue,
regard to the teachings of the order and
of the church and did not leave a doubt
Washington Park, Illinois.
in the minds of any present but both the
We wish every woman who suffers
order and the church have their mission
from female troubles, nervousness,
to perform.
backache or the blues could see the letAt the close of the services Mr. Ainsters written by women made well by Lylee expressed himself as greatly pleased
dia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
with this
as he
of the

j
|

I OWE

MY HEALTH
Compound.

portion

HURT

Mrs. Laura Beall, Plattsburg, Miss., writes
"LaBt April I got in bad health; my left side
hurt all the time. I had symptoms of Bright's
disease. I took Foley Kidney Pills and feel all
right now." They quickly relieve backache,
rheumatism, aches and pains. Bladder troubles,
too. are corrected by this remedy. Sold everywhere.

RANCH

HOME

IN

MONTANA.

[From a Montana Paper,]
grounds at Valley View, the ranch home
of L. C. riper, have undergone a remarkable
The

transformation

this

week

at

the hands of

a

landscape gardener and expert horticulturist,
Tittotson. sent out by the Page-Clark
& Nursery Company of Billings. It is
probably the most extensive attempt at improving and beautifying of the grounds about
a home as yet essayed in the county.
A lawn,
something larger than four town lots,has been
Geo.
Seed

seeded to blue grass and the lawn itself is surrounded by silver poplar trees. Various ornamental trees and shrubs have been introduced
at intervals on
the spacious lawn and the
Woodbine or Virginia Creeper was selected as
the vi le used about the porches. Canadian
poplar trees have been used to line the driveway. All the trees set are extremely large.much
larger than is hazarded by the average person
who hopes to obtain good results, but in this
case the planting is covered by a guarantee by
the company which insures replanting for
every tree that does not thrive, and the company also agrees to oversee its work on the
premises for three years. What promises to
be a most delightful feature of the scheme is
600 feet of spirea hedge, white and pink blossoming-plants alternating. The hedge forms
the outline of the lawn and as the plants are
set only 16 inches apart, it is expected to make
considerable showing even the first season. As
the season is quite advanced, a few of the improvements planned will be left until next

spring.
Mr. Piper

was

the late Mr. and

formerly of Belfast, a
Mrs. Charles B. Piper.

If you have any symptom about which
you would like to know write to the
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass., for helpful advice given free of

charge.

Right

son

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

of

or

Wrong

Number?
The right way to call a telephone number is to consult
the telephone directory, get the coi'rect number,
and then call for that number, clearly and distinctly, when the operator answers your signal. If you
do not ask for the correct number you will be connected with the wrong number.
Have you ever noticed how the mind plays queer pranks
with numbers in transposing figures? It will readily
transpose 1468 into 1648, or 6426 into 6246.
If memory omy is relied upon, there is always a likelihood of error, and valuable time is lost in correcting
such errors.
If

old memorandum containing a number is used,
there may have been a change since it was written
or printed, therefore the telephone directory should
be consulted whenever you wish to talk.

an

There can be no time saved by guessing-“ nears”
don’t cpunt; every wrong number call is an economic
waste to the subscriber as well as to the company.
The wrong way creates annoyance to the person who is
called by mistake; the right way saves delay and
annoyance in completing your message, and it creates a high grade of service for you and others.
If you cannot find the name in the telephone directory,
ask for the “Information Operator” at the desired
Central office. Her records are complete and up to
fhe minute; she knows every new subscriber’s number, every change of location as well as of number,
and will start you right with the desired information.

NEW ENGLAND

comes to

a

Prince Albert affords the keenest pipe and cigarette
enjoyment! And that flavor and fragrance and
coolness is as good as that sounds. P.A. just
answers the universal demand for tobacco
without bite,
1

H

Prince Albert in sold everywhere
in tcopy red bags, 5c; tidy red
tins, 10c; handsome pound and
half-pound tin humidors'—and—
that clever crystal-glass pound
humidor with sponge-mn'itener
ten that keeps the tobacco in such

i

'pr“-

Sj
jig

8

ji

i

parch

or

kick-back!

Introduction to Prince Albert isn't any harder
than to walk into the nearest place that sells
You pay
tobacco and ask for “a supply of P. A.
out a little change, to be sure, but it’s the cheerfullest investment you ever made!
the

national

joy
smoke
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.
■

Copyright 1916 by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
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Ernest

L.

Hunter.

Wounded, without Food for 24 hours. He Walks to the

A Canadian Hero. Twice

Hospital.
[Frederickton N. B., Daily tileaner.Julv 6th.]
Councillor S. B. Hunter, of Harvey
Station, has just received word from his
son, private Ernest L. Hunter, who was
wounded on June 12th, at the front,where
many brave Canaaians fell.
ter to his mother
received,

|

Foreclosure Notice.

iyUINE geniral railroad

William R. Gareelon of Burnham, in the County of Waldo and State
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the 9th
day of April, 1906, and recorded in the Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 279, Page 214, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or
parcel of land situated in said Burnham, bounded and described as follows: Bounded on the
east by the road leading by G. J. Dodge's; on
the south by the foad leading from Troy to
Burnham Village; on the west by land of heirs
of the late Moses Young; and on the north by
land of said G. J Dodge; containing fifty acres,
more or less. References may be had to Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Vol. 147, Page 304, for more

WHEREAS,

BtLFAST AN1) BURNHAM,
On and after June 26. 1916, trains connecting
at Burnnamand W aterville with through train.,
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run as follows:
FKOM

KKLFAST

In a letPM
AM
PM
he gave
6 55
12 15
3 20
Belfast depart.
just
j
t3 25
an
account of his wounds which were
*12 20
Citypoint. t7 00
112 30
^3 35
Waldo. t7 10
classed severe, and said he was gaining
7 22
12 42
3 47
Brooks
as fast as could be expected.
and whereas the condi- Knox. (7 34
12 54
t3 59
particular
description,
Extracts from his letter from the Mili- tion of said
1 00
4 05
mortgage has been broken, now Thorndike. 7 40
tary Hospital, England, follow:
4 13
1 08
therefore, by reason of the breach of the con- Unity...... 7 48
i
Dear Mother,—
dition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
*4 20
11 18
Winnecook. 17 58
1 30
Will try and write you a few lines, al- mortgage.
4 30
Burnham, arrive. 8 10
5 20
Pittsfield, Maine, July 8, 1916.
Clinton. 8 28
though I am in an awkward position for
3w28
ALPHONZO D. YOUNG.
8 38
5 30
Benton.
know
but
it
is
to
let
writing,
my duty
3
6 05
11
05
35
Bangor.
you know how 1 am getting along and the
2 02
5 35
Waterville..
8 44
nature of my wounds.
No doubt you
8 20
4 50
Portland. 11 50
have heard through the War Office at
8 00
12 10
Boston, p rn. 3 30
Ottawa that I have been wounded and
W. O Estes of Brooks, in the
TO BF1.F.\*T
you are anxious to know how I am. Was
uounty of Waldo and State of Maine,
hit on the right arm and in the abdomen by his mortgage deed dated the fifteenth day
PM
AM
AM
A. D. 19i5. and record d in Waldo
10 00
Boston. 7 o0
by a piece of shrapnel. The wound on of June, of
PM
Registry
Deeds, Book 319, Page 35, conveymy arm was classed slight, in the abdo- ed
to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or par1 20
7 00
Portland. 11 00
men it was classed severe. I was wound- j
cel of land, situated in said Brooks, bounded
AM
ed on the night of June 12th at midnight. I and described as follows: On the south
9 53
4 10
by main Waterville. 7 20
I was on sentry at the time in a bay all road leading from Brooks to Monroe for about
1 50
Bangor. 6 45
4 17
9 59
by myseif; the other sentries that were sixty-five feet; on the west by land owned by Benton. 7 25
4 27
10 08
with me had been taken away to bring up Susan Lord; on the east by land owned by Clinton. 7 ?4
Frank Fogg; thence north about one hundred Burnham, leave.
4 45
10 25
8 25
more ammunition, when all at once the
4 55
110 35
air seemed full of lead, iron and smoke. feet to land owned by Frank Fogg; and where- Winnecook. +8 35
as the
condition of said mortgage has been Unity
8 44
5 04
10 50
I managed to
It was then I got hit.
5 12
11 00
broken, now, therefore, by reason of the breach Ti orndike. 8 52
crawl to another bay and just after leav- of the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure Knox. (9 00
-5 20
(11 10
ing the one I had been in it was all blown of said mortgage.
11 30
5 35
Brooks. 9 15
to pieces by shells.
(5 45
Dated this seventh day of July, A. D 1916,
*11 40
My best chum, C.
Waldo. 19 25
*11 50
t5 55
JOHN W. HOBBS.
W. F'airweather, was killed when in the
Citypoint. 19 35
d & m.
11 55
6 00
2w28
9 40
Belfast, arrive.
trenches. We always tried to be togethstation.
tFlag
were
the
and
best
er and slept together
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
of friends. This time he was put in the
$5.25 from Belfast.
next bay to me, and poor fellow, forfeitH. D. WALDRON,
ed his life for his country.
General Passenger Agent.
I said before, after I was bit I crawled
C. DOUGLASS,
G.
ALL THE WAY BY
to another bay. While there I was coverGeneral Manager. Portland Maine.
ed with clay, also my rifle was buried a
BANGOR LINE
foot deep with clay from exploding shells.
I got up on
The order to stand to came.
Turbine Steel Steamships Belthe firing step and made my way to
fast and Camden
where the stretcher bearer was in a dugLeave Belfast daily, at 5 00 p. m. for Camden,
He dressed my wounds. It was
out.
and
Boston. Leave Belfast daily, at
Locations
then 2.30 a. m., the 13th. 1 had to stay Rockland
m
for Searsport, Bucksport, Winterin the dugout all day, and at night was 7.45 d.
and Bangor.
port
j
Mill
supposed to be carried out on a stretcher.
Return: Leave India Wharf. Boston, daily,
But stretcher bearers seemed very scarce at 6.00 p in. Leave Bangor daily,
except Sunand none available. It was now about days, at 2 00 p. m. for Boston and intermediate
for Summer Hotels
daylight on the 14th, and it looked as if I landings.
would have to spend another day here,
and
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
j But not so. I got on my feet and beat it
for two miles, and mind you had nothing DIRECT BETWEEN PORTLAND AND NEW
YORK
to eat or drink for over 24 hours. ReachLOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE
1
STEAMSHIPS NORTH LAND AND
ing the dressing station was given a cup
NORTH STAR
to
drink
and
an
ambulance
of cocoa
putin
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesdays,
that was drawn by horses as the road
was too rough for an auto.
After going Thursdays and Saturdays at 6.30 p. m. Also
at 10.30 a. m. June 19th to Sept. 11th
Mondays
give opportunity to those desiring. to
some distance was transferred to an auto
inc.
and taken to the second dressing station.
make a change ir location for a new start
LINE
Was there inoculated and given a pair of
in life.
dry socks, was then put in an auto again DIRECT BETWEEN BOSTON AND NEW YORK
and taken to a hospital where I was
-13 1-2 HOURS.
Water Powers
stripped and put to bed. After being
ROUTE VIA CAPE COD CANAL
*
there for an hour was taken to the operEXPRESS STEEL STEAMSHIPS
Raw
Unlimited
Materia!
MASSACHUSETTS AND BUNKER HILL
ating room and put under chloroform and
the piece of shrapnel removed from my
Leave North Side India Wharf, Boston, week
AND
stomach.
Shortly after the operation I days f.nd Sundays at 6 p. m Same service
was taken out of this hospital and put
returning from Pier 18, North River foot of
Land
Good
into a Red Cross train and started for Murray St., New York City.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Boulogne,France, reaching there at midAvVAIT
DEVELOPMENT.
Belfast, Maine
night. Stayed there the next day, leaving the next morning for England, arrivCommunications regarding locatione
ing at Manchester at 11.30, where I am
are invited and will receive attentions
at present. We receive the best of care,
when addressed to any agent* of the
the nurses and sisters are very kind to
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
us.
There are a number of Canadians
here and they take a great interest in us.
INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
I have often heard of people being nearly
starved in hospitals, but that is not our
MAINE
CENTRAL RAILROAD,
case
here. We have lots of the very
best to eat and are well cared for.
64 Mditi Street, Belfast.
249-3
Te
In the big bombardment I lost my kit
ephone
PORTLAND, MAINE.
and everything I had. Had to leave
an
made
We
everything.
attack, getting
most of the ground that was lost June
3id. Our platoon captured 40 Germans
and two German officers. I believe the
Germans have played their best carde.
I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
They may be all right in the trenches, or
Furniture and piano moving a specialty.
behind fortifications, but when it comes
Have just added to my equipment a 2-ton
to close quarters with the bayonet they
Land
Acme auto true kmade by the Cadillac consqueal, throw down their arms and surrender.
Leave orders at the stable, corner of
cern.
Valuation of
Now mother don’t worry about me for
Main and Cross streets, and they will re1 will soon be all well and ready to go
ceive prompt attention.
and
back to the front again, forming up in
fours.
Telephone connection
so

Foreclosure Notice,

i

WHEREAS,

Eastern Steamship Lines.
WATER.

Quarries,
Factory

Sites, Farms,Sites

..—

has gone to Newher aunt, Mrs. Fred David-

SIDE

address,

had spent much time when preparing for
the clergy of addresses on similar occasions in trying to solve this one question
and show the relation of the order to the
church of God.
He felt that it was indeed an honor for the Odd Fellows lodge

Seminary,

HER LEFT

Veg-

public

castle, Penn., with
son, who had been a recent guest of relatives
Miss Berry will
in Searsmont and Appleton.
make her home with Mrs. Davidson for an indefinite length of time.

A

Hon. John E. Bunker, Secretary of

Evelyn Berry, who recently returned

from Oak Grove

With Address by Grand Master Bunker.

State,for

of the Central House.

1

|

|

Miss Bessie Gushee and brother Edwin of
Milton, N. H., where Miss Gushee is a teacher,
are spending their vacation with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Gushee.

MisB Mildred

M. Cummings, Jas. Brown,
ockham and niece, Gladys Dockto

ball.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Simmons had recently as
guests Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Simmons and daughter Alice, Mr. and Mrs. John Rogers and Mrs.
R. Hall of Belfast.

Smith’s

Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Wood.

rs.

Portland unde
caused by being

tended the boys’ conference recently held in
Waldoboro.

of

and

of

I

broken nose,

a

Scout Master Rev. W. L. Sykes, Patrol leadIvan Sherman and Willard Wentworth,at-

of

family of East Orrington
Prospect one day recently and

\

base

a

to

Mrs. Almeda Benson,
.;d

guests of Mr. and Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs.

Ward

JL.

ngor last
lends.

are

Taylor.

Lucius

were

lives in town.
-ri

Corner.

and Mrs. Annie Streeter of

Westboro, Mass,,

by

is at

ers

Winterport

Dockham of

s

I

Farmington

of

home at Gushee’a

Raphael Taylor

hie

Mrs. Geo. Wr Haley.

of

-'s

Gushee

Miss Ermina Gushee is in

PROSPECT.

friends here

on

Friday.
Mrs.

Searsport,

to have at its head and for the Searsport
to be so fortunate as to hear an
address from a man who had given so
much intelligent study to the work of
the order and who knew of its work in
all its branches.

you with

j

real reason for all the
goodness and satisfaction it offers. It is made by
a patented process that removes bite and parch!
You can smoke it long and hard without a comeback! Prince Albert has always been sold without
coupons or premiums. We prefer to give quality!

lodge

Lydia

E. Milliken called

treatment for

f

c

Unity—Montville —Freedom Class District—
Republican- James J. Clement, Montville.
Democrat—Ruel S. Ward, Unity.
Brooks— Swanville—Searsport Class District
Republican—Edwin C. Holbrook, Brooks. Dem-

EVERYWHERE

OLD

Buzzell.
Socialist—Fred

Democrat—A elbert Millett,
Trull.

tb' following letter:
“I
down with lumbago ami
to turn myself in bed. A
:■.>ug 111 me a half bottle of
y Pills, and said she had
ly afflicted and that they
1 iu r.
So I tried them and
y relieved by the use of
n e
T have had
bottles.
cess with them and have
them to fail.
I most
commend
Foley Kidney

?

Dem-

E

Lumbago

use

|

County Treasurer.
Republican—Clifford J. Pattee, Belfast.

Belfast—Republican—Hodgdon

and lumbago are awful
groat pain and misKidney I‘ills can rout

-in

of Probate.
E. Johnson. Belfast.
Leonard, Morrill.

Republican —Charles
Democrat—Arthur W.

Republican—Allen W. Small, Freedom. Democrat—Peter Harmon, Thorndike
Socialist,
W. A. Calderwood, Lincolnville.

,ty Commissioner

are

—

Belfast

son,

'it

Socialist

Troy.

In

P. A.

j

Searsport.

Bangs.

Libby,

Socia-

—

Searsport

j
\

Odd Fellows Memorial .Service

Republican Frank A. Cushman, Montville.
Democrat—Hamilton E. Jenkins, Brooks. Socialist— E. A Collemer, Lincolnville.
County Commissioner.

liter of Probate

|

E,

Republican —Harry

ounty Attorney
-an,

OFFICE.

County Attorney.
Republican—Walter A. Cowan, Winterport.

Brooks

LHKOOK.

FOK

Senator.
Republican—Charles M. Conant, Winterport.
Lincolnville.
Democrat—Joseph S. Mullin,
Socialist—A. L. Young, Lincolnville.

House

:

Gofflez._

is
the complete revised
official list, of the nominees to be voted for
at the September election in Waldo County:

,

unless you
with Prince Albert tobacco!

Here are a few of the men who face the United States
troops. Left to right are General Aguilar, General CasGeneral toss. Lieutenant Colonel Barragan, Carranza’s
chief of staff, and his aid. Lieutenant

following

The

friendly old jimmy
pipe or a hand rolled
get on talking-terms

cigarette

American Press Association.

CANDIDATES

THE

TO

t CISLATUKE.

CO.NANT,

old enough to
vote, but it’s certain-sure you’ll not
know the joy and
contentment of a
feel

llllllllililai
RJ.RfYNOLosTosAttoCoNi

STATE AUDITOR

!,

WOU may live to
Y
1 uo1in
be 110 0L,j
and never

process patented

ISLAND FALLS

;

.

,

SmOKing !

Sbac o

Roderick hale

i

M

!

OCESS DISCOVERED IN
WING EXPERIMENTS TO
10DUCE THE MOST D£3HTFUL AND WHOLE
)ME TOBACCO FOR CIGetteandpipesmokers.

STATES SENATOR

N

P. A. puts new joy
into the sport of

TELEPHONE

AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
E. K. SPEAR, Manager,

Camps

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

METROPOLITAN

Undeveloped

Farming

James (J. Duncan. C. E„

TRUCKING

SEARSPORT, MAINE,
Surveying,

Timberlands,

Topographic

Mr. Hunter is a nephew of MrB. A. K.
Fletcher of Belfast.
QUICK RELIEF
tbeir health failing
because of weak, overworked or disordered
kidneys will be pleased to know that Foley
Kidney Pills are prompt in action and give
quick results in the relief of rheumatism, sore
muscles, aching joints, backache, painB in side
and sleep disturbing bladder troubles. Sole
IF YOU

Men and

WANT

women

everywhere.

Hydrographic Surveys,
Engineering Work.

W. W. BLAZO,

General

lyrll

who fee)

To Let
An eight-room house, either furnished or
unfurnished, on Charles street extension. Inquire on the premises.
25tf
JEFFERDS SISTERS

126

Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

Belfast Savings Bank
Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 17.211, issued by this bank, has been
lost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing
new

books.

WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer
Belfast, July_5, 1916.—3w27

wedding mod she

SEARSPORT.
Barge Maple Hill sailed Monday for Philadelphia,
Miss 0. J. Lawrence arrived Monday from
Monmouth.
The hay crop
growing fast.

in

this vicinity is very fine, and

Dorchester, Mass.

7.30 p. m. Because
the uumber participating
was unusually small, consisting of MrB. Angie
Mudgett, Mrs. Lucretia Flanders, Mrs. Lillies
Emery, Mrs. Ada Mudgett, Mrs. Elizabeth
Goodere and Miss Nellie Hichborn, who pronounced the affair a decided success and the
dinner excellent.

Leslie Shannon, School street, left last
Thursday for Boston for an indefinite stay in

a

the grand bal
The posters have arrived
to be given at the new Lawrence Canning
factory of which mention was made last
week.
It will undoubtedly be one of the
grandest affairs ever given in Stockton.
Don’t fail to participate in the general enjoyment of the occasion, remembering it is under
the auspices of the Current Events club and
the proceeds are to be used for village improvement. “If eligible do not fail to enjoy
the Grandparents Dance, the Bachelor Girls
Dance, the College and High School Students
Dance, the Domino Dance, Dances Old and
DanceB New.” The Stockton Springs Band
will give a concert at 8 o’clock, while music for
the dancing will be furnished by McKeen’s
orchestra of Belfast. The 20,000 feet of hardwood dancing floor, electric lighting and ex-

Misses Lillian A. and Mabel 1*. Simmons,
School street, returned Friday morning from
a week's visit with friends in Castine.

Mrs. Sarah P. Staples arrived Friday from
and is at her home in Park.

B. Sullivan arrived Friday from
Waltham, Mass., for a three weeks' vacation.
Miss Julia

Mr. and Mrs. Fred O. Hichborn of Portland
arrived Tuesday night for a fortnight’s visit
with his sisters, the Misses
Hichborn, Church

Barge Tabor arrived July 14th from Baltimore with 1,600 tons of coal to the P. C, & W.
Co.
%

street.

Lizzie Truudy, West Main street, is
spending her vacation from the store of her
uncle, W. F. Trundy, with friends in Jonesboro, Maine.
Miss

Miss Dorothy C. Colson of Gcffstown, N. H.,
visiting Mrs. Joseph D. Sweetser on Howard

street.

Master Irving Johnson of Everett, Mass., is
guest of Master C. Austin Shute on Water

The Ladies’ Aid society of the Universalist
parish will meet for work this, Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. Angie G. Mudgett, East
Main street.

street.

Mrs. Ida Baker, who spent her vacation at
her home, returned to* Waltham, Mass., last

The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist parish
will be entertained tomorrow, Friday, by Mrs.
Albert M. Ames at her cottage, Birken bee, on
the shore of Fort Point cove.

Saturday.
Rev. William C. Adams of Cambridge, Mass,
is the guest of Mr. and Mr6. James H, Duncan,
Church Street.

Mr.

hilarating music cannot fail to tempt all who
love to “trip the light fantastic toe.” Tickets
will be sold on the B. of A. railroad for one
fare, good lor three days. Accommodations
may be secured for out of town guests, at the
village hoteJ, “The Stockton.” Refreshments

Hoy Tapley and friend Miss
West Brooksville, called Saturday

Mrs.

ana

heme about

reasons

for

Massachusetts.

Winthrop, Mass.,

reaching

of various

street.

James B. Parse returned Saturday
business trip to New York.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Merrithew of Bucksport
were in town Sunday, visiting relatives.

a

The Current Events Club celebrated its annual Field Day by an auto ride to Bangor,
dinner at the Bangor House, with more or
less shopping before dining, and attending
"movies” at the Park Theater in the after-

Miss Doris Hersey of Boston arrived Sunday
and is the guest of Miss Eva Fayie, Seaview

Capt.

s

the moat virile living atateamar of the world;
of phenomenal sagacity, marvelous executive
ability and unexcelled patriotism.”

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

are

Henry W. Kneeland arrived last Saturday

from

presented with flowers by

noon,

Strawberries, both wild and cultivated,
very abundant.
from

was

her guests. Those present were Miss Mabel
Griffin, Miss Harriet Erskine, Miss Lucy Sargent, Miss Florence Colcord, Misses Ethel and
Iona Nichols, Mrs. E. W, Gilkey, Mrs. S. CPattee, Mrs. O. C. Atwood, Mrs. I. H. Havener,
Mrs. James H. Duncan, Mrs. Chester L.Bailey,
Mrs. P. B. Blanchard of Brooklyn.

SAHDYP01NT.
B. F. Springer end family of Lisbon Falls
are here for the
summer.
Mrs. Edna Cousins is in Bangor visiting her
Mrs. Albert Shute.and family.
Rev. Herman A. Grant of Derby has been
spending a week here at the Danforth tent.;

daughter,

tage for

a

ecfc Fans

:

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Goodhue of Hyde Park,
Mass., arrived Monday and opened their cot
vacation.

13tb, was the hottest day
here in several years, the thermometer registering 96 in the shade.

Thursday. July

Better

Mrs. George McGee of Bangor was here one
day recently for a visit with her parents, Mr.

Than

Ice

and

Mrs. E. S. Patterson.^
Mrs. George Perkins of WeBt Penobscot
spent several days of last week with her
daughter, Mrs. L. K. Perkins.

Ice affords but temporary relief when
heat—a cooling breeze is more effective.

,

Prof. Gilbert Tolman, who with bis family is
occupy tng the Gould cottage, gave a lecture in
the church last Sundsy evening.

suffering

from

Iced food or drink drives the heat of the body to
the surface, making the skin feel hot and disagreeable; a
breeze reduces the temperature of the skin by process of
evaporation, thus keeping the whole body cool and comfortable.

Bernard Maguire, wife and baby, and two
friends, arrived Sunday for two weeks and are
boarding with Mrs. Charles French.
Mr, and Mrs. Harry Mullen have returned to
their home in East Newport alter a six weeks’
stay at F. F. Perkins’, where they were em-

I

ployed.
Mr. and Mrs. C. D.
Baldwin and party
of Derby, who have been occupying the Danforth tents for two weeks, have returned to
their

Our $6.50 Electric Fan

homes.

Portland Trolley Service Resumed.

Will
you cool all summer for less than a quarterPortland, July 17. Their strike settled by
the granting of all demands at an early hour
of-a-cent
an
hour.
on sale throughout the evening.
Boat excur- Monday morning, the linemen, conductors and
motormen of the Cumberland County Power
sions are expected from along the river and &
Steamer Ruth, Capt. Briggs, finished disLight Co., returned to their work Monday.
Mrs. Charles Appleton Gibson, with cjmbay to attend this “Grand Ball,” on Monday 1 'trolley service in Portland and suburbs was
charging July ISth at the P. C. & W. plant and j panion, Mrs. Foss of Bangor, motored to
resumed
after being practically at a.stand still
A
24th.
sunrise
clamblake will be ;
night July
sailed for Norfolk.
since Wednesday noon. All of the employes
Stockton July 11th and 12th to call upon Mr. served on the shore Tuesday
for the
morning
whose
discharge precipitated the trouble were
Haruld Smart of New York city is visiting ; ind Mrs. Chas. H.
Emery, Maple street.
I unwearied disciples of the merry Terpsichore, j reinstated without prejudice, the newly formed
bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Smart on
Mrs, and Mrs. Frank A. Foster, School If very stormy on Monday the ball will be post- unions of the electrical and platform men were
Mount Ephraim road.
recognized and the men will receive full pay
street, returned last Saturday from a ten days’ poned until the following evening. Admis* for
the period that has elapsed since the strike
Steamer Ruth, Capt. Briggs, arrived July
^isit with his brother, H. E. Foster, and wife, I sion will be 50 cents; dancing free. Come one, was started.
14th from Newport News with 4,500 tons of
ind his mother, Mrs. M. E. Foster,all residents come all and join in the greatest festivity of
coal to the P. C. & W. Co.
1916, in Stockton Springs.
)f Brockton, Mass.
SHIP NLVVS.
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Paine of Philadelphia arMrs. James M. Treat, West Main street, rePROSPECT FERRY.
rived last Saturday to spend a few weeks at
vived the announcement last Thursday of the
AMERICAN rwRTS.
their cottage at Swan Lake.
ieath of her sister-in-law,
Mrs. Annie Devereaux is gaining slowly.
Mrs.Meander CatNew York, July 13. Sld, schs Charlotte T !
Dr. and Mrs. A. A. Jackson of Everett, ] in of Boston.
This lady had heen a frequent
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
South
Sibley,
Amboy for St John, N B; A F
Isaiah Bowdoin of Derby, Vt is visiting
Mass., arrived last w eek and are at the Pendle- I visitor in town for many years.
Kindberg, do for Stonington; Susie P Oliver,
relatives here.
Corrected
Weekly for The Journal.
Hudson
for Stockton; 15, ar, schs Abenaki,
ton homestead for the summer.
Mrs. Russell O. Gardner of Boston and her
Mrs. Olive Bowaoin of Richmond, Me., is Stockton via Bridgeport; Eleanor E Bartram,
PRODUCE MARKET.
PAID PRODUCER.
P.
who
has
been
seriButman,
nother, Mrs. Adams, left by Monday’s boat
Buenos
Capt. James
sch Susie P Oliver, Hudson,
spending the summer at her old home at Mt. N Y, forAyres; sld,
18 00a22 00
At a Probate Court, held at Be la
Apples,per bbl.l 00a2 00 Hay,
Bangor.
ously ill at his home on Water street, is able :or their respective city homes after a fortfor the County ot Waldo, on
17
Heagan.
dried, per lb.. 7 Hides,
Boston, July 12 ibid, sch Fannie F Hall,
to sit up a few hours each day.
light’s visit with the former’s mother-in-law,
July, A. 1). 1016.
3
75a4
00
13
Beans, pea,
Lamb,
Bangor; 17, ar, sch Thelma, Jacksonville.
Mrs. Clara He oper and children of Stockton
klrs. Carrie A. Gardner, Middle street.
TUHN K. SPARROW of
Y.
4
00
Lamb
50a75
Beans,
E„
11
L
Skins,
Mrs. M. A. Dwyer of Winterport and son
sch
Alice
Pen*
Knox, u
Ar,
Philadelphia, July
Waldo, having presented a
25a27 Mutton,
y
8
Walter arrived Monday and are at the SearsMrs. Grace W. Britto, West Main street, ac- Springs are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. dleton, Miragoane; 12, ar, sch Elisha Atkins^, Butter,
for the appointment of Allen
ing
j
9all
32
55
Beef,
sides,
Oats,
lb.,
Baltimore; 14, ar, sch W D Mangam, Bangor;
J. D. Holbrook.
rreedo»»», m said County ot Waldo
port House for several weeks.
lompanied by her guest, Mrs. Suna M. Junk1 00
Beef, forequarters, 9a 10 Potatoes,
sld, sch J S Glove-, Camden.
tor of bis estate.
60 Round Hog,
10
ns of New York, left
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mason and family of
New Haven, July 17.
Ar, sch Gilbert Stan- Barley, bu,
Sch. D. M. Warford, Capt. Burdick, arrived
by boat July 11th for
Ortfered, That the said petitionru
24 Straw,
8 00
Cheese,
dockland and Portland. From the latter city Biuehill visited Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ash- cliffe, Bangor.
all persons interested
ast week from South Amboy with 300 tons of
by causing
18 Turkey,
26a30
•'dor to be published three weekJacksonville, July 12. Sld, sch Governor Chicken,
hey will go to Boothbay for an indefinite stay. worth last week.
coal to the Searsport Coal Co.
Ualf Skins,
31 Tallow,
2
in
lhe Republican Journal, a tiev.
Powers, Boston.
20
hshed
at
12al3
Duck,
Veal,
Belfast, that they may ai
Norfolk, July 12, Sld, sch Melbourn P Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Clifford of Winthrop, Me,
Williard G. Staples of Newburyport, Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Crook of Brewer and
bate Court, to be held at Belfast
35
28'Wool, unwashed,
Eggs,
Paramaribo, etc.
said County on the 8th dav of
16 Wood, hard,
5 00
daughter Doris arrived Saturday and are at 1 ind his niece, Miss Beulah Staples, daughter visited Mrs. C.’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. A
Bangor, July 15. Ar, sch B H Warford, Bel- Fowl,
at
ten of the clock before nolVOti,
»f Mr. and Mrs. Ralph S. Staples of
3 50
18Wood, soft,
their cottage at Pleasant Point.
fast; 16, ar, schs Fannie F Hall, Boston; W D Geese,
Cambridge', Avery, last week.
cause. if any they have, why the
I
Hilton, Bath; sld, sch Lizzie D Small, New
RETAIL PRICE.
RETAIL MARKET.
petitioner should Rot be granted
dass., are the guests of his sister and husThe infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. RichSch. Emily Baymore, Capt. Pattershall, arYork.
at once and
JAMES f'.lBI
^ land, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. H.
18 Lime,
110
Beef, Corned,
Emery, Maple ard Hendricks is very ill. She is attended by
A true copy.
rived July 13th from South Amboy with 400
Attest:
Stockton, July 13. Sld, sch Edith McIntyre, Butter
5
Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal,
treet.
ARTHLR VV. I.KONA1.P
New York; 14, sld, schs B I Hazard, New
Dr. Small of Stockton Springs.
tons of coal to the Searsport Coal Co.
98 Onions,
7
York; Lucy May, Boston; 17, ar, stm lighter Corn,
Mr, and Mrs. M. J. Goodfere and daughter,
Cracked Corn,
93 Oil, kerosene,
13al4
Mr. and Mrs. Burr Goodsoe and little son
At a Probate Court held at
America, Portland to load paper for New Corn
Capt. P. B. Blanchard arrived Sunday from dis8
Belfast,
93
9
Meal,
Pollock,
Homer
of
were
for the County of Waido, on tie
week-end
West
of
Main
Muriel,
Bangor
guests
street, left Friday
York (takes place of stm Millinocket in this
Brooklyn, N. Y., and is with his family at Capt.
24 Pork,
15
A. ]> 1916.
Cheese,
and Mrs. W. H. Harriman.
July,
Capt.
to
schs
visit
Annie
P
relatives
in
Fort Fairfield, reaorning
service);
Chase, Eastport; St Cotton Seed,
2 00 Plaster,
W. R. Gilkey’s on Steamboat avenue,
1 13
[ 1ZZIE A. SHERMAN of Liberty.
Miss Maud Hopkins, head bookkeeper in the Croix, Camden, both to load lumber; sld, stm Codfish, dry,
Paid while
urning Monday night. Mr. Morton L. Carle10 Rye Meal,
5
Xj tv, guardian of Edith INI, she*
New York.
Master Clair S. and Miss Lilia M. Shute,
lighter
America,
Blackstone
and
Miss
Molmarket,
big
Boston,
00 Shorts,
1 40
^ on of Winterport, supplied for Mr.
iberty, in said County of H aid
Cranberries,
Goodere,
15
stm
Searsport, July
Ar,
lie Henderson, a milliner from Salem, Mass.,
Ruth, Norfolk; Clover seed,
sented a petition praying that she
who had been visiting friends in Unity the
Good
Guaranteed
24 Sugar,
s station agent, during his absence.
stm Massasoit, Boston (latter proceeded eastsed iO sell and convey certain re.i
are spending the week with Mrs. W. D. Harri6 57a8 00 Salt, T. I.,
50
Flour,
past two weeks, returned home Wednesday,
AT THE
ward); barge Tabor, Philadelphia.
longing to sai ward, situated m
Mrs. Frank H. Cousens and daughter, Miss man.
H. G. Seed,
4 50 Sweet Potatoes,
5
and for the purposes therein ex
Prof, and Mrs. B. C. Richardson and son
pi*
16 Wheat Meal,
1
FOREIGN PORTS.
j Lard,
j leulah, of Brockton, Mass., took
Ordered. That the said petitions
Saturday’s
John arrived Sunday from Boston and are at
State of Trade.
all persons interested hv
£ teamer for Boston en route to their
12.
causing
sch Horace A
Pernambuco,
July
home,
Ar,
order to he published three weeks
the John Sullivan cottage. West Main street.
Stone, Boston and Norfolk.
fter a visit of nearly two weeks in their forBukin.
'l he Republican Journal, a newsp .i
Midsummer Activity. Business and industry
Mrs. P. B. Blanchard and children of Brookat Belfast, that they
aer home which old friends and neighbors
may appear
at
hot
move
weather. The
good pace, despite
Court,
to he held at Belfast. vvith'i
N.
lyn,
Y., arrived last week and are with \ fculd have gladly lengthened to a month.
Billings. In North Penobscot, July 4, to
latter benefits all crops, but especially corn.
County, ion the 8th day ot Align
VOTE
FOR
a
Man
U.
Mr
and
Mrs
D
a
at ten of the clock before
Raymond Billings, son.
Rust reports in Northwest push prices up on
Capt. and Mrs. W. R, Gilkey for the summer,
noon, an
The reduced rates on the B. & A. R. R. on
it any they have,why the
Babbidge. In Vinalhaven, July 3, to Mr. and
wheat shorts. Better export demand helps hold
prayer m
Robert Norris of Cambridge, Mass., arrived
er snouid not he
Mrs Grcver C Babbidge, a daughter.
in the
'hur^days, $1 for the round trip ticket, will advance. Textiles strong and active Steel S.
granted.
PrimJAMES LIB!
Dunton
In Penobscot, July 5, to Mr and
Monday and is with his father, Mr. A. G. 1 ( ontinue for three months, July, August and industry active and new business good. Lumber
A true copy. Attest:
Harry Dunton, a son.
Norris, at the Norris homestead on Norris ! j 'eptember, instead of three weeks as errone- an exception to general strength. Money aries of
24th. Vote for Fx- Mrs
Am if k W. Lr
Gott. In Hancock, July 9, to Mr. and Mrs E
firmer
Stock market lower war stocks weak9treetf<
J Gott, a son.
j ( usiy stated last week, because of a misunder- est. Farmers report labor scarce.—Bradstreets’
r
Gov.
Greenlaw.
In
Mr
June
to
A
15th.
5
Stonington,
EDO
30,
tanding.
HS.—In
117
July
Miss B. Edith Thurston, who was called to
Court of prohab
To the Associated Press, Local Unions of
M
and Mrs. Howard A Greenlaw, a son.
fast, on fhe 11th day of Ju
Sangerville by the sickness and death of her
E. Dunton, executor of the v.,
Jude. In Belfast, July 13, to Mr and 'Mrs
During olie of the severe electrical storms
Labor.Chambers of Commerce, ert
Organized
A. Staples, late of Belfast, in
Wm F Jude, a son, 9 pounds, Judson Austin.
brother, Mr. John Thurston, returned home ( f last week the
Boards of Trade, Civic Bodies and the ceased, having presented his inlightning struck one the
Littlefield. In Stockton Springs, July 7
Monday.
administration of said estate for
t himneys in the house of Levi S.
Griffin, Mato jvir and Mrs Edward I Littlefield, a son, 10
General Public of the State of Maine:
Ordered, That notice thereof <
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Blanchard left Sunday for j le street, ruining it to the roof lines and the
pounds.
weeks successively, m The lfepuh
Welaka, Fla., where Mr. Blanchard is manager s hock somewhat affecting bis daughter, Mrs.
a newspaper
Powers. In Deer Isle, June 17, to Mr and Gkeeting:
published in Belfast,
At the 13th annua! convention of the Maine
if at all
Mrs Edward lowers, a son.
of a large estate owned by Mr. Whitney, a
persons interested nia\
t imy G. Coleman, who was on the second floor
State Federation of Labor,held ai Portland June bate Court
to he held at Be I fa-’
Mr
and
Saunders
In
June
to
Bluehill,
23,
are
every year on the
wealthy Bostonian.
£ t the time.
6th, 7th and.8th, the Questions of Unscrupulous day of August next, and -hew
Mrs Henry Saunders, a daughter.
have, why the said account
recommendation of enthusiastic
Slugg. In Belfast, July 18, to Mr and Mrs Soliciting of Advertisements, and the publish- tliey
Mrs. N. F. Gilkey, who has been a voyage to
Miss Mary Richards and friend, Miss Moller
ing of the so-called labor papers in our State, a.lowed.
Morris L Slugg, a son, we.ght 10 pounds.
Clarion users. This is what one
JAMES 1,11"
Buenos Ayres in the ship T imandra with her c f Boston, arrived recently for a thiee weeks’
for pecuniary advantage, were before the conSoper. In Bucksport, July 6, to Mr and Mrs
A true copy. Attest:
vention and DECIDED ACTION was UNANIpurchaser says:
husband, Capt. N. F. Gilkey, arrived from e tay in town. They have rooms in L. A. CardCarl B Soper, a daughter.
A RTH1 K W. Ll-.ON At:
MOUSLY
TAKEN
these
upon
questions.
New York Friday.
Wiley, In Lincolnville, July 7, to Mr and
r er’s house ami are boarding with Mrs. Seth
We wish to inform the citizens of Maine that
“I want to compliment you on
Mrs Ralph Wiley, a daughter.
II7ALDO SS.— Ili Court ot Pnd>
we deplore the existing abuse that has been
Miss Richards is an
Mrs. W. H. Bianehard and granddaughter, ^ irown, Middle street,
Colonial
Ciaricn.
are
We
your
Vt fast,on the 1 ltli day of Juiv,
practiced from this source in the past and will Allenwood,
'Miss Lewene Ford, arrived Sunday from c id-time summer visitor here, having spent
guardian <>i Emu a !
do all in our pcw-er, and use all honorable
simply delighted w ith it. It is an
Searsmont, in said County. hav
MARKiEiL
Brooklyn, N. Y., and Mrs. B. has opened her 1 lany seasons with Mrs. C. A. Gardner.
means
at
our
command to STOP and PREextra fine baker, the same as the
her first and final account of g
home on Main street for the summer.
VENT, in the future, any continuation of this said ward tor allowance.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Capen, Mr. and Mrs.
old Clarion we had in use for 25 at
Gkindle-Grindle. In Dexter, July 4, by kind,
Ordered, that notice thereof :
During the hot wave July 12th and 13th the 1 luward Capen and little daughter Marion,
PenRev
Rinaldo
L
Thomas
N
Grindle
of
will
sell
on
Your range
Wc hereby notify the public in general that weeks successively, in The Kepi
years.
[ obscot and MissOlds,
thermometer went up to 92 and to 103 in vari- 1 lr. Arthur Capen of Eastport and Miss
Jennie A Grindle of Bluehill, there is no labor
a newspaper published in Belta^'
or
in
printed
paper published
its actual merits and v ill be adthat all pel*>ons interested may alb
In Bucksport, July 8, by our State, bearing or having the endorsement
i Jones-Coombs
ous places. A tine northwest wind and a
heavy ( reneva Avery of Lubec motortd to Stockton
bate Court, to be held at Belfast,
vertised by its loving friends.”
Rev William Foriyth, Harvey H Jones and of the Maine Federation of Labor.
shower late in the afternoon Thursday cooied
of
'hursday and are guests of Mr. and Mrs. WilAugust next, and show a tx\
Credentials of former advertising solicitors have,
j Miss Agnes L Coombs, both of Bucksport.
why the said aeeouut shorn1
1 am Avery, who are occupying the Goodhue
Ask the Clarion dealer to show
Stinson Scott. In J-ittle beer Isle. July 9, are hereby cancelled and NO PERSON has any
ed.
the air nicely.
I j
1
! by Rev George Smith, I-ving D Stinson of authority to solicit advertisements, or publish
JAMES LI Hi
you our complete catalog.
ous^ rented from Mrs. C. A. Gardner, Middle
A true copy. Attest:
Stonington and Miss Lucinda C Scott of Deer any papers or circulars stating they have, or
I
Capt. Frank E. Curtis left last week ior e treet.
11
W. I.FnV
AKTHt
Isle.
the paper or circulars have, the endorsement
j TayloP.-Stinson. In
Augusta, lune 28, by of the Maine Federation of Labor
Newport News to take command of the new
E.tabiuhed
1839
and Mrs. G. A. Stevens; Church street, f
Me.
BISHOP
WOOD
117 A LUO SS. —In Court ot Proba;
ANY PERSON violating in any way the DEBurleigh Martin, Esq Charles S Taylor and
steamer Aborean of the American-Hawauari
j ccompanied by his mother, Mrs. S. J. Stevens,
V? fast, on tin* 11 lh day of Jui\.
CIDED ACTION adopted at our recent convenj Miss Lida M Stinson, both of Deer Isle,
line. Capt. Curtis was last in command of the
than Heny. guardian ot Norman <
Treat-Currier. In Bangor, Julv 14, by Rev
tion will be PROSECUTED.
/ho had been their guest for the past two
of Mon ill, in said County.!
minor
ot
the
same
Dakotan
line.
steamer
A A Smith, John W Treat and Miss Doris CurWe ask the hearty co-operation of the variBELFAST
SOLD BY W. A.
ed Ins first account ot guardians!
\ reeks, motored to Belfast Sunday
morning
ous organizations named above and of the genrier, both of Bangor.
for allowance.
of
the M. E. church will
The Ladies’ Aid
,ua taking his brother and wife. Dr. and Mrs.
Whitmore-Hoxie. In South Orrington, June
Ordered, that notice thereof i"
25, by Rev O G Ba nard, George Raymond PUBLICITY in your vicinity and throughout
hold their semi-annual sale of fancy articles,
1 iugene L. Stevens, continued to Troy, where
weeks successively, in the Kepi
.tjoi-"
.101
Whitmore
of Verona and Miss Abbie Hoxie of our State.
tp|
R—lot
:j||o1
a newspaper published in Belfast,
aprons, food, ice cream, candy, etc., in Union 1 hey dined with fcheSr parents in the family
South Orrington.
Thanning you one and all for your assistance ty, that all persons interested m..
Hall, Thursday, July 2uth, at 2 p. m. “No 1 ,ome, returning in the afternoon.
Probate Court, t<> be held at
in this matter, we remain,
8th day ot August next, and -hew
Girls Admitted,” a comedy in three acts, will
fraternally yours,
The Ladies’ Aid Cook Books of the UniverDiui),
have, why tin* said accoun:
they
MAINE STATE FEDERATION allowed.
be presented in the evening, followed by tabMr. and Mrs. George Baker, who had been
visiting in town, returned to Waltham, Mass.,
last Saturday.

Perkins of
afternoon

upon his uncle and wife, Mr.
Mrs. Chas. H. Emery, Maple street.

and

keep

j

j

Penobscot

j

Bay Electric Company

I_

WANTED
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PROBATE NOT;

Experienced
Stitchers
Learning

Wages

Business

Senator

for

Republican

July

;

Fernald.—Advt.

I

..

bought

■

~

j

■j

c

1

&

CO., Bangor,

HALL,

(c

£ alist

leaux and music.

Admissiqp 25 cents; children

15 cents.

Camp Fire play in two parts, Part one is a
dramatization of the purpose and working
principles of the organization. Part second is
a
typical Camp Fire program, in which the
group will appear for the first time publicly in
ceremonial costume. The cast will be anncunced next week. Remember the date of
this entertainment, which will be given in the
Cong’l vestry under the direction of Mrs,
James Duncan
a

Mrs.
Uodge’s Corner. The funeral of
last
Nancy Dow took place at her late home
Monday afternoon, Rev. A. A. Blair of Bei-

officiating. Mrs. Dow had been in failing
health for several months and was tenderly
cared for by her daughters, Mrs. BanCy E lkins
and Mrs. Eli Colson, and her son-in-law, Mr.
Elkins. The family have the sympathy of their
friends and neighbors in the loss of a good and
faithful mother.... Mrs. F. E. Stinson contin
tast

ues to

gaiu

in health and is

enjoying

her cot-

tage.... Mrs. Dr. C. E. Hills,her two daughters,
son, and a friend, arrived July 12th and opened
The
their new bungalow for the season.
doctor and Miss Marian will join them later.
....The dance given at the hall last Friday
evening by Mr. and Mrs. Owen Marden was
attended and enjoyed by all.

have arrived and

Mabel F.

are on

sale at

Simmony,

School

50 cents per copy.
These handy,
leat-looking volumes—valuable collections
< f tested receipts—have been compiled with
£

Friday evening, July 28th, Kanetota Camp
Fire Girls will present “Kindling the Flame”,

society

\ he home of Miss
treet

at

except the guest of honor, who found
attached to her ribbon a note telling her
that the remaining contents of the pie were
hers. Tin, linen and other useful articles were
found and the affair was a happy surprise. It
hostess’
was also the fifth anniversary of the
favor

Time Ever Held
In Waldo County.

Biggest

| ;reat care by Miss M.i*.Simmons—a.guarantee
< >f the quality of the
contents. The proceeds

trill be devoted to the parish fund.
The many relati

sympathy

ves

town, of

is

Church street, arrived
Saturday from Castine, accompanied by a
iriend., Guy Swasey of Lincoln, who like him-

In the hig Ntw Factory of the Lawrence
Canning Co., Merrithew’s Point,

STOCKTON SPRINGS,

Snow,

;

Superintendents’
Conference. The sessions were highly entertaining and instructive to all engaged in educational work. Both gentlemen left Monday
self had been

attending

morning for Orono to
the

summer

the

resume

school of the

their studid3 at

University of. Maine.

Hot weather just tumbled in upon us July
Llth, the mercury climbing high into the 80’s
and

the election of Milliken, the Republican C ongressional de'egate, the Republican members of the Legislature and the Relustily

aged 76 years.
Cobb, In Northport, July 18, Mrs.
B. Coob of Brewer, aged 81 years.
Cilley
In Jackson, July 5, True

son,

[j

Davis.

over

publican ^county tickets.; We notice Roosevelt’s help is promised during the campaign,
and of him a New Yorker said: “Roosevelt ii

r=i

\=\
.Q|
Ol
Cl

Evening of Mon., July 24
Over 20,000 square feet of hard wood floor space for dancing.
Perf< ct ventilation, electric lighted, special music.
Music for
Band Concert by Stockton Springs Band at 8 o’clock.
Dancing by McKeen’s famous orchestra of Belfast.
A sunrise clam bake
Refreshments for sale throughout the evening.
on

Parkage for automobiles and other carriages. Landing for motor
A special one fare rate-good for three days on the Bangor &
boats.
Aroostook Railroad.
Boat Excursions from important points on the Bay and River.
Accommodations may be secured for out of town guests at Hotel

I
eligible,

do not fail to enjoy the Grandparents’ Dance, the BacheIf
the Domilor Girls’ Dance, the College and High School Students’ Dance,
Dances Oid and Dances New.
no Dance.

ADMISSION 50c.

DANCING FREE.

Proceeds for Village improvement. If very stormy, postponed
until the following evening.

Come and have the time ot your life.

Cilley,

|

|

aged 24 years.

LI

i

o

!

Moren.

In Camden, July 12, Robert S
of L J Moren, aged 1 year and 29

Moren,
days.
Neddo, In Rockland, July 8, Benjamin F
Nertdo, a native of Canada, aged 81 years.
Reynolds. In Camden, July 12, Oscar Reynolds, aged 16 years, 9 months and 2 days
In Waldo, July 13, Allen J. SimSimmons
mons, aged 75 years, 1 month and 1 day.
In Montville, July 1, Mtb Abbie
Talbot.
! Talbot, aged 90 years.
son

_

jj
I

I
j
I
O

Iw29

CARO OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks and
for
appreciation to our friends and neighbors late
in our
their kindly help and
bereavement; also for the beautiful flowers.

symjjpthy

MRS. ADELAIDE SIMMONS,
MR. and MRS. W. I. NEAL.
MR. and MRS. CHARLES FORBES,
MR. and MRS. LAWRE^XE SIMMONS,
Waldo, July 18, 1916—p

mom
Office 14 Main St.,

lei. 341-3

Residence 17 Church St.,
lei. 234-3

OF LABOR.
C. P.
H. P.

JAMES I.l!

Smith, President.
Brawn, Secretary.

FOUND,
At Belfast, Maine,
valuable pin; owner can have same
by proving property. Apply to
W. F. JELLISON, Belfast, Me.
3w27p

a

In Brooksville, June 27, Francis M

Davis, aged 62 years, 8 months and 4 days.
Dunton. Iq Penobscot, July 5. infant son
of Mr and Mrs Harry Dunton.
Greeley. In St George, July 9, Rebecca,
widow of George Greeley, aged 79 years and
29 days. Burial at Belfast.
In Rockland, July 6. infant daughGross.
ter of Mr and Mrs Donald Gross of Stonington, aged 4 days,
Jones. In Reading, Pa, Fred S Jones, formerly of Bangor, aged 60 years.
Knight. In Brooksville, July 7, Alice S,
widow of George T Knight of Tufts College,
Maes., aged 66 years, 5 months and 20 days.
Lowell. In Montville, Miss Alice Lowell,

;

the shore.

Stockton.

:

U

[seal ]

Fannie

aged 77 years.

Henry

extended'by all,

Charles A.

|

Carter. In Cambridge, Mass, July 16, Frank
T Carter, formerly of Belfast, aged 40 years.
Cookson. In Newport, July 10, Albert Cook-

AUSPICES OF THE STOCKTON WOMEN’S CLUB

and friends in Stockton,
H. Giant of Port^ and, will hear with regret of his seriously imlaired health—a trouble, physicians tell him,
•t the base of the brain—which is causing a
1 lumbness of the lower limbs and general deI >ility
It is hoped that the warm weather
nay bring relief to the suffering gentleman,
^ lis native

everybody sweltering in the clothing necessitated by the temperature of the day before. Thursday was almost as hot, but the
copious shower of the afternoon perceptibly
largely
reduced the heat.
Friday was warm, Saturday
Mrs. Frederick K. Sawyer gave a delightful
was cooler, and Sunday opened the present
shower Wednesday afternoon, July 12th, in
week with a decided drop in the temperature.
honor of the approaching wedding of Miss
Monday the thermometer wag again rising upto
Capt.
engagement
Lewene Nichols, whose,
ward.
anwas
York
New
recently
of
Scott Blanchard
Stockton is beginning to look forward with
nounced. After an hour of sewing the guests
other end of interest;to its approaching gubernatorial camwere each given a ribbon, the
which led to a Jack Horner pie. Each received paign. We hope The Journal rooster may crow
a

1 GRAND BALL!

For Sale
A
For

large assortment of household goods.

particulars apply

to

ELON B. GLCHRtST.

drTw. cubby,
DENTIST,
Belfast, Me

37 Main Sheet,

For Sale
A cosy new cottage house. Six rooms and
bath, wired for electric lights. Finished in
hard wood throughout. Cement cellar. A sixty
foot veranda. The lot is 50 feet by 150 feet.
An excellent view.

Apply

to

WOFD,
CHARLES
No. 1 Charles Street, Belfast, Maine.
F.

CARO OF THANKS
We wish to thank our many friends for their
and kindness in our recent bereavement and for the many beautiful flowers.
CAPT. G. T. OSBORNE,
HELEN M. OSBORNE.
p

sympathy

card~ofthanks

We wish to thank our friends and neighbors
for their beautiful floral offerings and also for
their many kind expressions of sympathy for
the late Caroline Francis Savory.

EDWIN L. SAVORY.
MAUDE E. SAVORY.
HERVEY H. SAVORY.

A true copy.

Attest:

A M HI li

W. Ill

NA1.

117 A LUO SS.—In court ot Prob:
If fast, on the 11 tli davof J;.
than Berry, guardian of Lemuel
minor of Morrill, m said I’oiu
sented his fii stand filial accoun
ship ot said ward for allowance
Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively, in The Hep';!
a newspaper published in Bella
ty, that all persons interested m
Probate Court, to be held at
8th day of August next, and
any they have, why the said a«
be allowed.
JAMES Lib
A true copy. Attest:
AKTHT K W. Let IN V
'•

SS—In Court of Pi
Belfast, on the 11th day
Jonathan Berry, guardian ot
bury, minor, ot Morrili, m said
presented his fi'st account ot
said ward for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereot
wt-eks successively in 1 he Imp
a liewspapei published in Be.Pity, that all persous interested
Probate Court, to lie held it l• lay of
August next, am! >hov .■
have, why the said account sD*
ed,

WALDO

JAMES

A

true copy. Attest:
AiiTHi u Vv

)

I

l.hoN

I KlX’S NOTICE. I in
uotice that site li
of the last w

ii by gives
tlXKCH
executrix

pointed

of

!

\

DOE, lat
Springs,

LEWIS M. PART HI

)

in the

S

ceased

County of Waldo, deceax
«•.-■
having demands against the
are desired to present th«
thereto
indebted
all
and
nient,
make payment immediately.
LKORAA.PV
Stockton Springs. Me.. July 11

f

NOTICE Tb
by gives notice that she lu.
pointed executrix of the last wo
of
JOHN P. BRAGG, lab* ot

j

ft

ij

j

IIXECUTRIX’S

County of Waldo, deceax
having demands against the
are desired to present
tlement, and all indebted iherebto make payment immediately

:

iu the

ceased

M AH'

Islesboro, Me., July 11,1910.
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